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Indcxcd in Industrial Arts Index and Public Affairs I n f m t i o n  Servicc 
The Good Neighbor Library 
Edited by Frank Henius 
The Good Neighbor Library is planned to consist of twenty handy 
volumes giving a thorough and complete conspectus of the countries 
of Latin America. Each volume gives for a single nation an outline 
of history; constitution and form of government; ethnography, or 
nature and distribution of peoples; geography and climate, including 
scenic as well as economic features; data of population, both urban 
and rural; occupations and industries; exports and imports; trans- 
portation; travel features; education; and the sociological aspects 
of each republic that interest us in the United States, and with 
which we must acquaint ourselves if we are to attain to that mn- 
tually sympathetic understanding which is the only reliable basis 
for lasting friendship among the neighbors of this Western Hemi- 
sphere. Among such cultural topics are educational system, place 
of women, and the special relationship of each country to us in 
the United States. 
The purpose of the Library is not only to inform and educate, but 
also to evoke the mutual tolerance, understanding and appreciation 
which characterize the relationship of good neighbors. I t  en- 
deavors to increase good feeling between the United States and the 
nations of Latin America by increasing knowledge. The Library 
should appeal and be valuable as much to students and teachers 
as to commercial travellers and industrialists, as much to soldiers 
and sailors as to women's clubs; for in the last analysis every single 
volume is what  has not been hitherto available--a simple, concise, 
small yet comprehensive reference book to each one of the Latin- 
American republics. 
Edited by Frank Henius, author of ABC of Foreign Tradc and Latin 
American Trade-How t o  Get and Hold It-foreign trade counsellor 
I in Latin America to some of our largest industrial organizations, all volumes of the Libraty are to be uniform: 4$" x 7%" in size; 
160 pages, with index, map and eight plates. The Library is being 
compiled in alphabetical order, with the ABC powers, Argentina, 
Brazil and Chile to be issued first. 
Cloth, 160 pagcs, with index, map, and eight plates. Each, $I.JO. 
ARGENTINA: Ready in October. 
BRAZIL and CHILE: Both r d y  Dccembs, j r ~ z .  Ofhm t o  follow. 
LONGMANS GREEN & COMPANY 
55 Fifth Avenue New York, N. Y. 
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SPECIAL LIBRARIES published monthly S e p t c m ~ r  to April, a i t h  bi-monthly i s v e a  May to August, by The Special 
Libraries Asrociation. PublicatiaoO.&e. Mt. Royd and Guilford Avcs.. Ballunore. Md.  Addrcss all cammunication. for 
publication to editorial o5ces a t  31 East Tcntb Skeet. New \-ark, N. Y. Subwriptioo pice: t3.m a year; foreien t5.50: 
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HARPER BOOKS for SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
September, 19.21 
DISTRIBUTIOX COST ANALYSIS 
By DONALD R. LOXGMA~~.  Sales executives and accountants will find this pioneer volume highly 
useful. I t  is the first to offer such a scholarly and thorough study of eost accounting for the 
distributive activities of business. I t  includes-a survey of the methods of locating waste and 
of the weaknesses of our ordinary accounting methods; a discussion of specific proposals; and a 
consideration of the practical uses of distribution eost accounting. The author is a hhket ing 
Counselor for the U. S. Rubber Company. Price $4.00 
IJOW TO INTERVIEW- hid Revised Edition 
By WALTER V. BINGEAM AKD BRUCE V. .MOORE. Wide continued demand for this standard 
work, now completely revised for the third time, indicates its unique values. In  addition to 
the latest findings of research in this field, fresh material is included on vocational counseling, 
interviewing students, workers, etc., and new sections are devoted to interviewing technics and 
procedures in many fields related to soeinl and personnel work in and out of the school. 
Price $8.00 
MANUAL OF JOB EVALUAT1ON-~r~codures!of Job Analysis and 
Appraisal 
-. 
By Evcrsr J .  BESO+.. . i r ~  EI. 1. 11. 1 % ~  (<a . I .  S I . .  The inm,.sinp drwsnd hlr 
jolt s tan~lrdi~at iwr itlm u ~ a n l z n ~ i m r  is l,c~lpfully met b! 110. b a d  wl~wlo is uddrwed ra l lw 
BUSIhTSS LETTERS-RFV~S~~ 
By W. I<. S u m  AND Lon18 V. MCKELVEY. This popularly demanded volume on business 
letter writing is now completely revamped to include all the latest styles and types of business 
letters. Every business library will want to  have this book available both to executives and to  
correspondents as it offers simple, practical guidance on how to write sales, collection, good-nill, 
adjustment, and numerous other types of letters. Contains more than 800 examples and numer- 
ous exercises. Price $4.00 
New Harper Books on Crafts and Hobbies 
CREATIVE LITHOGRAPHY-And IIow to Do It 
By GBAXT .%ANOLD. A complete, simple and interesting account of working methods for begin- 
ning lithographers, by an sccomplished practitioner. Sufficient demonstration of principles is 
included to give the book value to  advanced artists engaged in print making. Pdce $3.00 
ETCHING-Principles and Methods 
Bu CLIFFORD PTLE. A skillful technician here introduces the beginner in step-by-step manner 
HOW TO MAKE YOUR OWN FURNITURE 
By E ~ G E X E  O'HAAE. This book gives complete details for nine useful pieces of household 
furniture which can be made a t  home with the minimum of simple tools. Every step in the 
process of building these attractive modern pieces is clearly presented, beginning with the ordering 
of the wood and ending with methods of finishing the wood. Price $4.50 
--- -- ------ -- 
Write for a mpy of the New Harper  Descriptive Trade List 
mntaining a complete list of all Harper books now in print. 
Send 55 to cover handling and postage. I 
-- 
Ger these books at your bookstore. Or order them for frve days' free eraminatioo from 
HARPER & BROTHERS 0 49 East 33rd Street New York 
Mental Hygiene--Trends and Aids 
By CLARA BASSETT 
Senior Mmrol Hygirni~r, Burmu of Mmiol Hybimt, Connrriiirir Stare Dtpmmmr of Hlnlrh, Hartford, Connrrricwi 
T HERE are, of course, varied opinions about how the field of mental hygiene should be defined and Dr. Frankwood Williams once 
startled everyone by writing a paper expressing 
doubt as to whether such a thing as "mental hy- 
giene'' even existed. I personally think of mental 
hygiene as that  growing body of knowledge m d  
techniques which may be used for the following 
purposes: 
The  understanding of the evolution, organization 
and functioning of personality from birth to 
old age and death; 
The promotion of mental health as an expression 
of the highest development and integration 
possible a t  each age level, of the physical, 
emotional, mental and social powers of per- 
sonality; 
The study, treatment and prevention of erno- 
tional and behavior disorders; 
The efficient organization and operation of com- 
munity facilities which may be necessary for 
the achievement of these aims; 
The progressive but radical modification of social 
institutions and agencies, which vitally affect 
the mental health of large groups, so that the 
principles, mcthods and practices in use may 
more successfully conserve mental health and 
contribute to the growth of personality. 
Any knowledge of mental hygiene, which we may 
have achieved, is af very recent origin, as i t  is only 
within recent decades that the scientific approach 
has been focused on these problems. The mentally 
ill were for many centuries regarded as possessed 
of demons and were treated by magic, scourgings 
and various weird concoctions. Many thousands 
were imprisoned, tortured and executed us witches 
between the 15th and 17th centuries. For many 
years in this country, the harmless ones wandered 
about as tramps, beggars and vagrants or wrre 
cared for a t  home, while the troublesome ones were 
locked in attics or cellars, chained in kennels and 
cages or punished as criminals with pillory, whip- 
ping, gallows and jail. Later on, great numbers 
'Address bcfore the Biological Sciences Group at the 
Thirty-third Annual Convention of Special Libreriel Associa- 
tion, Hartford, Connecticut. June IS, 1911. 
found their way into the newly established alms- 
houses and workhouses. 
The first hospital treatment for mental patients 
was offered by Pennsylvania Hospital, opened in 
1756 by the Society of Friends, where a few mental 
patients were cared for in the cellar. The first public 
institution exclusively for the care of mental pa- 
tients, the Eastern Lunatic Asylum, was opened by 
the Virginia State Government a t  Williamsburg, 
Virginia, in 1773 and the first private hospital, also 
organized by the Friends in Pennsylvania, opened 
in 181 7 with a new emphasis on treatment by o u n -  
try living, kindness, light occupations, reading, 
music and contacts with friends and relatives. 
At the present time, there are a b u t  257 state 
supported institutions for mental disorders in the 
country, the number provided in individual states 
ranging from one general institution in Arkansas, 
Montana and Nevada, to I 7 in Massachusetts and 
3' in New Y a k .  There are also about z q j  private 
sanitariums for mental disorders for those whose 
families are able to psy. About r r states do not yet 
have any such private institutions. In  these institu- 
tions, accommodating over 606,000 patients, there 
are over roqooo new admissions each year and the 
total mental hospital population is increasing a t  
about the rate of I 5,000 a year. In  New York State, 
where mental hospital and clinic facilities and statis- 
tics are more adequately developed, i t  has been 
found that about I out of every 22 persons spends 
some part of his life in a mental hospital. Although 
there are about 20 different diagnostic classifications 
for mental diseases, three categories include the 
great majority of newly admitted patients: dementia 
praccox, 20%; manic-depressive psychoses, 12%; 
and patients with organic psychoses, largely due to 
syphilis, arteriosclerosis, deteriorations due to old 
age and alcoholism, 45%. 
In  all thcse institutions, patients who cannot be 
cared for in the home and community receive tem- 
porary or prolonged study and treatment, and, if 
necessary, permanent custodial care and training. 
The quality and standards of institutional care and 
of study and treatment vary greatly from state to 
state, and from institution to institution, depcnd- 
ing on public interest, political conditions, the size 
of appropriations the legislative bodies are willing to 
make for the maintenance and developmenr of its 
institutional program and the qualifications and 
leadership of hospital cuecutives. Some mental insti- 
tutions are great scientific and educational centers 
with all the most modern facilities far physical and 
mental diagnosis and full utilization of all known 
types of therapy, research, professional and com- 
munity education and preventive community 
services, while others offer only the barest essentials 
of meager custodial care. 
In addition to these institutions, a fcw of the 
states, such as New York, Massachusetts, Michigan, 
Iowa und Colorado, operatc a State Psychopathic 
Hospital, where emphasis is placed on research and 
experimentation, professional training and the study 
and treatment of younger patients with acute men- 
tal disorders, likely to clear up within a campara- 
t i d y  short time. These hospitals are usually affili- 
ated with the State University and coopemre with 
the various departments in undergraduate and 
graduate educational programs. A few metropolitan 
city and county governments operate their own 
psychopathic wards and mental hospitals. 
About 16% of the patients admitted to mental 
hospitals make good recoveries and an additional 
26% recover suffici~ntly to be discharged as im. 
proved. I t  is estimated that about 40% of these 
mental conditions requiring hospitalization are pre- 
ventable, if present scientific knowledge were fully 
utilized and widely applied. Some of the therapies 
now used in mental hospitals include medical and 
surgical, psychiatric and psychoanalytic treatment, 
psychological testing, occupational and recreational 
therapies, various physiotherapies, and social service 
in hospital, home and community. More reccntly 
there have been great improvements in the treat- 
mentofvcnereal d iseasqin  the electric and malarial 
fever treatments for general paresis, in the insulin 
shock treatment of dementia praecov and in the 
experimental use of various modern drugs. Glandu- 
lar and vitaminc deficiencies are nlso bcing studied 
and treated. 
Mentol health cliniri 
Only gradually did psychiatry emcrge from the 
cloistered confines of the remotely situated mental 
hospital, with its preoccupation with the treatment 
of end resoits. Shortly after rgoo, out-patient clinics 
for adults i n  the community increased in number, 
the community supervision of paroled patients was 
first established and Dr. Adolph Mc).er helped in 
diverting attention imm the long conentra tion on 
laboratory study of the brains, spinal cords and 
diseased tissues of dcad patients to the intensive 
detailed study of the  whole life history ofindividual 
living patients. !t then became possible to trace the 
evolution of personality from infancy to the present; 
to see quite clc:irly the unhealthy emotional influ- 
ences in the family, school and community which 
played upon the potient during earliest ye.ars, the 
first symptoms of maladjustments in personality 
and behavior and the destructive experiences which 
intensified these deviations. This new approach, to- 
gether with the psychoanalytic contributions of 
Freud and his disciples, stimulated interest in cady 
treatment, in hope of cure and in the possibilities 
of prevention. In  1 9 ~ 4 ,  Dr. William Healy began 
his pionrcr work in rhe intensive study ofjuvenile 
delinquents in the Juvenile Court of Chicago, result- 
ing in the later publication of his splendid book The 
Zndioidunl Ddingurnt. Psychiatric clinics for chil- 
dren also increased in number after 1912.  Explora- 
tory clinical studies were soon made of samplings of 
delinquents in courts, jails, reformatories and pris- 
ons, of the clients of nursing, health and social 
service agencies and institutions, of children of pte- 
school, elementary, high school and college levels 
and of workers in industry. I t  soon became evident 
that almost everyone presents somr minor or serious 
problems of mental health, some personality and 
behavior distortions or disorders, which may be 
helped by study and treatment from the mental 
hygiene appio:tch. r\ great many of these handicaps 
and deviations could be prevented if i t  were possible 
to achieve n videspread knowledge and app1ic;rtion 
of the principles of mental healrh in family and 
school relntionships in prrticular and the community 
in general. The nccd for trcvtment of the earliest 
symptoms of maladjustment rcsulted in 1922 in the 
j-year demonstration child guidance dinic program 
financed by the Commonwealth Fund and con- 
ducted under the auspices of the National Cam- 
mittee for Slental Hygienc. This led to the estab- 
lishment of full-time child guidance clinics in a 
number of thc larger cities of the country. This pro- 
gram nlso established the clinicnlpatternofcoopera- 
tive study by three eramineis: the psychiatrist, a 
physician v~ith hospital and clinical training and 
enperiencc in the study and treatment of nervous 
and mental disrarrs and of personality and behavior 
disorders; the clinical psychologist trained in the 
application of psychological, cducntional and voca- 
tional tcsrs; and the psychiatric social worker, who 
through community contacts with kmily, relatives, 
friends, cnployers and social institutions and agcn- 
cies, obtains the personal and social history of the 
patient and his problems. Most organired activities 
in the mcntnl hygiene field are carried on  by mem- 
bers of t l iesr rhrie professional groups. 
In  1 ~ 3 6 ,  there were about 642 community mental 
hygiene clinicsin the country, the majority of which 
function on a part-time basis. These clinics are 
operated by mental hospitals and state departments 
or bureaus of mental hygiene, by general hospitals 
and general medical dispensaries, by community 
chests, by social service, nursing and health agencies 
and institutions, by educational systems or institu- 
tions and by courts and institutions for juvenile 
and adult delinquents. The volume of this service 
is seriously inadequate to the needs in slmort all 
communities. While there are many mental health 
clinics in such states as New York, R.lassachusetts, 
Pennsylvania and New Jersey, there are still about 
'3 states having no community mental health clinic, 
6 states with only 1 each and 9 states with only 2 
such services for the entire population of thc state. 
While n considerable number of the larger cities 
have some clinical service, there are a great many 
rural and small town areas which cannor afford the 
cost of a clinic and where the state will ultimately 
have to provide a clinical proeram if the mental 
mittee far Mental Hygiene. 
'The types of therapy used in clinics vary from 
clinic to clinic. As mental hygiene is in a very youth- 
ful stage as n science, there are still many widely 
divergent schools of thought. 'There are ardent dis- 
ciples of Freud, Jung, Adler, Rank and Alexander. 
There are devoted followers of Drs.Adolph Rltyer, 
William Healy, Charles Macfie Campbell, William 
A. White, and others who utilize any or all ap- 
proaches as indicated in the study and treatment of 
patients. There are those who think all mental dis- 
orders have some known or unknown physical basis 
and others who think all physical disorders ulti- 
mately derive from mental and emotional states 
and conscious or unconscious desires. Some work a t  
the level of conscious thought and emotion, while 
othersdelve into the deepest and most hidden re;~lms 
of the subconscious. 
Among the therapies used in clinics may be found 
the following:-treatment of physical disorders and 
defects; habit retraining; the use of explanation, 
suggestion, education or reeducation and the de- 
velopment of insight on subjects or experiences 
causing conflicts in the patient's mind and emotions; 
removal from home and neighborhood when these 
influences art too hopelessly destructive and nor 
amenable to change or the improvement of home 
relationships and environmental influences where 
possible; aid in making group, recreational, edocn- 
tionalor employment adjustments or rerdjustments; 
psychotherapy, psychoanalysis, attitude and rela- 
tionship therapies with patient and nearest rela- 
tives; thc development of understanding of patient's 
problems, feelings and needs on part of those in- 
volved in his life; the usc of all community health 
and social services as needed by the patient or his 
family; and the specific treatment of special proh- 
lems such as reading or speech defects, deficiencies 
in special school subjects, or motor incoordination. 
More recently considerable emphasis has been 
placed on the use of play and play materials in both 
diagnosis and treatment. Interesting experiments 
have been made in study and treatment in the use 
of painting, claymodeling, puppets, active and 
passive dramatics, rhythms and the dance and vari- 
ous other arts and handicrafts. These encourage 
release of tensions and the symbl ic  expression of 
conflicts, preoccupations, emotions and traumatic 
experiences. 
State Departrnentr of Mental Hygiene 
In  severnl states, such as New York, hlassachu- 
setts. Pennsylvania. New Iersey and Mnryland. 
~. 
for the inteeration. sunervision and develaoment of - , . 
the state mental institutional program, for the 
development of a unified plan for the community 
clinical program and for the promotion of mental 
health through the education of the general public. 
Federal Gouernrncnt 
Altogether, about 31 mental hospitals are now 
operated by various departments of the United 
States Government for the study and treatment of 
Veterans of the World War, enlisted personnel of 
the Army and Navy, federal prisoners, employees 
in certain federal services, the population of the 
District of Columbia, American Indians, and Alas- 
kans. Psychopathic wards in government general 
haspitals and neuropsychiatric consultation and 
clinics are also provided by some federal depart- 
ments for their beneficiaries. 
A Division of Mental Hygiene functions in the 
United States Public Health Service and among 
other activities provides medical and psychiatric 
services in about 27 Federal penal and correctianal 
institutions and in ; b u t  ro Fideral ~ourts,operates 
2  institution^ for narcotic addicts and research in 
drug addiction and one for defective delinquents. 
I t  is also giving leadcrship in the improvement of 
public mental hospital programs and stimulating 
interest in mental hygiene activities as an integral 
part of city, county and state health departments. 
I n  the United States Office of Education, the 
Division of Special Education provides an advisory 
service and publications on the education of excep- 
tional children showing eithcr physical or mental 
deviations from the normal. The United States Chil- 
dren's Bureau also issues studies and educational 
publications relating to mental hygiene. Valuable 
statistical documents and analyses on the work of 
hospit;~ls for mcntai discascs, institutions for rhc 
fcrbleminded and epilcptic, juvenile courts and 
institutions for dclinquenr children and adults om 
regularly published and distributed by thc United 
States Census Bureau. 
Sorietieifor menmi hygiene 
hlr .  Clifford IT.  Becrs foundcd rhe first Socicty 
for ?.lcntal Hygicne in Gmnecticut in lyoS and the 
National Committee for \Iental Hygienc in New 
York City in igcg. These arc privnte, voluntary 
nssocintions of persons intcrcstcd in improving the 
a r e  of patirnrs with nervous, mental and behavior 
disorders and the prevention of such ~ondit ions 
through study, research zmd profcssionnl and lay 
education. .3t prcsrnt therc are about 25 state, 17 
county and 24 city societies or committccs for men- 
tal hygiene, forming 3 nucleus of information and 
interest in thesc geographical areas. A few socictics 
or committees h a w  ;i full-time, paid staff and an 
active program, some drpendon the part-time effort 
of individuals or committccs, and othcrs nre fairly 
passive and quiescent. 
Before the prcsrnt war there werc Yrtional Socic- 
ties for Mental Hygiene in 30 different countries 
and in 1930, the First International Congrcss on 
hlenml Hygiene, attended by more than 3000 repie- 
senmrives uf jo counrries, was held i n  Washington, 
D. C. Since the dcprcssion and the intcnsificntion 
of the war fever, the interest and public and private 
funds which might have gone into the wider promo- 
tion of mental health, have been largely divcrted 
intoorher more glamorous, more loudly advertised 
or emfrgency programs. Mental hygiene programs 
have therefore moved along on something of a pla- 
teau, maintaining themselves without much reduc- 
tion but not experiencing the great expansion which 
otherwise would have undoubtedly occurred. Mental 
health seems a matter of minor importance when 
economic systems collapse and when millions of 
men are engaged in world wide slaughter. Of course, 
nothing could morc effectively indicate the vast need 
for mental hygienc and health than this almost 
cosmic insanity of destrucrion which has seized the 
race and the power and domination which a few 
mentally deranged men have come to exercise over 
great subservient masses. 
Great strides have already been made in the 
integration of psychiatry and mental hygiene in 
medicine and in health services. Courses in these 
subjects and training and experience in psychopathic 
wards, mental hospitals and clinics are now provided 
for medical students. Explorarory studies and some 
psychiatric consultation on the mental hcalth prob- 
lems of students of mcdicine have been made. In 
some gcncral hospitnls and clinics, psychiatric con- 
sultation is frequenrly used in the study of paticnts 
with physical complnints and physical disorders. I n  
n number of ccntcrs, pediatricians are being trained 
in child psychiutry. So many studirs have now bcen 
made of thc mental and emotional components of 
various physical disorders that a new outluok of 
psychosomatic medicinc seems to be developing. 
Many schools of nursing include n period in mental 
hospiral and clinic in their training program and 
about a dozen p b l i c  health nursing agencies h a w  
employed n psychiatric social workci for mental 
hygicnr rducatiunnl and consulration work. 
hlenral hygiene has been included in the cur- 
riculum of almost all schools of social work and has 
comc to influence the thinking and practice through- 
out thc whole ficld of social welfare, in family and 
children's agencies, in juvenile courts and institu- 
tions for dependent, neglected and delinquent chil- 
dren, in courts and institutions for adult delin- 
quents, vgcncies for the care of the handicapped 
and in some group work and recreational programs. 
A few churches have established part-time psy- 
chiatric clinics and a few ministers have studied 
mental hygiene and apply i t  in their approach to 
the problems of their parishioners. A Council for the 
Clinical Training of Theological Students places 
each year a number ofstudents in mental hospitals 
for a period of training and experience. 
Two or more business concerns have employed 
full-rime psychiatrists for personnel work with 
a large number have employed psycholo- 
gists for this purpose and a t  least a few others utilize 
the services af private psychiatrists when nccdrd. 
Child study and parent education programs have 
absorbed and widely utilized mental hygiene con- 
tent in their activities. Kccreational and group work 
leaders arc becoming more interested in the observa- 
tion and individual adjustments of children and 
adults in group recreational and avocatianal pro- 
grams, as well as in thc mental health values of 
these activities. 
I t  is difficult to say to what extent modern trends 
in cducarion have resulted fiom a steady infiltration 
oi mental hygiene knowledge and experience, but 
certainly considerable progress has been made in 
educational thinking m d  practice in thc 
direction of mental health. A few psychiatric studies 
have been made of the personality and behavior 
problems of all children in kindergarten and first 
grade in selected elementary schools. The destruc- 
tive effects of school failure on the mental hcalth of 
young children has led in some schools to the elimi- 
nation of rigid grades. Activity programs dominate 
in kindergartens and in some schools have even 
infected educational practices in first, second and 
sometimes third grades. Thousands of school chil- 
dren with personality and behavior disorders have 
been studied in mental health clinics, resulting in 
many publications throwing light on thesc prob- 
lems. Analyses have been made of the relation 
between the teachers' attitudes and personality and 
the adjustment of pupils in the classroom. T~.uancy 
has been psychiatricnlly explored and the educa- 
tional abilities and school experiences of juvenile 
and adult delinquents have shown the responsibili- 
ries and deficiencies of the educational progr:ms in 
meeting the early needs af these children. Needs of 
the mentally deficient and retarded and of rhc 
superior and talented, as well as of children with 
physical diseases and defects have been brought to 
light by improved group and individual psycho- 
logical and educationnl testing and school health 
S ~ T Y ~ C ~ S .  
The visiting teacher, who is oftcn a psychiatric 
social workcr, has brought to thc aid of the schools 
the case work and mental hygiene approaches to 
the study and treatment of problem school children. 
Increased emphasis is being placed on a closel. rela- 
tionship and cooperation between school and home 
and school and community. In about 19 cities, full- 
time or part-time child guidance clinics are con- 
ducted under the Board of Education and in ;all 
other communities where mental health clinics are 
in operation, a large number of the patients studied 
are referred to them by the schools. Recent titles of 
the year books of educational associations indicate 
the trends in thinking, even if practice may often 
lag far behind: Mental and Phyiical Ueorlopment; 
The Pcrronulity Adjurtrnrnt o j  the Elementary &hod 
Child; Guidance in Education; Pupil Peri~nnei, 
Guidance and Coumeling; The Principal and Hii 
Community; Social Semire and Sehoolr; "&n(ul 
Health in the Claiiroom; Fi! to leach. 
The emotional aspects of speech disorders, read- 
ing disabilities, left-handedness and impaired hear- 
ing have also been explored to some extent. Outlines 
and guidcs for teachers to aid them in the personality 
study of problem children in their classroom have 
been made available and the value of the accumula- 
tive school record for each child has been discussed. 
While the permeation of mental hygienc in 
nursery and elementary schools has been rather 
hopeful, little progress has yet been made in the 
high schools of the country. There is much talk 
about student advising, counseling and guidance, 
but  most of this is on a very superficial, educational 
level and, on the whole, one must say that  high 
schools have this far kept themselves quite free of 
m y  mental hygiene conragion. The adjustments of 
the adolescent period are of vital significance to 
mental health and thrre are many mental hygiene 
studies and discussions of adolescence, but little 
practical application of this knowledge seems to 
have been achieved as yet in our high school systems. 
One or two brief reports are available on  an early 
5-year program of psychiatric service in New York 
City high schools. 
More progress has been made in the use of mental 
hygiene and psychiatry in the college and university. 
One or more full-time psychiatrists now function in 
the student health services in about 8 or g colleges 
and universities and psychiatric consultants are 
occasionally used by a number oiothcr institutions. 
A number of psychiatric studies are available on the 
personality and adjustment problems, the sexual 
problems and the prevalence of psychoses among 
college youth and graduate students. Some use of 
mental health clinics and mental hospitals is being 
made by Departments of Education, Psychology 
and Sociology in the general education of students. 
I t  is unfortunate that not as much headway as 
one could wish has been made in the integration of 
mental hygiene i n  teacher training institutions. So 
far as I know, only one teacher training institution 
operated for a time a child guidance clinic under its 
auspices. Many of the courses in such institutions on 
physical hygiene, psychology, guidance and educa- 
tional sociology remain on quite an academic level 
and in few placcs is any practical field experience 
offered for studcnt teachers. Physical examinations 
and psychological and educational tests are used in 
some teacher trnininginstimtions as a n  aidin select- 
ing students for admission and a little rather innocu- 
ous experimentation is being done in the case study 
approach to student problems. The mental hygienc 
movement can rightly be charged with long neglect 
of this most important field, the mental hygiene 
education of teachers in training. I n  many commu- 
nities, extension courses in mental hygiene and 
child guidance are regularly or occasionally offered 
for the training of teachers in service. 
L I T E R A T U ~ E  
Book, 
There is an increasing number of books published 
each year on mental hygiene and related subjects. 
At the present time these books may be classified 
under the following categories: 
General, introductory and historical bmks surveying thc 
&,A. 
-..", 
A few biogrnphiesand autobiographir, on persons who have 
made some notable contributions as well a a l e v  auto- 
biographical aacouots by former mental patients, delin- 
quents, criminals, prostitutes and alcoholics; 
Books far praieraiona1, and lay Dersonr on nervous and 
mentd disraw. psychdopy. psychiatry, psychoanalysir 
andmental de6cirncv: 
Bmkr an the more msitive and preventive aspects o i  
mmtal hygiene, ouch as mental health ~rinciples, mar- 
riage. family rrkfion~hipb parentchild relation8hipr. 
iniancy and the prc-school child, the school age child, 
adolercencc and n few relating to adjustments in middle 
life end old age; 
Books on juvenile and adult delinwenff. as studied in the ~ ~ b l i s h e d  a t  the end of each number of the quar- 
",." . , 
Books on tbe relatian or apdicatbn of mental hygiene to sometimes be obtained from the National Commit- 
variousotherfieldrsuchh~mhdiiiii,nursin~.s~cialwork, tee for nfcntal ~~~i~~~ and the National Health 
education, religion, industry, and communify organize- 
tian and practice: Library and from the Library of the Russell Sage 
B O Q ~ S  on the hygiene aJgects of or Foundation. 
nmblems such rr alcoholism, wphilir, ence+rlitis, 4 brief but fairlv comurehensivc orientation arti- 
sferilhation and the normal and pathological trpre5rbns 
of sex; 
Bookn on the organization and adminishation of inrtilu- 
tions for mcntal dirordtrr, on diagnosis and the various 
rpocial therapies and reeducationrl practdurer, on 
gsvchiatric and child guidance clinics and on psychiatric 
rocid work. 
A mile-stone was probably reached in about ,935, 
in the emergence of mental hygiene literature from 
the remote and esoteric realms of the professional 
field, when Dr. Karl A. hlcnninger's book The 
Human Mind was widely distributed by the Rook- 
of-the-hlonth-Club. I t  would have also been a great 
contribution had hissecond bookMan A p i n d H i m -  
~b ta ined  as wide a reading. Little genuine 
progress in m e n d  hygiene derelopmenrs can be 
~ ~ p e c t c d  in any community until an adcquatc range 
of mental hygiene publications is made resdily 
available to professional and lay persons through 
local library facilities. 
A book list of recommended reading in the field 
of mental hygiene is distributed free of chargc by 
the National Committee for blental Hygiene. 
Periodicals and pnmphI8fr 
The periodical literature in the field of mental 
hygiene is of great importance. In  these journals 
may be found reports on pioneer studies and experi- 
ments in a great variety of areas andsubjects which 
have not yet reached the stageofdevelopment where 
materid on the topic is available in book form. At 
least one library, the National Health Library, 
catalogs all significant articles of this kind appearing 
in a wide range of journals and i t  is an invaluable 
resource in compiling bibliographies on the mental 
hygiene aspects of almost any specialized subject. 
Among the important journals in the mental 
hygiene field are:-hericon 70faurnnI of Pryrhiatry, 
American Journal o f  Orthopiyrhiairy, American Psy- 
chiatric ~ ~ ~ r t r r l y ,  Prychiolry, Archiver of ,Yeurology 
end Psychiatry, 7ournal o/ Hemour and Menial 
Diiearar, Amnican 7ournal of iMental Deficiency, 
Psychoanalytic ~unr ter iy ,  Psyc'sychoonolyric Reoiem, 
P~ychoiomal i~  Medirint, MentaiHygiene, American 
7ournol o f  Psychology, 7aurnal of Abnormal and 
Social Psychoiogy, the Jonninls gi Applied, E d w .  
rionai, and Social Pryrhoiogy, of Criminal Pryrho- 
parhology and of CrimindLaw and Criminololy. 
A current bibliography of 8 or 1 0  pages, listing 
significant arcides on mental hygiene subjects is 
, . 
cle on many aspects and activities ofmental hygiene 
may be found in the Sorid Work Yeor Book pub- 
lished by the Russell Sage Foundation. 
The production of pamphlet material in the 
mental hygienc field for widespread and popular use 
is far from adequate and few helpful pamphlets 
are available on any  vital mcntal hygiene subject. 
I t  is possible to compile a fairly long list but these 
must bc selccted from the list of pamphlet publica- 
tions of a variety of agencies and associations such 
ns the United States Children's Burcau, and Office 
of Education, American Association of University 
Women, Child Study Association, American Social 
Hygiene Association, American Medical Associa- 
tion, American Association of Social Workers and 
other miscellaneous sources. 
Various types of information, advice and assist- 
ance may be obtained from the following profes- 
sional associations in the mental hygiene field: The 
American Board ofPsychiatry, which certifies phi-si- 
cians as psychiatric specialists; The American Psy- 
chiatric Association, which includes the medical 
staffs of mental hospitals; the American Orthopsy- 
chiatric Association, on whose membership list are 
psychiatrists, psychologists, psychiatric social work- 
ers, educatorsand others concerned with community 
psychiatric and child guidance clinics and com- 
munity mental health programs; the American As- 
sociation on Mental Deficiency; the American Psy- 
chologicd Association; the American Association of 
Applied Psychology; the American Psychoanalytic 
Society; the American Association of Psychiatric 
Social Workers; and the American Association of 
Visiting Teachers. 
The time will come no doubt when the principles 
and practices of physical and mental hygienc will be 
considered the firsf basic essential undzrlying all 
programs throughout the whole organization of hu- 
man sodcry. They also will be among the most 
important subjects in the training of all professions 
and persanncl responsible for dealing with human 
beings and their everyday problems. l 'hc principles 
of physical and mental hygiene should be known 
and practiced so kr as  possible in the daily life of 
the entire population of the country. The job before 
us  is a huge one and may look quite hopcless a t  
present, but no deccnr human society will ever be 
possible until this goal is achieved. 
Patients' Libraries' 
By MIUlRED SCHUMACHER 
Librarron, Unirld H q i r a l  Fund of N m  York, N w  York 
P ATIENTS'libraries have been in a somewhat doubtful position as the library profession has been reticent in developing the field and the 
hospital world has been tardyin allowing the neces- 
saryfunds for adequatedevelopment. I t  has not been 
until comparatively recent years that the two have 
joined forces. 
In the development of patients' libraries the 
viewpoints of both hospital and library have had to 
be taken into consideration; the library must adapt 
service to hospital routine and rhe hospital will 
hare to cooperate in making certnin adjustments. 
The usual procedure is for library patrons to go to 
the library; in the hospital field this has to be re- 
versed and the library goes to the patrons. I ike- 
wise, the hospital staff must accustom itself tci the 
library truck being in the wnrds. It's surprising 
how many nurses on hospital floors make the 
librarian feel as if she were treading on forbidden 
ground when shc wheels her truck into a ward, 
and there are hospitals that will not allow the book 
cart to be taken into the wards. The librarian must 
park i t  out of the way in the hall and carry the books 
to the patients. Hospital libraries, however, have 
progressed far since a superintendent of an insane 
hospital wrote in his report of January 1862, that 
among other things the Amusement Fund would 
establish "libraries for Sunday reading." In cover- 
ing this broad subject, patients'libraries, I am going 
to discuss two aspects of the work: the various 
ways hospitals receive library servicc and the types 
of patients that  benefit by the libraries. My first 
consideration will be how the hospitals main:ain 
patients' library service. Typica! oC any fieldof 
service that has sprung up over s large urea, there 
are several methods and combination of methods 
in giving this service. These can bc classed under 
three general headings: I. Unit libiarj-; 2.  Public 
library; 3. Volunteer service. 
'The unit system is that  in which the library is a 
department of the hospital and organized within 
the hospital. I n  its organizaticn i t  resembles a very 
small public library and a trained librarian, a 
member of the hospital staff, is in charge. She may 
have one or more trained assistants or she may have 
untrained helpers. Them is also a library room 
where patients may come to browse and where the 
colleciion is cataloged and classified. A book budget 
is allowcd and regular schedules for floor rounds 
are maintained. This unit library is generally found 
in the larger hospitals, especially state and county. 
An ideal example of chis unit library is in a 360 bed 
hospital. Another feature of this type of library is 
that the assistants attend the weekly Social Service 
meetings when patients' case histories are presented. 
This is invaluable to the librarian in helping her to 
understand the patient's need, for in this way she 
learns many little things without having to use the 
trial and error method. If the patient has not gone 
beyond the sixth grade in school that fact im- 
mediately tells the librarian approximately his 
reading level. This service is not always one-sided 
either. Often the librarian gleans information in 
her casual book conversations that the Social 
Service Department is anxious to know. 
Coopmtion with public library 
The sccond way in which hospitals receive 
library service is through cooperation with the 
Public Library. The Public Library assumes the 
responsibility of the book service to the hospitals 
by supplying books and personnel. The hospital 
service may be a part of the Public Library Ex- 
tension Division or ir may be a separate Hospital 
Department. Each hospital is staffed according to 
i ts  needs. A large hospital will have one or more 
librarians assigned to it; a small hospital will be 
given service a certain number of days per week 
with one librarian assigned to two or more small 
hospitals. As tb the book collections in this type of 
service the large hospital will have a number of 
volumes as a permanent collection, these will be 
supplemented by borrowing from the hospital 
collection a t  the library center and rhe hospital 
1 Addrere before the Biolugical Sciences Group at the 
Thirty-tbkd Annual Convmtirm of S~scial  Libraries Associa- 
tion. Hartford. Connecticut, June 18, 1941. 
division in turn will borrow from the main l ibnry  
collccrion. A small hospital may have a very limited 
numbcr of books in a permanent collcction, but is 
more apt  to be made up wholly on a loan basis 
from the hospital division and changed a t  inrenmls. 
Thc small hospital will borrow many books from 
the central collcction as requests come from the 
patients. In thc largc hospital the library will bc 
organized similar to a unir library with a catalog 
and necessary equipment for running a small 
library. I n  the hospital of less than 250 beds where 
the books will undoubtedly all be drawn from the 
hospital division ihis set-up will not bc necessary 
far the books arc all on a loan basis and no permn- 
nent records such as shelf-list and catalog will be 
needed. 
The  advantages of this type of service are man).. 
Professional service is made available. Every hos- 
pital ultimately has the resources of the Public 
Library a t  its disposal. The technical routine is cut 
down to a minimum for all cataloging, book order- 
ing, binding, etc.  are done a t  the central office 
eliminating the processes far each hospital. 4 n d  
i t  is the ideal service for the small hospital that 
can never suppori s unit library of its own. I n  fact 
i t  can be adapted to any size hospital and any six 
town. I t  also has a value besides the ones mentioned 
above of giving uniformity to the work and of 
keeping the librarian from becoming a mechanical 
robot pushing a cart, for she is kept in touch with 
other hospitals and with the library world. When 
one person is doing a job alone, as a hospital libra- 
rian often is, it is all too easy for her to become 
engrossed in her own little library forgetting that 
rhere may be developments outside that would be 
of value to her. 
Volunteer morkrr 
The third way in which many hospitals are now 
receiving library service is by the volunteer com. 
mittee sponsored by the Women's Auxiliary or 
Social Service groups of the hospital. There is a 
growing tendency in the hospital world t o  make 
use of the volunteer in places where the admin- 
istrator cannot afford a paid person. Then too 
hospitals have always held u particular fascination 
for the volunteer worker. Unfortunately the budgets 
of both hospitals and public libraries are very 
limited and neither have been able to develop 
library service in many hospitals where there has 
been a crying need of it.  I n  such cnses the libraries 
have either been totally neglected or have been 
developed by the volunteer. 
Where the volunteer alone has developed the 
library one usually will find little or no organization, 
unless one of the volunteers has had library ex- 
perience. The  book collection will range from goad 
to very bad, with little discrimination as to what 
should be read in a hospital. The schedule lor book 
rounds will depend on thc volunteer's engagements. 
This is the usual sratus of the library when un- 
directed volunteer service is used. But, as I have 
said, librnries and hospitals are notorious for in- 
adequate budgets and we musr face this fact whether 
we like to or nor and wc must also face the increasing 
use of volunteers. I chink professionals, as  a rule, 
frown on any volunteer acrivity. But 1 d o  not think 
we should, or can, disregard thc volunteer in this 
particular case for them are many capable persons 
who with direction and supervision can do work 
where i t  would not be done unless done by the 
volunteer. What the hospital and library must do is 
to direct and supervise this type of worker. Such 
direction and supervision may well take the form 
i t  has in New York City where two Bureaus, the 
Crntral Library Bureau of the New York Junior 
League and the Hospital Library Bureau of the 
United Hospital Fund have been organized to train 
volunteers, help with technical organization, book 
selection, act a s s  clearing house for books and keep 
a continuous volunteer schedule. Many hospitals 
are now receiving library service under this systcm. 
As a n  example, let me give the instance of one 
haspital where there was no library service. Anew 
superintendent came into rhe hospital,one who had 
come from n hospital having such service andwho 
was sold on libraries for patients. The  same old 
answer met his plans to establish one. No funds. 
He then presented the idea of the library to the 
Women's Auxiliary of the Hospital, asking for 
books and volunteers. He also contacted one of 
the Bureaus with the result that  six volunteers 
were trained and books were collected by the beg, 
borrow and steal process. The  librarian a t  the 
Bureau worked with thc volunteers, rveeded the 
results of the book campaign, (for i t  is surprising 
what some people consider good hospital material), 
cataloged the books and made a schedule so service 
could be given twice a week. The  volunteers call 
on the Bureau when any questions arise they 
cannot handle. The Bureau has directed the org.an- 
ization and is acting in a supervisory capacity for 
the library. And the "tough little boys," whom the 
nurses said could not be handled, are asking for 
Bembi, The Tmrlirig and yurt So Storie~. Herr a 
volunteer corps is maintaining asatisfactory library 
service which would nor be possible unless rhe volun- 
teer did give her time. There are, however, types 
of hospitals, namely thc mental hospirnl, where 
no attempt should be made in the usc of the volun- 
teers. 
My next consideration is the types of hospitals 
that are serviced. The general public is very apt  to 
consider library service suitable only for a person 
with a broken leg or the patient recovering from a 
minor operation. I t  was but a few weeks ago that 
someone said to me, "Do patients in a mental 
hospital actually read books?" I have classed the 
hospitals in four divisions according to the general 
type of patient that is hospitalized in each: I .  the 
General hospital; 2 .  rhc Mental hospital; 3 ,  the 
Sanatorium for tuberculosis patients; 4. the Veter- 
an's hospital. Although they are d l  hospitals and 
the work in general is the same, the service does 
vary somewhat in each type. 
In the general haspital where the patients usually 
stay only for a short time, from a few days to the 
most a few months, i t  is found that reading matter 
is much in demand. The patient who has had 
surgery will not care about reading for the first 
few days, but will later welcome a book. 
With the patient in the general hospital the 
recreational, &versional value of the book is of 
primary importance. Novels of all descriptions, 
western, love, adventure, best scllers, will head the 
list in popularity; travel and biography will follow, 
and books in the other classes of Dewey will be in 
demand but not to a large extent. The average 
patient in a general hospital wants a book that will 
hold his attention and still not require any concen- 
tration. A patient may fed ambitious and ask for n 
book an advertising. But i t  is a goad policy to leave 
another book with this patient, maybe an Ellery 
Queen mystery I t  has been my experience that the 
mystery will be read and the advertising book will 
not. In keeping a patient occupied with reading, 
rhe librarian is helping that patient recover. 'The 
literary value in the hospital library becomes of 
secondary importance and the hospital librarian 
must be as enthusiastic over a Zane Grey as she is 
over a James Hilton. Because of the short time the 
patients are in the hospital, there is a rapid tum- 
over of library patrons, and the librarian often sees a 
patient only once or rwicc. She does not have the 
opportunity to know the parient nor does she have 
a chance to do a great deal in directed reading. 
She must be able to judge quickly and to help 
these patients to choose boob they like. 
Servir~ in a rnenlal hoipitnl 
The library service in a mental hospital is perhaps 
the most highly specialized of all the haspital 
libraries. .4nd i t  is also one where the most inter- 
esting study of book therapy may be applied. I n  a 
m e n d  hospitsl the large percentage of the patients 
will not read. The average is about ?o%, although 
in some the percentage has gone as high as 39%. 
This may secm a very low percentage, but I shall 
quote a psychiatrist who said, "If you help one 
patient out of 200 in even a small way, the ex- 
penditure for the library is more than justified." 
In  a mental hospital the patient will be long term. 
Perhaps some will be there only a few months, but 
the time usudly ranges somewhere between onc 
year to fifty. This gives the librarian time to know 
the pattent, follow the case and to work with thc 
attending doctor. There is an unlimited opportunity 
for helpful, consrructive reading with the mental 
patient. 
Themost interesting patients with whom to work 
are thasc in the tuberculosis sanatorium. Here the 
paticnts are hospitalized for a period of six months 
to several years thus giving the librarian an oppor- 
tunity to know the patient and to give an individual 
service that  is very gratifying to  both librarian and 
patient. The patients will not only ask for the book 
on  advertising but will study it and ask for more. 
Educational programs are often carried on during 
the patient's hospitalization and the librarian has 
cheerful avid readers for her clientele. While books 
have to be selected with an eye to unfavorable 
references to tuberculosis which might create an 
attitude of futility, there is not the need for the 
closr censorship that there is in a mental hospital. 
Veteran's hospitals have well organized unit 
libraries under the 'supervision of the Veterans' 
Administration Facilities. Here the service is a 
combination of the type given in a general hospital 
and the sanatorium. 
Conclurion 
Library service in hospitals is just beginning to 
be developed into a branch of library science. The 
fact ths t  only one library school in the country 
offers a hospital library training course indicates 
the newness of this field in library service. The word 
bibliotherapy is still questioned as to whether or 
not i t  is an acceptable term. When a person is 
hospitalized his whole life changes for hospital 
routine is very unlike the average person's home 
life. He is almost completely cutoff from the normal 
way of his life. A large percentage of the general 
public docs read, however, and reading is a part of 
a person's normal life. I t  is also one of the few things 
that can be permitted within the hospital that will 
give a patient the feeling of not being entirely cut 
off from the outside world. If  you are one of these 
very fortunate persons who has never been has- 
pitalired, you cannot appreciate this feeling of being 
alone in a strange world, and a t  the same time 
having the added worry and anxiety created by the 
cause of your being there. Too many people are 
(Continued on page r;q) 
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TheiTraining of Volunteers for Patients' Libraries 
P ERHAPS nowhere in the entire country has hospital library service achievcd so great a distinction as in Rochester, Kew York. This, 
according to Miss Julia Sauer, Head of the Exten- 
sion Department of the Rochester Public Library, 
has been due to two women who believed i t  possible 
to organize a volunteer system for hospiral library 
service. Onc, the wife of a prominent ph:;sician, 
found in hospital wards a place wherc books were 
needed and knew how to adjust herself to hospital 
conditions. The other has served on so many boards 
that she thinks always in terms of organization and 
has learned the power of concerted action to achieve 
any ideal. Quierly, but insistently, over a period of 
years, she continued to reaffirm the need for an 
organization of the heads of the library service in the 
various hospitals. As a result of her wisdom and 
effort the Rochester Hospital Library Council was 
founded. 
The volunteers who are attracted to the field of 
library service are usually women of fine feeling and 
instinct. They are willing to give generously of their 
intelligence, time and vitality to bring diversion, 
courage and renewed interest in living to the sick, 
many of whom are stricken in spirit as well as in 
body. "Rooks," said the wise Doctor Rabelais, 
"are the medicine of the soul." Who, in lieu af the 
full-fledged librarian, is better able to act in the 
capacity of literary pharmacist to the patient than 
the intelligent volunteer, equipped with a liking for 
both books and people? 
It has been very difficult to discover, where 
throughoui thc country, volunteers are rendering 
library srrvicr in hospitals, since there has been no 
census to my knowledge of such service, either in the 
hospital or in rhe public library Ecld or among 
women's organizations. Rochester, New York, and 
Toronto, Canada, are noted for their hospital library 
I Abridgment of an addreas before the Biological Science. 
Grow at the Thirty-third Annual Con~~cntian of Sprcial 
Librarim Association, Hartford, Comactirut, June 18, 1911. 
workin cooperation with the public library. In  both, 
volunteers have participated and have been given 
some training. Johns Hopkins has volunteers assist. 
ing the patients'librarian and undoubtedly the same 
is true in many other large hospitals. 
I n  1938 the New York Junior League was stirred 
by the discovery that not a single one of the city's 
great hospitals employed a full-time trainedlibiarian 
for providing adequate book service to patients. 
As a result a training course consisting of a series of 
lecturcs for volunteers was launched under the direc- 
tion of a professional librarian. Thrn in 1939 the 
League established a Central Bureau for Hospital 
Librnrisns with a supervising librarian in charge to 
promote the development of library service in the 
hospitals of the city area. A central book collection 
was organized for distribution to hospitals agreeing 
to cooperate with the League. This collection oper- 
ated on a loan basis in the same manner as an exten. 
sion service would from a public library. During the 
pnsr two and one half years the Central Bureau for 
Hospital Libraries has furnished books and prafes. 
sianal advice to nearly za hospitals interested in 
establishing patients' libraries under volunteer man- 
agement. As a result of the stimulus given to the 
movement by the League's Central Bureau, two 
hospitals have acquired full-time librarians and two 
others have part-time professional service. 'iolun- 
teem continue to assist rhe librarians in these hos- 
pitals. Another indication of quickened interest 
within the past few months is the establishment of 
another hospital library bureau a t  the headquarters 
of the United Hospital Fund with a 
librarian as director. The promotion work of these 
two bureaus has been accomplished through the 
zeal and devotion of out-standing volunteers who 
have applied remarkable organization ability in fur- 
thering the development of the hospital library field. 
Since the New York Public Library is so h a d .  
cappcd by lack of funds that i t  cannot service the 
city hospitals in its domain, we assume that volun- 
teer service will bc needed for some time to come. 
I t  will doubtless take more than a couple of years 
to develop patients' libraries in the approximately 
one hundred hospitals in Greater Kew York, even 
in view of the extension service being rendered to 
city hospitals in Brooklyn and Queens by the public 
libraries there. With such a prospect facing us the 
training of volunteers continues to be a responsi- 
bility to  the community and a challenge to the 
library profession. 
Drawlockr to volunteer reruice 
The drawbacks to volunteer service are obvious. 
Number one is the time element. Rounds to patients 
with book carts are made generally about twice a 
week. The volunteer sees the average patient three, 
s t  the most, six times in the course of three weeks, 
and then for only a few minutes, so has little time to 
become well acquainted with him, to find out his 
needs, to discover what is troubling him and what 
are his reactions to the books given him to reed. 
Secondly, she is rarely qualified to prescribe a read- 
ing menu (and never in a psychiatric ward) because 
of her lack of knowledge of books and her ineaperi- 
ence in tapping the resources of a book collection 
covering general literature. Becnusc she has been 
accustomed to reading those of her own choosing, 
she is not equipped with the technique of selecting 
books based on the reading level of the patient. 
She has to learn to read books other than those she 
likes, in order to discover what the patient wants 
and why. Also, when the volunteer librarian has a 
little money to spend on new books she is apt  to 
rely on her own judgment; to base her selection on 
advertisements of best sellers or on bargain sales 
rather than to be guided by book selection aids 
recommended by the library profession. 
Lectures on library science, business ethics, bed- 
aide manncr, dependability, punctuality, adapta- 
bility to hospital procedures and personal relation. 
s h i p  can only register if we are fortunate in securing 
the right typcof volunteer. Granted that the volun- 
teer will not possess all of thc educational require- 
mcnts n librarian must possess, shc should measure 
up to nN of the personal requirements. She should 
be a person of good sense, sympathy, poise, and 
understanding, one who likes people and books. An 
endowment of imagination and intuition are accom- 
panying assets. Many a volunteer has had more 
worldly advantages than the schooled librarian, and 
accordingly has more iaooi r  faire. Because of all 
these factors the librarian should think well of the 
volunteer's possibilities and try to provide the kind 
of stimulus and guidance that will make her a 
valuable hospital library aide. 
Following careful selection then, the next obligs. 
tion is to providesome thrurcticnl as well ns prvctic~l 
training for the hospital library volunteer before 
she starts making book roundsin a hospital. A course 
of twelve lectures is given in Rochester by the Civic 
Council and since 1938 in New York the Central 
Burmu for Hospital Libraries of the New York 
lunior League has also given a course of twelve 
lectures. Beginning experimentally this group of 
twelve lectures offered by the League has grown 
until the subjects now cover the volunteer's place 
in the hospital, the volunteer's relation to the pa- 
tient's reading and various phases oi such reading. 
The speakers who have contributed to this lecture 
program are all of them outstanding in their respec- 
tive fields. Heads of social service departments in 
various hospitals and directors of nurses have con- 
tributed their observations on the function of the 
librarian in relation to the patient in a number of 
round table discussions. Hospital administrators 
have also given their practical observations on book 
service to patients. Children's librarians come to 
talk about juvenile books for hospital use, and Mary 
Gould Davis conducts a special series of lectures on 
story telling. Anne Eaton has covered books for 
adolescents. Jennie Flexner has indicated the ap- 
proach to the ~ a t i e n t  who needs smcial advisory 
of the Pratt  Institute School of Library Science, 
gives 8% lecture on book reviewing. In  addition there 
have been technical lectures on the organization of a 
hospital library, simple cataloging, etc., the care 
and repair of books and circulation methods and 
records. 
A'md/or a iloipiialLibrary Council 
I n  order to combine community with professional 
rcsponsibility for volunteer library service, I should 
like to recommend the establishment of a Hospital 
Library \!'elfare Council in every community where 
volunteers arc rendering hospital library service. 
Such n council would consist of representatives of 
the hospital administrative staff, the medical pro- 
fession, nursing staff, volunteer organizations and 
the library profession. Rochester already has such 
a council and is leading the way toward further 
developments. The Hospital Library Council would 
be responsible not only for outlining n course for 
training hospital library volunteers, coordinating 
various agencies and promoting public relations, 
but would also providc a system for recruiting, 
registering and investigating volunteer service and 
evaluating it prriodicnlly. 
Collection And Use Of Statistics1 
By MARY ETHEL JAMESON 
Librwinn, Norionol Zndurrrid Confrnnrr Boord, Inr., A h  York 
T HIS is a n  era of statistics andstatistics have certainly come of age. The derivation of the word is "state affairs" and most state affairs 
now depend to a great extent on statistics for guid- 
ance. 
Thc study of state affairs was first listed as a 
college course in 1660 a t  the University a t  Helm- 
stedt. Gottfried Akenwall is called the Father of 
Statistics, as i t  was he who in 1749 6's' made use 
of the term. Ir  is interesting to note that the prob- 
lems which we call "statistical" were reported from 
the carliest times. In Egypt, in pjo B.C., the 
progress of the building of the Pyramids was re. 
carded, the construction, the number of workers 
and the hours worked-hence, man hours. In 
Judea, a census of population and of the fighting 
men was taken in c . ~ p  B.C. as recorded in the 
Book of Numbers. China described her population 
in 2200 B.C. and Persia reoarred on real estate 
in 1795. Napoleon believed that complete statis- 
tical information was as important in military 
strategy as in civil affairs. 
\Vorld War 1 accelerated the interest in statistics 
and a t  the outbreak of the war, the United Srates 
had many statistical bureaus. These statistics 
howcver, were in no way coordinated. As Dr. Allyn 
A. Young pointed out in an  article in the Journalof 
rhr Amerirnn Sriiiiitiriii Armriarim, December, 
1917, "In this emergency we turned first to our 
existing stocks of sratistical information and the 
current statistical outpur of our Governmental 
bureaus and have realized perhaps for the first time 
how woefully incomplete and inadequate our Fed- 
eral statistics a r e . .  . we are in a state of statistical 
unpreparedness. . . .Like chemistry, physics, etc., 
statistical method has come to be a n  important tool 
in modern warfare. . . . I t  is necessary to keep 
informed regarding the measurement of resources 
., - ~~ , ~~~ ~~ 
taxes collected. Thc census of Athens in p g  B.C. of money and goods." 
showed that there were 10,000 aliens in the city and Co'one' 'pan to 
coordinate the statistics of the W a r  Department 400,000 slaver. This ratio might still hold for 
and we all know what a n  excellent job he did. A few Athens and for other historic cities were a census 
of the statistics which werc lacking a t  the time of 
taken today. The enumerations of the Romans were \Vorld War I were: 
always made with the greatest detail and precision. 
,f production of the ~ ~ d ~ ~ ~ l  R ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -  
The Elzivers of Leyden in ,626 began the publica- tirst published in the Federa/ Rrimt BUN<- 
tion of a series of little books on various countries rin of March, r g x .  
which were cnlled Rcipublira. These were written DL Carl Snyder's index of the volume of trade- 
by celebrated authors of the time and the contents first described in the Journal of the American 
give statistical information concerning the countries. S~aririicai Ariociation of December, 1923 and 
These lovely little volumes are now collectors' now continued by the Federal Reserve Bank 
items. of New York. 
~h~ pauulation estimates of the united starer The Suracy o/ Cumenr Buiaesi issued first time 
. . 
reach back to colonial times; Virginia in 1607, 
South Carolina in 1700 and North Carolina in r7ro. 
The British Possessions in North America had an 
estimated population of i,oS~,ooo persons in 1780. 
Wars and statistics have a strange affinity and 
statistics seem to thrive an wars. The French Revo- 
lution gave great impetus to the gathering of infor- 
mation concerning the production, finance, resources 
and population of f iance.  A department of Finance 
and Statistics was appointed undcr Neufchateau 
'Address before the Financial Group at the Thirty.third 
Annual Convention of Slwcial Libraries Association, Hartford, 
Connecticut, June 17. 1941. 
in 192,. 
The Hamnrd Reaim of Economic Sraririici- 
issued first in a large folio volume in ,919 by 
Person and Day and containing an index of 
trade and a wade barometer. 
The Cost of Living figures of the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics and of the National Indur- 
trial Conference Board-first constructed in 
1918 and worked back to 1914. 
The n'nnolirr Index of Business Activity-begun 
in 1 ~ 2 6  and later combined with the Axe- 
Houghton lndex and carried back to ,919 and 
later to 1850. This lndex now appears in 
Burinerr Week. 
The Census of Distribution-first published in 
1930 although a trial census of eleven cities 
was published in 1926. 
Some preparatory work had been done an  na- 
tional income prior to World War I but Dr. 
Willford I. King's pioneer study did not ap- 
pear until much later. Estimates of national 
income on the basis of concepts that are a t  all 
comparable with national income figures as 
are now accepted were not published until 
1927; monthly data on income are a compara- 
tively current development. 
I n  1916 the business man who wished to keep 
informed as to nationwide developments was well 
satisfied wirh a chart or table showing the pig-iron 
production, exports and imports, bank clearings, 
cotton production and the Dow-Jones averages, 
etc. He was of necessity satisfied as there were no 
well rounded pictures of coordinated statistics. 
Today the business executive knows that intelligent 
experimentation must be built upon tested facts 
and experience. For twenty-five years the National 
Industrial Conference Board has endeavored to act 
as American industry's agency for research in thr 
broad field of administrative policy. The Board's 
first research report was issued in ,917 and dealt 
with workmen's compensation acts. Since that time 
the Board has continuously served as a clearing 
house for information concerning management and 
statistical problems and techniques. I t  is constantly 
gathering and analyzing and synthetizing data 
concerning a multitude of problems on  business, 
taxation, inventories, industrial relations, income 
and numerous other subjects. These results are 
published in studies and reports, road maps and 
monthly periodicals, in the Economic Record and 
in the Mnnogernenr Kerord. The information for 
these reports is secured through conferences, orig- 
inal research, answers to questionnaires and the 
experience of others. The cooperators who answer 
our questionnaires are located in all parts of the 
United States, in small factory towns and in large 
industrial centers. The studies in industrial rela- 
tions represent the practice in all types of companies 
in order to be representative of prevailing practice 
throughout the country. Those who answer the 
questionnaires are assured of complete restriction 
upon the use of their names and for that reason we 
secure full response. Under no circumstances are 
the names of companies given out unless with full 
approval and consent of the cooperator. 
The Associates of the Board in 1 ~ 1 6  comprised 
but six associations. Now the Associates include 
banks, railways, advertising agencies, insurance 
companies, manufacturing enterprises, law firms, oil 
companies, trade associations, public utilities, 
labor organizations and many individuals who are 
interested in the work of the Board outside their 
business or professional affiliations. 
The Part Of Fire Insurance Companies In National Defense' 
I T IS truly an honor to comc before your dis- tinguished group. We of the Fire Insurance business welcome such opportunities as this 
since they offer a means of giving expression to the 
aims and hopes of the various organizations which 
make up our industry. 
I n  this critical period, business leaders have 
assumed a tremendous responsibility. The world 
a t  large looks to our nation's business for resolute 
-- - 
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leadership in sustaining the democracies in their 
struggle for existence. Obviously, we should lct 
nothing detract from the supreme effort to keep 
American industry producing and in that connec- 
tion we should not permit the wastefulness of fire 
to delay our preparedness. 
I t  is generally conceded to be a fact that there 
can be no sustained prosperity which does not take 
into consideration the gcnernl welfare of all of thc 
many interests of our country. i n  other words, 
industry needs the support of agriculture and 
agriculture is dependent upon the success of in. 
dustry. I t  follows that the prosperity of all business 
and the welfare of the people of this country as a 
whole are inter-dependent. In speaking, therefore, 
on behalf of Fire Insurance arganizationr, as r group, 
i t  is well to aut!ine our general position and useful- 
ness to other interests and to the cauntry a t  large. 
One of thc outstanding thoughts in the minds of 
mast of us in these trying times is the question of 
security. Business and industry are bcing judged 
by their social and economic usefulness. The Fire 
Insurance interests occupy an outstanding position 
from the viewpoint of security and social and 
economic usefulness. 
Security cannot be attained without stability and 
i t  is a fact that the Fire Insurance busines .as a 
whole has n record for stability which is outstanding. 
This may not be generally realized, possibly because 
our business seldom achieves unusual recognition 
- 
in the minds of the general public. During the first 
World War and in the period of rcadiustment im- 
mediately thereafter, the various Fire Insurance 
Companies rendered remarkable service in many 
ways, meeting cvrry legitimate demand and assist- 
ing immeasurably us a stabilizing influence during a 
time when financial structures throughout the 
entire world were in jeopardy. 
As i t  has often been stated, history repeats itself 
and we now find ourselves in a position somewhat 
analogous to other trying periods through which 
our nation has passed. As soon as i t  became known 
officially that a crisis had appeared, the leaders of 
our business offered to our National and State 
Governments complete cooperation and thr benefit 
of thc innumerable services which the Fire Insur- 
ance companies and their many sub-organizations 
are so admirably fitted to render. 
Affiliated with and operating far the vast major- 
i ty of our companies we find what we call Inspection 
and Rating groups composed of trained and skilled 
engineers, and in particular a National organization 
known as the National Board of Fire Underwriters. 
The work of this outstanding organization is carried 
on under the direction of committees of Fire Insur- 
ance Company executives, among these bcing the 
Committees on Fire Prevention and Engineering 
Standards, Construction of Buildings, Incendiarism 
and Arson, Statistics and Origin of Fires. 
The Nstionnl Board of Fire Underwriters has 
funcrioned fur a period of seventy-fivr years and 
has rendered to the various communities through- 
our the United States untold seivices in connection 
with the prevention of loss of life and property. 
When we realize that during ,940 alone the total 
fire loss in the United States wos $286,491,347 and 
the loss of life 10,000, i t  is a t  once apparent that 
there is need for services along the lints just men- 
tioned. This loss of lift and property is appalling 
from every point of view and almost all of i t  is prc- 
venmble. In  a time of supreme crisis i t  is imperative 
that evcry possible cffort be made to rliminstc such 
wasteful and unwholesome conditions. 
I n  pcacc-time the prevention of fires and the 
reduction of fire waste has n hearing on the prod- 
uctivity of the country. I n  war-time the duty of 
preventing fire is one which assumes tremendous 
significance. H committee of leading fire and 
casualty insurance company executives and man- 
agers of syndicates composed of these companies 
has placed a t  the disposal of the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation, to assist i t  in guarding against 
sabotage, plans and other data of thousands of the 
largest industrial plants in the cauntry. 
By invitation of the Quartermaster General, the 
Kational Board of Fire Underwriters has established 
a special bureau to cooperate with his department in 
Washington. This burrau consists of a number of 
experienced engineers who advise on fire protection 
and prevention for the construction work now being 
done by the Government. In  addition, mare than 
fifty engineers from fire insurance rating bureaus 
and other organizations are already stationed nt 
Army camps and other sites whcrc extensive build- 
ing is being done, and their number is to be increased 
shortly. This service is being rendered far the sole 
purpose of making these quarters safer for military 
and naval trainees and for preventing fire losses, 
since the Government insures its own properties. 
A third activity, and a very important one, is the 
ptovision of sufficient fire and use and occupancy 
insurance to protect the great private plants manu- 
facturing defense supplies for the Government. The 
values in some of these plants are so high as to 
exceed the capacity of individual syndicates. 
The inspection services of insurance companies 
and syndicates, a t  the same tirnc, are keyed up to 
special watchfulness to detect conditions which 
might cause fire or accident in private defense 
plants, and to secure the removal of such conditions. 
By undertaking this helpful and necessary work, the 
National Board relieves our Federal and State 
Governments of an immense expense, places fire 
prevention on a sound basis and what is more, gives 
a demonstration of the manner in which a great 
private enterprise can meet grave social responsibil- 
ities in the democratic 2'hy. 
\Ve should feel i t  a civic duty to inculcate in the 
minds of the public the aims and purposes of our 
Fire Insurance organizations and we must begin to 
teach the people that the interest of the insurance 
companies and the community is identical. Your 
particular group is unusually qualified and especially 
equipped to render untold services along this line 
and I am sure you will seize upon every opportuniry 
to lend a helping hand. 
The Chamber of Commerce of the United States and What It 
Has for Insurance Libraries' 
By T. F. CUNNEEN 
P MOP. to the creation of the Chamber of Com- merce of the United States in 1912 there existed in the United States no group which 
was in a position to express the viewpoint of Ameri- 
can business on national questions. Business men 
frequently found themselves in opposition to mch 
other when important legislation was pending in 
Congress. The story is told of a United States Scna- 
tar who in ,911 arose in the Senate and said he had 
received a telegram that morning from a chamber 
of commerce in his city urging him to vote against a 
bill which was then being discussed, saying i t  would 
work a great hardship to the commerce of his state. 
Later in the day he received a telegram from an 
association of business men in another part of the 
state urging him to vote for the bill, dedailng i t  
would greatly benefit his state and region. The Srna- 
tor quite appropriately said, "What does business 
think?' 
Organization of the Chamber o,f Commerce 
In  order to answer that  question, President Taft  
and the Hon. Charles Kagel, then Secretary of Cum- 
merce and Labor, in rgrz, invited a number of 
business men and representatives of business organ- 
izations to come to Washington to work out a plan 
so that  government might have the advice and 
counsel of business through a national clearing 
house of business opinion. Five hundred business 
men responded to the call and the foundation was 
laid on which the Chamber of Commerce of the 
United States was erected. I t  was the desire of the 
founders that the proposed organization, in order 
to be of service to the country, should be democratic 
in its nature. Authority to direct the program of the 
organization was therefore vested in the member 
organizations. The By-Laws provided that the 
Board of Directors which administers the National 
Chamber should be elected by the member orgtin- 
trade associations. The underlying membership of 
these organizations includes some 700,000 business 
men, firms and corporations. 
The service of the National Chamber is two- 
fold. The primary function is to secure the views of 
business upon national questions and to present and 
interpret these views to the agencies of government, 
as well as to the public. The National Chamber 
serves as an agency through which the opinion of 
business is canvassed and is given point and em- 
phasis. 
I n  order to be in a position to present the views 
of business on national questions, a referendum 
system was established through which the Cham- 
ber's underlying membership expresses its views. In  
addition, the Chamber's annual meeting affords an 
opportunity to its membership to express its apin- 
ions on national questions through resolutions 
adopted a t  the meeting. In  order that the Chamber 
may not dissipate its energies on unimportant ques- 
tions, the By-Laws provide that subjects submitted 
for consideration to members shall be national in 
character, timely in importance and general in 
application to business and industry. 
The influence of the Chamber as a factor in de- 
termining policies, has been demonstrated on many 
occasions. I t s  reports and referenda presented to 
Congress have been an important influence in the 
formulation of national legislation such as the Fed- 
eral Budget Act, Federal Reserve Act, the Trans- 
portation Act, flood control, tariff administration 
and tax legislation. Many Chamber recommenda- 
tions in the field of tax reform have been adopted in 
National Revenue Acts. 
An important factor in the Chamber organiza- 
tion is its research and information service. This is 
the province of the depaitmentd organizations, 
each ofwhich has an expert staff occupied through- 
out the w a r  in srudv and research. The results of 
izations. these activities are broadcast to thc membership in 
From a small beginning the National Chamlxr bulletins, surveys and reports. 
has grown until today i t  has a membership of rjoo The National Chamber does not duplicate or 
local, state and regional chambers of commerce and infringe upon the activities of other organizations. 
Departments-their work and policies 
In  addition to the administrative functions, the 
work of the Chamber is performed by five gencrd 
departments dealing with membership relnrions, 
publicity, rescnrch, resolutions and referenda, and 
Nation', Auiine~r. 
Nolion'r Buiivesi, the Chamber's publication, is 
a medium through which the Chamber each month 
puts before its members, as well as before a very 
large number of other readers, not only facts relat- 
ing to its nctivitics, but also facts relating to na- 
tional and international questions, vitally affecting 
commerce and industry. 
In  addition to the departments referred to, the 
National Chamber has a number of service deparr- 
ments, such ;is Agriculture, Commercial Organiza- 
tion, Construction and Civic Development, Do. 
mestic Distribution, Finance, Foreign Commerce, 
Insurance, Manufacture, Natural Resources Pro. 
duction, Trade Association, and Transportation and 
Communication. Each of the service departments 
carries on a program under the direction of a cam. 
mittee which includes in its membership the two 
directors elected to represent the department, as 
well as other business men who will represent 
different points of view upon questions corning 
before the department for consideration. These 
departmental cammitrees report their recommenda- 
tions to the Chamber's Board of Directors. 
The Chamber's Research Department, an im- 
portant one in the Chamber organization, conducts 
legislative, legal and economic research for members, 
committees and others. This Department issues 
wee!+ a general bulletin containing information 
about the activities of government agencies that 
are of concern to business men. In  addition, i t  also 
issues weekly during sessions of Congress, the 
Legirloliue Bullerin, which describes each bill of 
importance to  business and follows i t  through all 
of its legislative stages, thus affording authoritative 
information about the contents and the status of 
each bill. 
'The Chamber's Agricultural Department keeps 
in touch with current federal legislation and with 
the activities of the United States Dcpartment of 
Agriculture, Agricultural Adjustment Administra- 
tion, Farm Credit Administration and other agencies 
dealing with agricultural subjects. 
The Construction and Civic Development Dr. 
partment follows national problems of the construc- 
tion industry and deals with questions in the field 
of urban development, such as housing, public 
wrks ,  regional and city planning, zoning, recren. 
tion facilities, etc. 
The Domestic Distribution Departmcnt con- 
siders problems incident to the movement of goods 
from purchaser and manufacturer to the consumer. 
The Finance Department fosters sound financial 
policies and practices in business m d  in government. 
This Department is a t  work upon current and long- 
range problems in the ficld of banking, monetary 
policy, government fiscal affairs, corporate finance 
and related matters. 
The Departmcnt of Manufactuic closely follows 
decisions of the Labor Relations Board, the opera- 
tions of the \Talsh-Healcy 4c t ,  federal regulation of 
hours and wages, decisions of the Federal Trade 
Commission, Sods1 Security Board and other 
agencies. 
More than 1100 legislative committees, an aver- 
age of more than two in each Congressional District, 
have been organized by chambers of commerce and 
trade associations affiliated with the National 
Chamber. Cammittee membcrs speak to their Con- 
gressmen as constituents with the intimate knowl- 
edge of how legislation affects their community or 
their industry. This approach from "back home" is 
the reverse of the old method of trying to influence 
Congress through a national headquarters located 
in a metropolitan area. The advantage of this plan 
lies in the fact that these committees are local in 
character and in their operations. 
Recognizing the important place of insurance in 
our national business structure, the National 
Chamber has established as one of its major depart. 
ments a division which is solely interested in in. 
surance and related activities. 
The Chamber's Insurance Department serves as 
a source of information, as an agency to watch the 
course of events and one of its important functions 
is to keep the insurance business advised as to de- 
velopment and prospective moves in Washington. 
The Chamber's insurance program may be di- 
vided into three major branches. These deal with 
legislation, consrrvntion and insurance education. 
Since the underlying membership of the Chamber 
consists primarily of insurance buyers i t  is natural 
its program should take definitely into considera. 
tion the interest of policyholders. 
A fundamental policy of the Chamber is that 
government should refrain from engaging in any 
phase of business which can successfully be carried 
on by private enterprise. I t  has, therefore, opposed 
the creation of monopolistic state workmen's corn. 
pensation funds and state automobile insurance 
funds. I t  has stated that special state taxes levied 
an insurance should not be treated as a source of 
general revenue, but thnt they should be reduced in 
each state to a total which would adquately sup. 
port state supervision of insurance. 
The Insurance Department of the Chamber 
annually makes a survcy of the amount of special 
state insurance taxes, licenses and fees and the 
amount expended for state supervision of insurance. 
The latest survey shoxcd that during the rear 1939 
special levies on insurance by the states and the 1)is- 
tricc of Columbia totaled more than ~106,03a,co~:, a 
new high in such taxes, while the cost of operating 
all of the State Insurance Departments amounted 
to a little mom than $i,wo,ooo. I t  is the contcnvian 
of the Chamber thac these special levies an insurance 
are nn indirecr tan an policyholders and add to the 
cost of insurance. The surveys made by thc Chtim- 
ber's Insurance Department are given wide dis- 
tribution among companies, agents and g o v m -  
mental officials, us well as non-insurance members of 
the Chamber and others. 
The Chamber a t  its recent annual meeting re- 
iterated its opposition to compulsory automobile 
insurance and approved the basic principles of 
financial responsibility legislation for motorists. 
Fire prevcnfion program 
I t  is the contention of business, as expressed 
through the National Chamber, that waste in m y  
form, whether of capital, labor, services, materials 
or natural resources, is intolerable and that constant 
effort should be made towards i ts  elimination. In 
line wirh this policy and a t  the request of a group of 
Governors, the Chamber launched some years ago, 
a nation-wide program designed to reduce our fire 
losses. Since that time fire prevention has occupied 
an important place in the programs of local cham- 
bers of commerce throughout the country. Nearly 
500 local chambers are enrolled in the Fire \V'aste 
Contest conducted by the National Chamber. 
When the Chamber started its fire prevention 
program in 1923, the annual fire loss in the United 
States was in excess of $po,ooo,ooo. Last year fires 
in the United States took a toll of some i , p o  lives 
and approximately $3oo,ooo,oco in property losses. 
The misery and suffering from fire cannot be readily 
translated into dollars. We know, however, that the 
indirect losses run into many additional millions of 
dollars. 
To promote its nntional fire prevention program 
the Chamber issues a number of bulletins de:d:ng 
with various fire prevention problems. These include 
bulletins dealing with arson control, Fire Prev<:n- 
tion Week activities, fire prevention programs for 
children, fire prevention programs for chambers of 
commerce and trade associations, rural fire depart- 
ments, fire casualties, etc. 
I t  is generally acknowledged that a t  least n h g e  
part of the reduction in our fire losses is the result 
of interest aroused through the Chamber's Fire 
Waste Contest. Numerous cities enrolled in this 
Contest hove, in a period of n few years, reduced 
thciir fire losses more than joTo. The imporrance of 
these fire prevention activities, particularly a t  the 
present time in maintaining our production lbr 
national defense, is evident. 
Recognizing the importance of goad health in 
our economic welfare, the Chamber, with the finan- 
cial assistance of a group of life insurance companies, 
several years ago launched a nation-wide program 
for improving public health, in cooperation with the 
American Public Health Association. 'To promote 
the interest of local organizations it launched the 
City and Rural Health Conservation Contests. The 
experience of the Hralth Contests contains numer- 
ous instances of progress in health administration. 
Entire have been protected by better 
control of communicable disease, by safer water and 
sewage plants and improved protection af the milk 
supply. Lower dcath rates, picvention of illnesses 
and fewer accidents as well as many work hours 
preserved for industry have resulted. 
Mare than 400 cities, having n population of 
35,ooo,ooo, have participated in the City Health 
Contest and in addition, an equally effective plan 
has been carried on for rural areas. Almost all the 
states, as well as Hawaii and Alaska, are represented 
among the participants in these contests. 
I n  one of the recent contests, forty-seven cities 
showed death rates from tuberculosis of less than 
forty per hundred thousand population. In 1929, 
when these contests were started, a rate of less than 
forty was considered a goal for the distant future. 
The Health Contest has brought about the en- 
thusiastic and intelligent cooperation of business 
men throughout the country of whom 6,000 are now 
serving on local health committees. The Metropoli- 
tan Life Insurance Company has provided a fund 
to  furnish field service incident to the City Health 
Conservation Contest and the W. K. Kellogg 
Foundation of Battle Creek, Michigan, has financed 
the field work for the Health Contest in rural areas. 
In order to bring about a better understanding 
of insurance on the part of business men and palicy- 
holders generally, the Chamber has issued a series 
of bulletins and pamphlets dealing with various 
insurance subjects. These publications explain in 
non-technical Language the trends in workmen's 
compensstion legislation, basic principles in the fire 
insurance contract, the workings of the coinsurance 
clause with respect to fire insurance, the use of life 
insurance for the business man, the forms of business 
interruption indemnity, as well as inland trans- 
portatid." insurance, burglary and robbery insur- 
ance, automobile liability insurance, and the loss 
which policyholders might sustain in changing their 
old life insurance policies for new. Some of these 
bulletins are now in the process of revision to bring 
them up-to-date. Requests for copies of these publi- 
cations are constantly being received from business 
men, colleges, students, organizations, etc. Mare 
than ho,ooo copies of s recent bulletin dealing with 
twisting of life insurance has been distributed and 
considerable publicity given to it. 
(Contbrr'ed on page 278) 
Legal Books For An Insurance Library' 
By LELIA E. THOMPSON 
L n ~ y t r ,  Conr~m:ic~t Marsad Lifz Zmwmu Cmnpnn?, Hartfnrd, Connnntiiyt 
TTORKEYS for insurance companies are A confronted with all sorts of legal problems, from the extradition of criminals to patents 
and copyrights. The selection of a complerely 
adequate library for insurance attorneys is, there. 
fore, probably out of the question in most cases. 
Limitations of space and funds to be allocated to 
such libraries make i t  essential that n selection of 
books shall be made, covering the problems that 
arise with the greatest frequency. In  discussing this 
subject, I will try to mention books or types of 
books that  I think are essential, and also books that 
are desirable for effective work in the lcgal de- 
partment. 
Genrrol law books 
As you all know, the principles of the law in 
accordance with which we must guide our business 
are to be found in the statutes that are passed by 
the various states and in the decisions of the courts. 
I t  is very necessary to an insurance library that i t  
should be properly supplied with the statutes of all 
the states in which the company does business. 
Because of the tremendous volume of legislation 
that is turned out every year by state legislatures 
as well as by Congress, i t  is something of a task to 
keep the statutes up to date. Some states get out 
revisions so frequently that heavy expense is in. 
volved in purchasing them all, while others do not 
get them out  frequenrly enough. Every year .a 
review of the statutory equipmenr should be made 
with a representative of same reputable publishing 
house or bookseller carrying books of this type, to 
make sure that each state is up-to-date. I n  same 
instances, there will be more than one edition of the 
statutes in a certain state. There may br an official 
edition, and an  cdition put  out by a publishing 
house. Some statutes are kept up-to-date through 
pocket supplements and others rhrough supple- 
mentary volumes. Once in a while, moncy can be 
saved by buying supplementary volumes instead 
of buying a new cdition. 
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I t  is very convenient to have thedecisions of the 
courts nvailnhle a t  the company's office. They do, 
however, accup:; n tremendous amount of space. 
The most economical, from a space standpoint, and 
probably from thc standpoint of expense also, is the 
TTest Publishing Company's Rrpomr &riti. This 
series covers the decisions in srates selected in 
groups, depending upon their geographical locations. 
If i t  is not possible to house the whole series, ir may 
be possible to find room enough for the set which 
covers the state in which your company is located. 
In  any event, i t  is almost necessary to have in the 
library the court reports of your own state. I n  any 
insurance company there will be many problems 
arising under the local law because of difficulties 
which the employees meet in one wzy or another, 
such as nccidents, deaths in the family, etc. Enless 
the legal department is made entirely inaccessible 
to the employees, thcre will inevitably be a number 
of cases, day in and day out, in which reference to 
the local decisions is required. 
I f  i t  is not possiblc to have the entire I<epor:tr 
Series covering the court reports of the different 
states, and the F t d m z I R ~ p o ~ ~ e r ,  there are synthetic 
substitutes on  which the insurance nttorncy can 
live, especially if there arc fully equipped libraries 
in the community which are available to him. Per- 
haps the most important of these is the rr'cst 
Publishing Company's key numbcr digest system, 
which is tied up, through the indexing system, with 
the Repur~m Seriei published by thc same compmy. 
These digrsts cover all the decided cases in the 
higher courts of the United States. Thc first digest 
in this series was the Cenrury Digest, followed by the 
Decennial edition. Since then, thcrc have becn rhree 
Daceriniol Digem,  each covering a tcn year pcriod, 
and the scrics is kept up to date through volumes 
issued scmiannunlly under thc title of GenerdDiyrsl. 
Through the use of these books, the attorney can 
cull out cases having u bearing on his questions, 
and if necessary can thcn go to some library outside, 
in which thc full report of thc decision can be 
found. Because of the great incrcase in the number 
of decisions in the last few ycsrs, and the decided 
changes that have taken place in thc trend of 
decisions, the older digcsts are becoming less and 
less valu&lc. If rhc digest series is to bc added to a 
librar) with limited space, the Cenlury Digcit could 
be omitted without curtailing the legal depnrtment 
in a serious way. 
Anothcr series of books which we have iaund 
extremely helpful is the Lnwyeri' Rcporti .4motn+ed, 
which began in 1888, and is currently continued 
under the ritle of ,'lmrrican Low Rtporti. This set 
contains selected cases, with excellent annotatims, 
and a supplementary digest system, so that the 
material in the set can be readily located. I t  is sornc- 
times possible to find almost a complete brief on the 
p i n t  which you are looking for in the onnotations 
in these books. 
There arc two other sets of books which corer ithe 
law in general. These scts are R d i y  Coir Lam. 
supplemcnted by American 7uriiprdenre 2nd Cbr- 
piri j k i i ,  supplemented by Corpili Yiiris Setandium. 
Both of these sets contain treatisrs on the law on a 
topical basis. In contrast with the digest system, 
which gives digests of cases grouped under topics, 
these two scts give statements of the law supported 
by citations of cases. Thcy are kept up-to-date by 
supplementary volumes. One of there sets s t  l e s t  
is on the "must" lists. Wwdi and Phrases is another 
fine work of the snmr kind. 
All the books which I have been discussing up 
to this rime cavcr the field of law as n whole. They 
are extremely valuable in the insurance library 
because they make i t  possible for the legal depart- 
ment to look up the unusual questions as well as 
those pertaining particularly to the insurance busi- 
ness in its various phases. The insurance attorney 
cannot hope to keep wholly away from the outlying 
fields of law that surround his business, such as that 
of torts occasioned by the negligence or wrongdoing 
of agents, or the defective condition of premises 
owned by the company, the interpretation of wills 
covering policy proceeds or real property in which 
the insurance company may be interested, the law 
of copyright as i t  affects material that the publicity 
department may wishtouse,etc. A con+te library 
of textbooks on all these various mnttcrs is hardly 
feasible. Sets of books containing summaries of 
the law are, therefore, entremcly useful. 
Insurance low books 
There are a t  least five sets of books dealing with 
insurance law pi~rticularly. Three of thcse are on the 
general plan of Carpus J w i i  and Ruling Cair Lam, 
giving a general statement of the law, with com- 
ments and citations. The oldest of these three works 
is Cooley's Briefi on Inruranre. The next in point of 
time is Couch's Cyrl#podiu oj Inizrmnre Law, and a 
set that is now currently in publication is Apple- 
man's Inrurnnce Law end Practire, of which thrce 
volumes have came out up to this time. Dietchh 
Iaiuroncr Digel ,  now continued under the title 
Ini i imme Deririoni and Iniurnncc Digests, contains 
digests of cases coming out curicntly, arranged on a 
topical basis. I t  is published monthly by thc Rough 
Kotes Company. The Insurance Lam Journal was a 
somewhat similar publication, containing, however, 
the full text of the cases. I t  is now being continued 
by the Commerce Clearing House in separate serv- 
ices covering the different types a f  insurance. The 
C.C.ll. publication is called the Iniurnnce Caie 
Serics, and we find the life, health and accident cases 
extremely useful to a life insurance company which 
does not hvvc in its library the Rrponer Seri8r or any 
other volumes giving thc full text of all insurance 
case5. 
An understanding of the everyday problems of 
the legal department of an insurance company is 
required in order to select tertbwks which will be of 
real value. Generally speaking, the work of the legal 
department centers largely around the problems 
arising from the insurance Contract, including the 
preparation of the contract, claims, deferred settle- 
ments and changes of beneficiary if the company is 
in the life insurance business, and transfers of poli- 
cies; problems arising from agency relations, 
problems arising from investments, including stocks, 
bonds and real estate, and matters of taxation. as 
they affect the company and the policyholder. 
I have already covered the books that deal with 
insurance law in general. I n  connection with claim 
work, supplcrnentarg textbooks dealing with mat- 
ters of procedure, evidence, the law of contracts and 
conflict of laws, are very desirable. The texts that 
our office is using on these subjects a t  the present 
time are Moore's Federal Practice, Jones, Com- 
mentaries on Euidmre, Williston on Contracts, and 
Beale, Conpict of Lorur. The Attorney's Textbook of 
Medicine is a practical book for lawyers handling 
claims. 
The agency system has many ramifications, 
reaching out into insurance law and the relations 
between the company and the policyholder, torts, 
and intentional wrongdoing on the part of the agent. 
On questions relating to the relationship between 
the agent and the company, the American Law 
Institute's Reilaremcnl of thc Lam oj &my is very 
helpful. The general works already referred to cover- 
ing insurance law will throw light on many of the 
related questions. 
For many years, including the years before the 
depression, the insurance companies were having 
problems because of their farm loans. Generally 
speaking, the making of new loans in the farm 
district, has been considerably cut down, but the 
companies are making many loans in urban dis- 
tricts. Because of the problems arising from the 
depression, some work on bankruptcy is essential 
in the library. We recommend Collier as being the 
most complete and satisfactory. Other useful text- 
books in this field are Thompson on R e d  Property, 
Tiffany on ReolProperry, Jones on Monpngri, latest 
edition, and Jones on Chard Morrgagei and C o d -  
rionolSalh. I f  your company is making l ams  in the 
State of New York, your legal department would 
find New 3brk R e d  Properly by Weed helpful. 
We have not found many textbooks that were of 
substantial assistance in connection with the prob- 
lems that come to our department on investments. 
I f  the company is purchasing a bond issue, and an  
examination of the transcript is called for, a refer- 
ence to the statutes of the state in which the bonds 
originated is necessary, especially if they are issued 
by some governmental authority. As far as 1 know, 
there has not been anything very helpful put  out 
on the subject ofvRevenue Bonds"which are a t  the 
present time a very popular investment for insur- 
ance companies. We have in our library a book on 
the general subject, Bond, and Bond Seruritici by 
Jones, which we use occasionally. 
For the lawyer who is handling tax problems 
cvery day, i t  seems to me that the only answer is 
the tax services. The Commerce Clearing House 
and Prentice-Hall each publish excellent services 
on the various phases of federal and local taxation. 
Thcy also publish other services covering current 
legal drvdopments, which mag touch the insurance 
company more or less closely, such as labor law, 
war law, and other matters of currcnt interest. 
In  closing. I should say that the various books 
that 1 have mentioned in the course of this talk are 
by no means the only ones that might have been 
mentioned. I have selected those with which I 
happen to be frmiliar and which I ,  myself, have 
found useful. There are other excellent books on  
many of thc topics mentioned, and my selectionof a 
few has been made with the purposc rnther of indi- 
cating the subject matter that should be cawred 
in an insurance library, than of guiding you in the 
choice of particular volumes. 
What an Insurance Library Means to a Salesman1 
T HE first way in which an insurance library can help a salcsman is by assisting him in securing n broader knowledge of his busi- 
ness. I t  has been said that in order to succeed and 
reap the highest rewards, i t  is necessary for the 
Underwriter to be efficient in the working funda- 
mentals oi insurance, to hare a knowledge of the 
plans used by other successful snlesmen, and to 
adopt a working system in the field. The library 
can help him in each of these respects. 
As is well known, many of the leading companies 
have their awn course ofinstiuctions for new agents. 
Thcse courses explain the functions of, and needs 
for, insurance and point out the basic field tactics 
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I t  is indeed unfortunate that so many insurance 
men stop the educational process a t  this p i n t .  
They are, let us say, insurance freshmen and feel 
that thcir present knowledge entitles them to suc- 
cess i n  their new venture. This is where libraries 
can Le extrcmrly helpful. The man who stops his 
study a t  this point will always remain simply an 
insurance agent and the age of agents is rapidly 
passing. 4 Life Ilnderwritcr should q u i p  himself to 
assume a pmfes~iond relationship to his prospects, 
or to the Company's policyholders. Librarians can 
assist the new man to realize this early in his career 
and also can kecp the older man in the business 
from forgetting it. 
.is 1 h a w  said, a librarian can help tremcn- 
dously in enaLling a n  insurance salesman to com- 
plete the equivalent of a college course through the 
Chartered Life Underwriter movement. This course 
requires the Llndenrriter to familiarize himself with 
economics, government, banking and credit, com- 
mercial law, tares, estate conservation, as well as 
an almost complete knowledge of insurance prind- 
ples and practices and the psychology of selling. 
.4n agent may make his own sclcction of books 
somewhat a t  random. On the other hand, he may 
pursue a more definite system of reading and study- 
ing. Inmy Company hemay followasuggestedcourse 
in which he is encouraged to discuss with our 
librarian his own reading and studving habits and 
desires. With the help of the librarian,astudy course 
is outlined for a year in advance and books are 
mailed to the agent at certain definite times. In  
this way the agent is encouraged to "keep on kcep- 
ing an." 
Another way in which the librarian can assist 
the agent is by helping him in developing his per- 
sonality so that his viewpoint towards life gencally 
and people specifically will be broadened. 
Above all, the spiritual side of his education 
should not he neglected. The Mngn$m~i Obsei.rion, 
The Lori Horizon, A Fartune l o  Shore, The Ad- 
uentures ofo Happy Man will help in this direcrion. 
There arc a great many men and women today who 
have little or no spiritual training. Perhaps one of 
the reasons the world is in its prescnt state is due 
in part to the lack of develapmrnt of our spiritual 
side. I n  my opinion, the road that stretches out 
ahead of this generation is very rocky. There are 
many storms and dark clouds on the horizon, and 
in order that the future generations may profit by 
and build upon the progress of the pssc and in 
order that  our present ideals and ideas of life, 
liberty and the pursuit of happiness shall not 
perish altogether, a new, invigorated national spirit 
is needed. There are leaders in the world today who 
want their people to forget the common origin of 
man. The peoples of the world are asked to forget 
their universal sympathies. They are told to be cold 
and cruel and to destroy all sentimentalitp. These 
leaders of whom we speak are trying to convince 
the world that certain races are to be damned and 
destroyed, that their own people are the chosen 
people-are a superior race. This is a new and very 
confusing philosophy of life. If the salesman is too 
upsct over these problems, he is not in the proper 
frame of mind for successful selling. He must then 
go to his library whtch contains not only books, hut 
"the assembled souls of all that men held wise." 
The study of the history of ages long past will help 
the salesman to a better understanding of events 
of the day. As Patrick Henry once said, "The only 
guide 1 have far the future is the light which comes 
over my shoulder from the past." This has no doubt 
a deeper meaning today than a t  any other time. 
A salesman, more than most people, needs almost 
constant stimulation. \That better way is there 
than for you to suggest some of the biographies of 
great men and women? He often has the idea that 
his row is the "hardest row to  hoe." Biographies will 
show him that other men also had to fight an uphill 
battle to success. Theodore Roosevelt once ssid,"If 
you want to accomplish big things, associate with 
big people." Through your libraries your salesmen 
can associate with the biggest people of all time. 
The Museum Library Experiments in the Use of Visual Aids1 
By ELLA TALLMAN 
CLeurlmd Mwrum of Art, Clcvrland, 0bio 
T HE fact that  visual aids are of importance in educational work is now well recognized, although only a comparatively few years ago 
committees were appointed and courses conducred 
on how to introduce this ides into our educational 
Abridgment of an addres. brfoie the llluieum Group at 
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institutions. Now many schools are equipped with 
lanterns and screens for slides and some with reflec- 
toscopes far photographs and reproductions. Some 
schools have their own visual aids departments and 
a number of towns and cities have large visual aid 
departments for the use of the whole school system. 
How does n museum library with a collection of 
visual material fit into this picture? There are mu- 
seums that have direct connections with the school 
systems in their communities and supply all or part 
of the visual aids used. Most museums, however, 
have collections of slides and mounted pictures 
which have grown, as in the case of the Cleveland 
Museum ofArt, because of the education.al activities 
ofthcMuseum'sownstaff. Thcsecollections,usually 
administered as a matter of course by the library of 
the museum, have been thrown open in a great many 
places for the use of the public, especially the 
schools, colleges, churches, dubs, ctc., of the com- 
munity. Sometimes this is a free service, sometimes 
a small fee is charged. The regulations usually 
include a time limit for borrowing, and breakage or 
damage fees. The boriowrr is responsible for trans- 
porting the material to and from the museum. Under 
a three-year grant from the General Education 
Board of the Rockefeller Foundation, the Cleveland 
Museum of Art in cooperation with the secondary 
schools of the Shaker Heights school system, is 
carrying on a project to ascertain and supply as 
far as possible the needs for visual material. Two 
years of this project have been concluded. 
Before examining the results of this experiment, 
let me tell you about our lending collections a t  the 
Cleveland Museum of Art and their use. The? con. 
sist of large color prints, mounted photographs and 
pictures and lantern slides. The large color prints 
are not mounted. They are lent for one month and 
exhibited in the schools. The mounted photographs 
and picturcs and postcards are lent for one week 
with the privilege of renewal; the lantern slides for 
three days with the same privilege, provided there 
are no reservations for them. Reservations may be 
made for the pictures and slides but not for the 
large color prints. The public schools however are 
not our only borrowcrs,as we serve Western Reserve 
University, the Cleveland School of Art, other pri- 
"ate schools, churches, clubs and our own ~ l u s e u m  
staff. 
The problems in connection with the two Cleve. 
land suburban schoolsystems, with which the Cleve- 
land Museum of Art has worked mast closely, are 
very different. I n  the case of the Cleveland Heights 
schools, one of the definite aims has been to teach 
the use of visual aids. A Museum instructor plans 
with the teachers in the school a definite program 
for the year. Such subjects as sculpture, pottery, 
or textiles usually form the basis of a semester's 
work. The Museum instructor teaches a sample 
lesson and the visual material is left a t  the school. 
The lesson is then repeated by the teachers to the 
other classes in the building. 
When the work in the Shaker Heights schools 
started under the General Education Board grant, 
i t  wns decided to send a museum instructor to the 
schools to act as alisison oficer betwcen the teachers 
in the schools and the visual material available in 
the Museum. I t  was the duty of the instructor to 
interview the teachers, find out what their needs 
and problems were and to suggest the pictures and 
slides to be used. Each departmentof the Junior and 
Senior high schools was approached and material 
assembled which would assist in tcaching a definite 
subject. For the Art Department there were repro- 
ductions of stained glass for a project in design, good 
examples of architecture, sculpture, painting and 
the minor arts; for the English Department, mate- 
rial on Elizabethsnlifeasa background for the study 
of Shakespeare's works; for the Modern Language 
Departments, views of the countries whose language 
was being studicd illustrating the life ofthe people 
as shown in paintings, etc.; for the Classical Lan- 
guages, material on ancient Greece 2nd Rome. The 
Home Economics Department found material in 
costume and furniture plates and slides; the Science 
Department displayed art  forms in nature. City 
planning material was used far the Economics and 
Sociology Departments and the Mathematics De- 
partment exhibited geometric forms in art. At the 
beginning of the last school year, lists were compiled 
and mimcographcd showing the material available 
in each field.These lists formed theibasis for requests 
during the year. The liaison officer made ail the 
reservations and was responsible for delivering the 
material to the tcachers. 
Three interesting facts came to light through this 
study. First, some teachers do not use visual mate- 
rial because they arc unfamiliar with it. Second, 
teachers have many dcmands on their time due to 
the ertra-curUrular activities being undertaken in 
so many schools and thus do not have time to select 
visual material.Third,a liaison officer who is familiar 
with the prob!ems of the teachers as well as the col- 
lections of visual material available is a great help 
to the teaching s t a f fo fa  school. 
To sum up:-The lending collectionsof amuseum 
are vast storehouses of material which can be of 
service to public schoolsin almost cvery department. 
Even if n school has a visual aids department, there 
is much supplementary material to be found in the 
museum's files. When the school program is so full 
that teachers have no time to devote to selecting 
visual materials, the appointment of a museum in- 
structor to act PS n liaison officer may be found 
necessary and profitable. The Cleveland Museum of 
Art in conjunction with the School of Education, 
Wesrein Reserve Llniversity, is giving n course in 
visual aids, showing how to select exhibit material, 
pictures and lantern slides, and how to use thcm in 
planning lessons. The teacher who bccomcs familiar 
with the lending collections through this course or 
other museum courses is likely to continue their 
use in her classroom. These courses and thc contacts 
made by the museum instructors in the schools 
constitute the principal means of advertising a mu- 
seum's lending collections. 
The Library's Role in Museum Activities1 
By CHARLES H. SAWYER 
Director, Worrrrm Arr Mmeum, Worwnr, Man 
L E T  me preface my specific references to the role of the museum library with a brief mention of the background of the art  
museum itself. Our museums as they exist today 
have grown out of two influences, somewhat 
competitive and conflicting. The first is, of course, 
the influence of the Renaissance palace and the 
great collector, the political or merchant prince 
who from Renaissance to modern times has em- 
bellished himself, and occasionally, in a magnificent 
sense, his community and his country by collections, 
varied or spccislized in scope and reflecting e i t h ~ r  
his own taste or that of hisclassin society. Whcthcr 
we think in terms of the Medicis or Henq  the 
Eighth or Napoleon or, in more recent rimes, of 
Messers. Jack Gardner, J. Pierpont Morgan, Henry 
Clay Frick, Andrew Mellon, or Rillinm Randolph 
Hearst, we have in mind accumulators of historical 
treasures, who, sometimes by accident, sornrtimes 
by deliberate plan, have laid the foundations fol- the 
art  museums of the world. A few such collrcdonr 
may remain temporarily today completely private in 
nature or, through an independent board of trustees, 
may have been transformed into semi-public 
institutions; as a bzckground in ar t  museums rhey 
represent very definitely the taste o i  the few imposed 
upon the community as a whole. All our gicat 
American museums established in the rgth cenrury 
owe their foundation to this influence. \lithour 
such leadership, without this scnsr of qualiry and 
taste, independently ifartificially developed rhrough 
two generations, our great arc museum collections 
would undoubtedly have been f i r  less interesting 
than they are today. 
As the art  museum has come into i ts  third 
generation in this country and as thcse great 
collections become increasingly dependent for 
their upkeep on the public treasury and on public 
support. there has appeared the more drmocr;itic 
ideal that the museum exists as nn institution for 
public service. I t  was n librarian who was largely 
responsible for this new philosophy which was cer- 
tainly revolutionary when instirwed twenty-jive 
I Address before the Musrvm Gmup at the Thir:yfnird 
Annual Convention of the Decirl Librrries Asncirtion, 
Hartford. Connecticut, June 17, 1941. 
years ago. I refer, of course, to John Cotton Dana, 
a t  one time librarian in the neighboring city 
of Springfield and later known to all of us for his 
pioneer work in the Newark Public Library and in 
thc foundation of the Newark Museum. Under his 
influence, both direct and indirect, the newer 
museums in America h a w  became increasingly 
conscious of their educational iunction in society 
and even the older ones have been stirred to a 
sense of public consciousness and public reaction 
which would have been deemed Utopian only a 
generation ago. This period of museum development 
has seen the growth of educadonal departments 
in every museum in the country; i t  has seen in 
recent years interesting experiments in public 
display and in all fotms of visual education. I t  
has also seen in many institutions a comparative 
lessening interest in those problems of collection 
and research with which the museum was originally 
concerned. 
Role a f thc  muieum adminiilrolor 
I t  is the exceedingly difficult role of the museum 
administrator today to strike something of a 
balance between the aiistocratic background and 
the democratic present of the museum. Unless these 
two important influences are brought together in 
such a way that  they nourish and supplement rather 
than conflict with each other, the art  museum will 
lase its great opportunity to be an  important and 
permanent social force in the life of i ts  community. 
Confronted as i t  is on the outside by the influence 
of those forces which are bringing about the de- 
struction of the humanistic philosophy on which i t  
was originally based, and on the inside by its own 
uncertainty of purpose, plan and execution, the 
art  museum in this country is indeed in a dilemma. 
If i t  surrenders camplctely to transitory influences 
for rhe sakc of a temporary public response, i t  will 
be swept our of existence by the very influences 
i t  may scek to imitate, thc moving picture, the 
mdio, the commercial display. If i t  dwclls serenely 
in the ivory tower, i t  will be cheerfully passed over 
by a generation that will have far greater burdens 
to carry and will bc more selective in its support 
than our own. Somehow he must turn exhibitionism 
toward a truly creative interpretation of great art, 
and unite and strengthen i t  by collection and ade- 
quate interpretation so thar they will supplement 
rather than deny each other. 
I t  is the dual role of the museum library in 
helping to promote both the sense of a museum's 
service to its community and the more remote 
sense of continuity and responsibility to the future 
that I wish todiscuss with you. Themuseum library 
as an organization seems to me a real meeting 
ground where these competing interests might be 
reconciled. In a larger museum it  is a question of 
encouraging each department to think in terms of 
the whole, its relation to the other departments, 
and somewhat introspectively of its own particular 
function. In  a small institution i t  is the problem 
of encouraging individuals to see beyond the 
responsibilities and the interests of their own 
daily problems. 
Thc lihory'r ronmihtian to thepirblsc 
Let us consider first the library's contribution to 
the Museum's position as a public institution. We 
should have books in our libraries which have a 
popular as well as scholarly interest and which will 
go beyond the bounds of the average specialized 
art  library in encouraging a wider public response. 
1 do not mean to imply that the art  museum library 
is obliged to buy every art  book which has tem- 
porary popularity regardless of its accuracy or 
ultimate value. We have some obligations to our 
public in selecting material in which we have con- 
fidence. 1 think, however, that museum libraries 
could afford to be less provincial and to incorporate 
in r h e i ~  collections a good many books not labeled 
"art" but which are concerned with the arts in their 
broadest sense, as for example such interpretations 
of American social historv as Van Wvck Brooks' 
Flowrring of h'ew England and Vernon Parringtan's 
Main Current, of  Ameriro>r Thoupht. These while of 
. 
primary concern to the student of literature, have 
important implications far any reader interested in 
American art. Books on architecture, construction 
techniques, planning or design in all mediums 
might be considered, whether or not they adhere 
completely to nineteenth century standards of 
what constitutes "fine art". Isn't i t  possibly more 
important for us to be somewhat catholic in our 
selection of the best books covering a wide span 
of interest, than to have a completc collection of 
all books, good, bad or indifferent, in more limited 
fields? The museum library may also give considera- 
tion to articles appearing in general magazines and 
newspapers which concern the arts. Although not 
all catalogued in the Art Index, these influence and 
reach a far larger potential museum audience than 
do the present pitifully m a i l  list of specialized art  
publications, barely kept alive by subsidy and 
scanty subscription and advertising lists. 
W'e need these specialized publications; I am 
not discounting their importance to us for a mo- 
ment. If subsidy i t  must be, museums, colleges, 
libraries :and those foundations and individuals 
who have done so much to foster adequate publica- 
tion must unite in insisting that  the magazines 
supported adhere to the purposes for which they 
are supported. On top of the loss of so many of the 
European art  publications, we are now faced with 
the loss of another of our American art  periodicals. 
I am in no position to judge whether or not the 
deci~ion of the Trustees of the College Art Associa- 
tion to abandon publication of Pornarrus is a wise 
one. I t  is obvious, however, to any reader of the 
magazine over a period of years, that i t  had strayed 
far from its original goal-s medium of exchange 
of ideas between college art departments. Even 
the valiant efforts of its recent editors to restore 
that original function and a t  the same time to 
popularize its approach, left same of us with a 
feeling that i t  was still competing actively in the 
spheres of the Magazine of Art, the Art Digeir and 
the Art ~Verni. The potential audience for special- 
ized magazines of their type is a limited one, and, 
I think thar as librarians and administrators we 
should encourage each to maintain its awn indi- 
viduality, to remain, as far as possible, in its own 
sphere, supplementing rather than competing di- 
recrly with each other. 
Visual or illirrlrotive morerid 
Possibly we might agree that as a museum dif- 
fers from a general library in its emphasis on the 
visual rather than on the verbal, so the art  museum 
library differs from other specialized libraries, not 
only in the content of its publications but also in 
their form. I like to think of the art  museum 
library, not merely as a collection of books and 
publications on art, but as a center for visual ma- 
terial of all kinds, greatly enriching and enlarging 
the scope of the museum's permanent collections. 
1 am taking i t  far granted that except in the largest 
and most departmentalized of museums all kinds 
of illustrative and reproductive material are prop- 
erly under the jurisdiction of the library and that 
they are among the museum's most valuable educa- 
tional or interpretive tools. If this assumption 
is justified, i t  follows, of course, that the library 
staff must bc s w a r t  of all the p a t  advances in 
processes of reproduction in recent years, that they 
should be able to judge critically on a qualitative 
basis the relative merits of these processes, and 
that in collaboration with the education and cura- 
torial departments they will build up these collec- 
tions on a coherenr basis with propcr regard for 
the original objccts in rhr museum possessions. 
There is still in some quarters a narrow prejudice 
against the color reproduction and the color slide, 
and possibly in others, an  uncritical willingness to 
accept anything in color. I t  seems to me that we 
need a critical eye, accompanied by an understand- 
ing of the color as a stimulant to public interest 
in our icproductive material. We can do no greater 
servicc in the development of public taste today 
than in assisting our visitors to discriminate be- 
tween good and had color reproductions. Com- 
parative exhibitions in our libraries and in schools, 
department and specialty stores, might encourage 
a larger demand for the best quality of reproductive 
material. 
This is not the place to discuss in detail whar the 
future of our imposing collections of glass lantern 
slides mny be, but I would suggest that i t  is high 
time we all began to consider the possibilities of 
introducing microfilm and the smaller Kodachrome 
slides which seem bound to enlarge our visual col- 
lections and to make possible a variety and rich- 
ness of illustrative material which could sc~rcely 
be contemplated with the more expensive full 
scale slides and reproductions. 
I may be indicted for heresy by the print cura- 
tors for suggesting that our print collections may 
properly be considered as a part of our collections 
of illustrative material. This is admittedly not a 
doctrineof the "print for print's sake" but i t  seems 
to me that except ir? the largest museums the print 
department might well be incorporated as a division 
of the library. I would include in the print collec- 
tions many forms of reproductive material and 
except for the rarest and most expensive items, I 
would like to see us provide for wide distribution 
of thesc collections inside and outside the museum. 
There is no field u.here we so hide our resources in 
rows of unopened and sometimes innccessible boxes. 
For most purposes the amazingly good collotype 
reproductions of prints and drawings serve quite 
as well as  the originals and can be made far more 
accessible to our public. I am not discounting for 
one moment the importance of the great study col- 
lections of original prints, but I doubt whether nlost 
of us in smaller museums cnn afford the luxury of 
such collections any more than u.e should expect 
in other fields to be a miniature Metropolitan 
Museum of Art. 
If  display and distribution are the main reason 
for our collections of illustrative material, they 
are also important factors in the use of all the art 
library's resources. At Worcester, Miss Mundt 
has carried the library outside the walls of its 
special room by establishing miniature branches in 
the hluseuin School, rhe Mcmber's Room and in 
the regular exhibition galleries. \\'bile this means 
a certain amount of duplication of publications 
and possibly some damage or loss when their use 
cannot be closely supervised, we have felt that such 
cnpense is fully justified by the additional audiencc 
we reach. The Worcester Museum has also been 
very liberal in its conditions for loans of slides and 
all kinds of illustrative material. This has encour- 
aged the use of our collections by smaller col- 
leges and schools in the south and west, as well as 
by our X e w  England institutions. 
One further thought that I think administrators 
and librarians and educational staffs need to keep 
in mind is that o m  books and our photographs and 
slides exist not as an end in themselves, but as an 
aid in inrerpreting those original works of art which 
are the focal center on which the art  museum is 
based. This seems trite and obvious enough and 
yet I feel i t  is sometimes overlooked as we collect 
our material and form our art  history and apprecia- 
tion courses. Especially in some of the larger 
museums there seems to be a complete void between 
the illustrative collections and the museum'soriginal 
works. Organized by individuals with different inter- 
ests, they exist in different worlds and for totally 
different purposes. Most of us would agree, I think, 
that many of our finest objects, especially those 
small in scale, mean little to the casual museum 
visitor unless somewhat dramatically displayed and 
interpreted in a way which finds some common 
denominator herween the object and the observer. 
In  much the same way, I believe that unless our 
librnry resources and educational courses have as 
their common denominator the objects on display, 
they lose a measure of their value and their meaning 
to the museum visitor. 
Re.rponiibility to the muleurn staff 
In conclusion 1 also want to discuss with you, 
the museum's role in those other phases of its 
activity-collection, research and publications. 
These are now in comparative eclipse in those of 
our museums which are so fully imbued with the 
missionary spirit of our day. I have already sug- 
gested that i t  may be just as dangerous for a mu- 
seum to allow all the energies of its staff to be 
swallowed up completely in the educational and 
social functions as to neglect these activities com- 
pletely. As our museums become more democratic 
and popular in their nature, there is a tendency 
toward a leveling mediocrity to which the scat- 
tering of the energies of all our staff in so many 
directions contributes. Somehow we administrators, 
curators and librarians dike must strike n balance 
by insulating ourselves a t  intervals from those 
distractions, and through creative exploration in 
collecting and study give to our insritutions that 
permanent significance which only objects and 
their proper interpretation of quality and integrity 
can assure. This will not be easy. How are we, in 
the face of distractions, going to carry on effective 
study and publication? Possibly i t  is the librarian's 
iob to help the administrator by calling attention 
to publicarions and articles in his field, by antici- 
pating the matcrial required for study, for prcpara- 
tion of any exhibition cutalogucs, for articles on 
new accessions, and even by preparing annotations 
of their content. I believe the museum librarian 
can play a vital role in maintaining and developing 
the intellectual standards of our whole professional 
staff. To carry out such a rolc rrquircs a thorough 
knowledge of fine arcs' bibliography and an ability 
to kwp abrrast of the constant flow of new pub- 
lications. This has become an insuperable task for 
the museum curator and teacher; i t  may swamp 
the librarian as well unless she and her associates 
are able to set aside time for the purpose. 
I t  is unquestionably the responsibility of the 
Trustees and Museum Administrators to see that 
the library has n staff adequate to play such apart .  
I t  is the librarian's responsibility to rscape from 
the bonds of the daily routine of recording and of 
cataloguing ro carry out this background work. 
I am not discounting the necessity for orderly li- 
brary housekeeping, but I think we must be careful 
that it does not become an  end in itself, if the li- 
brary is to maintain its stature in museum work. 
If library and curatorial staffs cooperated to the 
fullest extent in their respective roles, the whole 
standard of American museum research and publica- 
tion could be raised and we could compare more 
favorably than we do today with our European 
contemporaries. The distinct contributions of 
American museums to general cducatian and to a 
museum's placc in its community should not blind 
us to our present short comings in this direction. 
Outside of n few specislists on rhe staffs of our 
largest museums, i t  would be difficult to name a 
groupof curators or associates in American museums 
who have made really distinguished contributions 
to scholarship in our ficld during the past decade. 
Conchion 
If  I seem in the course of these remarks to have 
thrust all the problems of art  museum organization 
into the hands of the mureum librarian, please rest 
assured that I do not far a moment wish to imply 
that they are her sale responsibility. They concern 
us primarily as museum people rather than as 
membcrs of any special departments. We have far 
more to gain by considering them as a group in 
relation to the whole rather than in terms of rigid 
compartments. The main point I would leave with 
you is that we should try to see as a whole the many 
fields of activity ih which wc are engaged, with their 
constant inter-relationships.Thus we, as librarians, 
curators, administrators and instructors alike, may 
work together to preserve that delicate balance 
between the museum's present service to i ts  com- 
munity and its continued obligations to succeeding 
generations. 
A Library Is Born in Modern Times1 
By RICHARD GIOVINE 
Librarian, PM, N m  York 
0 N JUNE 18, ,940, a new type of daily newspaper, PM, made its debut. Although this date marked the birthday of PM, its 
Library was officially started some two and a half 
months before rhe first publicappearanceof thcnews- 
paper. I t  was on April first that I left my position 
on the New York Herold Tribune to organize and 
administer this new library, which was to bc ready 
for full-scale functioning by June 18th. 
1 Address before the Newspaper croup at  the Thirty-third 
Annual Convenlron oi Swcial Libraries Arwciation, Hartford, 
Connecticut, June 17,1941, 
Problcmr o f  rtarting o li6rarj 
I t  was a t  precisely that moment that  1 realized 
two important things: first, just how very short a 
time two and a half months was, and second, the 
importance and usefulness of my membership in 
S.L.A. and of the project the national Newspaper 
Group has currently engaged in; namely the 
compiling of a Manual 4f Nemspeper Library 
Prorrdurci. If  the manual had been published a t  
that time, i t  would have truly been even more of a 
god-send. 
Before definitely planning my schedule, I 
SPECIAL IBRARIES 
revisitrd every newspaper library in the City of 
New York and had a long talk with the librarian. 
After these visits I went to  work. M-ly first problem 
was thc eternal headache of libraries, old and new- 
space. After making a survey, I found that no 
newspaper library in New York City had less than 
1600 square feet and ut least one library had over 
10,000. I then decided that if I could have 700 
square feet of space i t  would be an  excellent srart. 
I settled for 300. However, just three weeks ago we 
were allowed an additional 400 square feet. The 
next problem was equipment. I finally chose all 
steel equipment which combined satisfactorily 
quality and price. 
I n  order that you may have a picture of the 
growth of the Library, during the past year and 
two months, I shall now take you behind the scenes. 
The Tibrary consists of three principal divisions: 
the clipping files, the picture files and the refrrence 
book collection. 
Our reference bwk  collectian is of far greater 
proportional importance in our library than in the 
usual newspaper library. The reason for this is 
two-fold. First, the fact that our clipping files 
only cover a short period forces us to make far more 
use of book material than is generally the case. 
Second, PM pays a great deal of attention to the 
background of foreign and national affairs. 
Since our library began from scratch, iv was 
possible to follow a virtually ideal method of select- 
ing our book stock. P M i s  highly departmentalized. 
The head librarian asked each department chief 
to submit a list of the books which in his opinion 
were the basic literature in the field. These lists 
were then studied by me and the final choice made 
by him. There is no other type of special library 
whose book collection must be as broad and all 
inclusive as that of a newspaper library. Our 
collection, now numbering some 1000 volumes, 
includes the usual encyclopedias, yearbooks, 
guidebooks and directories generally to be found 
in newspaper libraries, but is especially strong, 
again because of the very nature of the newspaper 
itself, in labor, foreign affairs and journalistic 
literature. 
Clippinx "trim 
The clipping files, which are the life-blood of a 
newspaper library, are divided into two parts: 
a Biographical section and a Subject section. 
The former is a n  alphabetical arrangement by 
name of personality. The latter includes both 
topical m d  geographical headings in a single alpha. 
bet. Our biographical files are housed in all steel 
cabinets, seven drawers, each drawer with two 
compartments which hold 3x8 folders. These 
folders are open on three sides except for expansion 
envelopes having overlapping tops with a string for 
closing. This size was adopted as being generally 
in use in the larger newspaper libraries. 
The subject files are housed in all-steel cabinets, 
five drawers, in folders which measure 7+ by 10. 
These are closed folders, open on top. The clippings 
within these envelopes are kept in chronological 
order and held together with rubber bands. The 
subject headings ;arc a combination of the headings 
used in the libraries of the New York HeroU- 
Tribune and of the U'orU-Telrgrom. We have 
found i t  useful to krep a card filc 3x5, each card 
duplicating the subject heading used on each subject 
envelope. In chis way we know whether s certain 
folder is lost or whether i t  has not been made. 
Our method of marking and clipping also follows 
that in general use in other newspaper libraries. 
PM, as you know, is a picture newspaper and 
therefore picture files are important. These files 
are kept in all-steel cabinets, 5 drawers containing 
folders measuring g x 12. The picture files now 
number 80 drawcrs and are divided into personality 
and subject files. All service pictures are stamped 
with the date of filing. 
In the early day-s we spent s great deal of time 
compiling lists of names of Congressmen, rulers of 
foreign countries, statesmen, and every world or 
nationally known figure. Then the Picture Services 
were asked to provide pictures of them. In  this 
way our files have grown so rapidly that we are 
now able to handle nearly every request far stock 
photos. 
The negative files are also important because 
PM receives a great many requests rvcry day for 
prints of various photos i t  publishes. This means 
that negatives are valuable and represent dollars 
and cents. They must be carefully filed so as to be 
available for use in the dark rooms whenever re- 
quests for prints are received. 
Map roNprrion 
The PM map collection started with a set of the 
Shell Oil State Road Maps. I t  has now grown to 
some ~ c o  maps of various kinds and descriptions, 
including many of the useful International Maps of 
the World, as well as coastal and geodetic charts. 
This collection is housed in a specially built steel 
cabinet of twelve long and wide flat drawers. 
While speaking on the subject of maps I should 
like to put in a good word for the lonely auto road 
map. I t  is the best type of map available far general 
purposes. I clearly recall one newspaper item which 
(Continued on page 274) 
Libel Law Pertaining to Newspapers1 
By J. HOWARD CARTER 
T o m s l ~ ,  Updik @Cane, Nrw Yak 
A CENTURY and a half ago, when the Fourth Estate was still in relative infancy, this topic would have been rather limited 
in scope. The great libel cases of those days prin- 
cipally concerned scurrilous books and pamphlets, 
penned by some literary figure who had a political 
axe to grind or who lashed out a t  some supposed 
injustice to humanity. But the days of the pam- 
phleteer are over and today it is the newspaper, 
reporting and commenting on current events, that 
bears the brunt of the law of libel. Every newspaper 
seeking to present to i ts  readers a reasonably 
accurate world panorama must, of necessity, face 
certain risks which were unknown to the journal of 
even fifty years ago. The library is an integral part 
of the newspaper, and the hazards to which all 
newspapers are exposed in the field of libel are 
lessened considerably when librarians and their 
staffs are functioning efficiently, and are receiving 
the proper cooperation from other departments. 
So swift is the tempo of modern life, so varied are 
the topics of everyday discussion, that the modern 
newspaper is forced to discuss in its news columns 
and editorials various matters in which i t  can ill 
afford to be wrong. 
An obvious illustrarion is that of marital status. 
At the turn of the century, separation, divorce and 
kindred subjects were strictly taboo. Yo newspaper 
was expected ro carry such news and none would 
dare print it. Yet today everyjournalin the country 
is forced to carry, in increasing proportions, news 
items of chat nature. Newspaper libraries contain 
great masses of material of this type, properly 
indexed and cross-referenced. As time passes, 
additional material is added to the various libraries, 
making them even more indispensable, and the job 
of the librarian that much more important. As a 
result, the newspaper of today finds itself in the 
~ r e c a r i a ~ s  position of accepting news items of this 
nature from whatever sources arc available and 
supplementing it with additional material obtained 
from the library, including pictuien. Very often, 
the data obtained from the library is far more 
Address before the Newspaper Group at the Thirty-third 
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important from a news standpoint, than the facts 
involved in the story itself, with the result that the 
supplemental facts gleaned from library files, are 
featured. Needless to say, stories in this so-called 
divorce category are dangerous, particularly where a 
mistake occurs. 
Libel by miirnke 
I t  is for these reasons that an adequate treatment 
of my subject would necessitate a complete dis- 
cussion of the law of libel as it exists today. The 
broadness of the subject and shortness of time form 
an effective barrier. So I shall confine my talk to 
one phase of the law which directly affects you as 
librarians in your daily work. I shall call this 
discussion "Libel by Mistake". I thus exclude those 
intentional diatribes levelled a t  individuals or 
groups by a crusading newspaper ar columist. 
Those are instances in which the writer deliberately 
exposes the object of his attack to"hatred, contempt 
or ridicule." (As you all know, a written accusation 
of that nature is actionable by the party attacked if 
i t  is false.) Thus when Westbrook Pegler refers to 
Benito Mussolini as "Benny the Bum" and charges 
that he is an incompetent foal, I1 Duce theoretically 
has a good cause of action against Pegler. "Never 
sue for libel, they might prove i t  on you" is a 
maxim which might appropriately be applied in 
this imtanre. 
The libel suit with which you are principally 
concerned is one where a man is libeled i.e., atiacked 
in a manner calculated to expose him to the hatred, 
contempt or ridicule of his fellow-men through an  
honest mistake on the part of the writer, incurred 
in some manner by reason of the neglect or care- 
lessness of someone in your department. Mistake 
is no defcnse to an action for libel. Though an 
honest mistake be shown, the publisher of a libel 
is still held answerable for such damage to a plain- 
tiff's reputation ns a jury believes i t  to have been 
caused by the publication. Moreover, the plaintiff 
is under no duty to prove that he actually was 
damaged. He need prove merely that the article 
was defamatory to him ,md that i t  was false. 
Damage to his reputation is then presumed and the 
defendant has the burden of rebutting this pre- 
sumption. I might add that damages, in a libel 
case, are almost wholly in the jury's dincre~:ion. 
Where there is an honest mistake, of course, the 
publisher cannot be hcld liable for what lawyers 
call "punitive damages", that is, damages which 
nre not designed to compensate the plaintiff for 
his injury but rather are granted by the law as a 
form of punishment, to  deter the publisher from 
similar articles in the future. Such damages are 
permitted only where the article was published with 
actual malice, that is, spite or ill-will. The Courts 
have hcld that a wanton or reckless disregard of a 
person's right to have the esteem in which he or she 
is held by friends unimpaired by false statements to 
his or her discredit, constitutes malice, which in 
turn, means punitive damages. In  a word, grass 
carelessness is malice. Therefore, i t  is of extnsme 
importance to publishers, that  material in their 
respective libraries be properly indexed and cross- 
referenced and that care and caution be used in 
supplying the material to Editorial Departments. 
Let us take a concrete illustration and follow the 
case from beginning to end. I shall assume that  the 
mistake is one due to simple carelessness on the part 
of an assistant librarian. We will say that in June, 
1939, one John J.  Smith, an attorney in New York, 
was convicted of a crime and then was disbarred. 
The New York Gozctte reports this and the material 
is duly filed in the impressive labyrinth of metal 
cabinets maintained by the Gozr~~e library. Then 
in January, ,941, another Jahn Smith (Jahn T. 
Smith) who is also a New York attorney happens 
to do something newsworthy. Let us say that he 
sues for divorce on the ground of mental cruelty, 
alleging among other things, that his wife refused 
to serve proper meals. The Gazmc reporter tde- 
phones Mrs. Smith and she tells him that the suit 
is a fake and as to the meals, his sok complaint is 
that she doesn't serve mustard pickles every day. 
She goes off on other tangents but the reporter 
is hard[" listening. He has his story. He sends to the 
librmy for the "clips" on John T. Smith, n New 
York attorney. Back comes the article of June, 
1939, when John J. Smith was convicted of fraud 
and disbarred. The library also furnishes a picture 
of John J. Smith, labelcd "John Smith". The 
reporter delightedly sets to work on his story and 
the following day GnzdNr readers are scanning a 
headline: 
DISBARRED ATTOPNEY S P U R Y S  
W I F E  FOR MUSTARD PICKLES 
Under the picture is the caption, "John T. Smith" 
John T. Smith, who was never convicted of n 
crime or disbarred, and who looks nothing like the 
picture featured by the Gazttre, sues for l i b d  
His attorney serves a summons and complaint 
on the Gazerre stating that the article is wholly 
false and defamatory as to plaintiff John T. Smith 
and that he has been damaged to the extent of 
$p,ooo. Investigation quickly reveals the error 
and expensive litigation follows. A case such as this 
might result in a very substantial verdict against 
the paper involved. The element of malice through 
carelessness is also present. The amount ofdamages 
assessed would depcnd upon the character and 
general reputation of John T. Smith and the extent 
of the carelessness. A verdict of $y,ooo would not 
be disturbed on appeal as excessive. In  a situation 
such as this, the mistake and ultimate responsibility 
would be that of the librarian or the assistant who 
sent the JohnT.  Smith clips to the Editorial Room. 
Possibly i t  was a faulty filing system. To be sure, 
the City Editor or rewrite man would be equally 
culpable for failing to make the distinction. How- 
ever, the librarian would have to take the rap, if 
for noother reason than editors and writers generally 
have n habit of relying upon him. In  any event, we 
must always be conscious of the fact that editors 
rely loox on the correctness of information sent 
them from their libraries. When we stop to consider 
the multitudinous demands editors make upon 
librarians, and the heavy penalties imposed when 
serious mistakes occur, we immediately become 
aware of the importance of newspaper librarians 
and the heavy responsibility they carry. With this 
realbation should come a firm resolution to make 
your library the most accurate and efficient in 
existence. Every publisher should be just as proud 
of his library as he is of his paper generally. A 
library to a publisher, is just as important as is a 
library to a lawyer. Without one, neither publisher 
nor lawyer could succeed. 
You may think that such cares of mistaken 
identity are rare. Yet every firm representing a 
newspaper handles them by the score. Bnck in 1926 
a certain New York newspaper printed an article 
which began, "William H. Kehoe, formerly Assist. 
ant  Corporation Counsel for New York City, who 
was convicted in the milk scandal, has purchased 
from B.D. Drake, a twelve-room house and estate 
in Garrison, New York." Believe i t  or not, the estate 
had been purchased by s man named William H. 
Kchoe, who was an Assistant Corporation Counsel 
for Pew York City. But he had not been convicted 
ina  milk scandal and had beengrosslylibcled,simply 
because he had been confused with another man of 
the same name, who had held the same position in 
the city administration and had been jailed in a 
notorious scandal. 
Moreover, when a jur!- returned a six-cent 
verdict for rhe plaintiff in that c ~ s e ,  the Appellate 
Court reversed the judgment and ordered a new 
trial, saying "In a case where i t  is established that 
the article was grossly libelous and that the plaintiff 
is a man of excellent reputation and good character, 
there should be a verdicr for substantial damages, 
unless there are some mitigating circumstances." 
On the second trial, a new jury awarded him the 
sum of $g,ooo. This was later set aside for variols 
reasons but the case clearly illustrates how serious 
may be a wholly innocent and reasonable error. To 
be sure, that was a novel and unusual situation, 
Undoubtedly the editor sent to the Library for the 
clips on William H. Kehoe. Up they come, with the 
history of criminal conviction. Reforc publication 
someone should have rcalizd something was wrong 
because a convicted person couldn't be an Assist- 
ant Corporation Counsel for the City of Xew York. 
Hnsrc, specd and carclrssness cost the newspaper 
involved thousands of dollars. 
.4 different type of situation which occurs ver)- 
frequently in this so-called mistake category, is 
what we call "wrong picture cares". An art ide 
describes the conviction of John Jones far forgery. 
Accompanying the story is a picture with the cap- 
tion, "John Jones" I t  develops that the picture 
is that of Rev. John Jones, a minister of impeccable 
morals, who promptly sues for libel. There is in this 
case a close question as to whether or not the article 
refers m the minister, since his sole link to the story 
is the accompanying picture. But the court has 
held that the picture is sufficient and that if the 
jury finds that a plantiff's reputation has been 
injurcd by such a mistake, he may recover sub- 
stantial damages. In  many of these instances, the 
librarians are blameless. For example, the photog- 
rapher who took a group pjcturr, inadvertently 
confused the identities and thereafter the picture 
was filed in the library under a n  improper name. 
Surely no one could criticize a librarian under such 
circumstances. In  other instances, the error occurs 
in the composingroom, when the cuts areimproperly 
and carelessly handled or inserted in the wrong 
places. However, every librarian should strive to 
make sure that pictures in his care are properly 
captioned. Publication of wrong pictures costs 
newspapers thousands of dollars annually. In  
every instance, carelessness is involved. 
These are but a few illustrations of the serious 
damage which may result to a newspaper in the 
absence of loo% cooperation between the library 
and all other departments. You must realize that 
you have a grave respnsibility. The staff of your 
paper is wholly dependent on the accuracy of your 
files for many, many important facts. You must br 
certain that no reporter or editorial writer, penning 
an article in haste to make a deadline, is misled by 
your &lure to indicate clearly to what or to whom 
your material refers. 
As 1 said before, with each passing year, news- 
paper librarians become more and more important 
in the daily life of the paper. As your material and 
responsibility increase, your filing systems, of 
necessity, become more complex. As the newspaper 
industry grows in importance, the libraries grow 
with it. Never let it be said of the librarians that 
they fell behind the pace. Your opportunity for 
service is greater today than i t  has ever been in the 
history of this country. Seize i t  and hold it! Show 
the rest of the world a free press is essmtial to the 
welfare of any country. 
Your responsibility is far more grave than ever 
before. We are living in a state of unlimited nationsl 
emergency, wherein every newspaper in the country 
has an obligation to its readers to report current 
events with such accuracy that no falserumors or 
suspicions should be created. The false accusation 
that a man was convicted of espionage, the false 
charge that a man addressed a Nazi or Cammumst 
meeting, these are mistakes which not only can 
blacken a man's reputation and not only injure 
your newspaper but may well have consequences 
far more serious in nature. The reading public 
must not be misled. Today we live in the only 
country in the world where freedom of the press 
is not a mockery. We must make ccrtain chat nc 
abuse of that right will contribute to its eventual 
destruction. 
America has furnished to the wor/d the character of Wash- 
ington. And if our American institutions had done nothing 
elre, that alone wouId have entitled them to the respect of 
mankind.-Daniel Webster. 
The Fifth Column In Libraries1 
By ROSEMARY HANLON 
Librarian, Minr Sofw Appliarrrr Co., Pirrrburgh, P~mrryLwznio 
H AS the library come to  this-that i t  too hasa Fifth Column, something boring from with- in tounderminethe present structure,some- 
thing that gives no evidence of its presencc but 
makes itself diabolically apparent after a period ol 
time? Let us look a t  the library with its collection of 
books to see if i t  has a Fifth Column and to find 
out if we as Keepers of the Keys can and should 
establish our own F. B. I. I t  seems to me thst the 
Fifth Column in libraries has a p x n e r e d  pedestal: 
condition of the air, including dryness and moisture; 
chemicals in the air, such as sulphur dioxide and 
dust; poor quality of paper; light; and insects. 
I .  Condition of the air 
What is the condition of the air in your library? 
Is i t  dry?  How dry?  What ir dry air? What effect 
has dry air on the paper in your books; on the bind- 
ings of our books, the cloth, thread, adhesives and 
leather that make up the binding? Is the air in your 
library rnoiil? What effect has moist aii on the occu- 
pants of your shelves? When you speak of paper as 
foxy, do you mean that i t  is sly and cunning? What 
is mildew and how is i t  propagated? What condi- 
tions are favorable for its growth? How does the 
condition of the air in the library in winter, differ 
from that in summer and with what effect on books? 
Is there a recommended temperature and humidity 
far b o o k g a s  well as the keeper of the books? is a 
positive circulntian of air necessary.; 
11. ChrnicaLr in the air 
What are the air contaminants? How does sul- 
phur dioxide, a product of the combustion of fuel 
and of certain industrial processes, affect paper? 
Most papers contain small amounts of iron derived 
from iron equipment, water and reegents used in 
paper-ma!&g processes. To what extent does the 
iron accelerate the rotting induced by the sulphur 
dioxidc oxidizing to sulphuric acid? I t  is said that 
the air in cities has caused paper to deteriorate even 
I Address before the Sci~nce.Technoloyi Group, Cbnnirtn, 
Section at the Thirty-third Annual Convention of the Special 
Libraries Arraiation, Hartiord. Connecticut, June 17. 1911. 
in so short a time as ro days. Haw much greater is 
the concentration of sulphur dioxide in cities than 
in rural districts? Is the difference in locality notice- 
able in the condition of the books? Can sulphur 
dioxide be washed from the air used in libraries? 
Can air conditioningsystems so treat the wash water 
that the amount of sulphi~r dioxide can be appre- 
ciably lessened or completely removed? 
So much about this air-borne gas. What of dust, 
What is its composition? Dust particles in addition 
to  their abrasive action upon paper and bindings 
of stored material, act as nuclei for the condensa- 
tion of acidic moisture. How can dust be eliminated 
from the air? Once having entered, how can i t  be 
satisfactorily removed from the b o o k ?  
I have mentioned sulphur dioxide and dust. Are 
there other contaminants and what are they? 
ZII. Poor guality ofpaprr 
Will the paper of today withstand the test of 
time? Will i t  age as gracefully as the old hand-made 
papers? How does the content of newspaper differ 
from book papers? What is the composition af most 
of the bmk paper now used? What is the record of 
straw fibers and ground wood fibers? What is the 
development of the papers used for our literature? 
Is alum used in rosin-sizing paper necessary or does 
i t  contribute to early deterioration? Is clay filler, a 
component of book papers, harmful? Do the center 
and marginal sections of the leaves of a book show 
the same results of physical and chemical tests? 
High alphacellulose content is considered a n  indi- 
cation of superior condition in paper. The copper 
number, on the other hand, is a measure of the 
amount of modified or deteriorated cellulose present 
and, when high, is regarded as an indication of poor 
condition in paper. Can we as librarians insist on 
further research so that papers adequate for the 
present and for the future are used in our books and 
magazines? 
ZV. Light 
What effect has licht on paper? Yellowing or 
embrittlement or both? Are all types of paper, the 
purer as well as the sulphite papers, affected by 
l i rht? What ir the element in paper that is sensitive Prciervalion by reprodudion 
- . 
to light? 
What do we know of the effect of ultra-violet 
light? Is colored glass to filter actinic rays of light 
effective in presersng paper? Is  indirect lighting 
preferable to direct? If direct lighting is used, is 
there a recommended type of bulb? Is i t  only of 
economic concern if the lamps in the stacks are left 
burning? \Vhat of fluorescent lighting and its effect? 
What in a book attracts an insect and arc all 
insects attracted by the same factor? What insects 
are harmful to books-winged or crawling? How do 
they attack the book? What methods have been 
found to eliminate them? I f  fumigants are used, 
arc they harmful to books? Can the librarian admin- 
ister the lethal dose or must it be done by experts? 
How should i t  be administered? Must the books be 
removed from the shelves? How soon is the fumi- 
gant effective? How satisfactory are repellant 
materials incorporated in bindings and in varnishes 
and lncquers used to coat books? 
Is a Drugstore Beetle indigenous to drugsrores 
and a Brown House Moth to brown houses? Is  
Silver Fish an Iraac Walton term? May we, for 
purposes of inclusion, call a mouse an  insect? 
Suchis the Fifth Column which creeps in silently 
to steal away our valued rccords. What can be said 
of our diligence to combat i t  by protective coatings, 
writing inks, preservation by reproduction, revivify- 
ing damaged documents? 
Protectice contingi 
Therc have been offered m a n y  methods of treat- 
ing paper to render i t  more resistant to handling 
and to retard the processes ofdeterioration as much 
as possible. Have any of these proved successlul? 
Arc they low in cost, simple and easy of application? 
What methods allow the minimum increased weight 
and bulk? Do they impair legibility? Do some of the 
materials used for treatine invite funei and insects? 
- 
What for instance is the Broadman proccns? Has i t  
been found satisfactory? 
\Vhat are the ingredients of writing inks? Haw 
do they affect paper? How is the arid in ink deleteri- 
ous? Is there s standard ink found sntisfactory that 
causes pracrically no loss of folding endurance of 
paper inked with i t ?  Whar is meant by folding 
endurance and what is the f s e  far i t ?  
What grades of photostat paper are available 
and what are their qualities? Is i t  the photostat 
paper ar the process induding washing, which 
prevents fading of thc print? As for film reproduc- 
tion, is the acctnte film preferable to the nitrate? 
What are the results of test of dry and moist air on 
film? What are the best clcaning processes for re- 
moving dust and finger prints from film or oil from 
the projector? Can they be applied by hand? 
\\'hat of the effect on film, of the light of projec- 
tors and of contaminated air? Are there other 
problems? 
Revioifying dnmaged docurnenti 
\Ye read in the papers of rehabilitation. Can 
books and documents damaged by fire, water, 
chemicals and other forces be rehabilitated? What  
are the methods? Is  legibility restored and a coveted 
placc on the shelves rcawurded? What of the house- 
hold ironer for wrinkled rags, or chloral hydrate ior 
charred charges? 
Credit for an idea belongs to its originator so 1 
must tell you that the idea for this paper is not 
mine. I t  is Edith Portman's suggestion, surely n 
thought-provoking one. 
Not until I began preparing this paper did 1 
realize how much research had already been done 
by the Kational Bureau of Standards, by associa- 
tions and by individuals, and how closely all this 
concerns us as librarians. Should not we as custodi- 
ans o i the  records of the past and of the future make 
i t  our first concern todiscover vha t  has already been 
done to preserve these records? Should we not co- 
operate to the fullest Fxtent with others who ere 
endeavoring to keep intact the wealth of wisdom 
encompassed by the covers of a book? 
Today the world is full of questions, some unan- 
swerable. Do the questions I hnvc offered intrigur 
you into searching out the answers? 
T h e  spirit of all fruitful search is to 
".4ftempf the end and never stand to doubt: 
Nothins so hard but seaich will find it out." 
1 beliese that the study and compilation of thc 
best methods discovered b>- scirncc by means of 
which librarians cxn safeguard their treasured col- 
lections from the insidious attack of the enemy, is a 
forward-looking opportunity. 
Can we as members af rhc Chemistry Section 
undertake this task? Or is i t  a problem to be ex- 
plored by a larger group? I am asking YOU. 
A Printed Subject Catalog for an Industrial Research Library1 
By ERNEST F. SPlTZER 
Librarim, Comoiidated Oil Corp., Nlly Y*k 
N INDUSTRIAL research library, like A any other library, has certain basic func- tions which constituteits reason-far-being. 
I t  serves as a central depository of printed informa- 
tion in its various farms, including bmks, periodicals, 
patents, photostats, translations and the like. I t  is 
a place of reference and research, and i t  endeavors 
to make its collected information available to the 
greatest possible number. 
I n  addition, being a special library, i t  will "put 
its knowledge to work.', and its collection will 
form the basis of such abstracting, translating, 
indexing and searching services as may be required 
by the organization of which i t  forms a part. Fur- 
thermore, i t  will cultivate an active attitude by 
going to the actual and prospective library usm, 
rather than sitting and waiting for them to come 
to the library. 
Such a principle is translated into practice by 
two major approaches: 
I. By means of an adequate catalog system. 
2. By personal contacts. 
Generally a combination of both is employed. 
The majority of industrial and technical re- 
search libraries now being operated throughout this 
country can be classed into two main groups. 
To the first group belong those libraries which 
are directly associated with a research laboratory; 
this in turn, may be located a t  a manufacturing 
plant, or, in the case of a larger organization with 
many manufacturing centers, may constitute an  
independent unit where all research facilities are 
concentrated. 
The second group takes in research libraries 
located st the main offices of the organization, 
usually operated together with or attached to, a 
technical department, or patent department, a 
development department or any of their combina- 
tions. 
In  a library of the first type, all or most of its 
potential users are near i t  and grouped around it. 
I t  plays an important role in their daily activities 
and they need no one to convince them of its value 
as a basic instrument of research. 
A library located in this type ofsetting is usually 
best served by a centrally located card catalog- 
dictionary or classified type. Here, too, the value 
of personal contact cannot be overemphasized and 
there exist unlimited opportunities for the librarian 
to "extend himself" and to take his information 
and data to the research staff rather than wait for 
them to approach him. I t  is a t  such a time and 
under such conditions that a thorough background 
of chemical and/or technical training and a knowl- 
edge of problems and research work in progress and 
under consideration are of particular value to the 
technical librarian. 
A technical research library attached to a tech- 
nical division, s development department, patent 
department, etc., is in quite another position and 
faces different problems. 
Obviously, a major share of its work will re- 
valve around the activities of the technical depart- 
ment with which i t  is associated. I n  addition, its 
resources should be available to all other denart- 
ments and individuals forming part of the organiza- 
tion, especially if located in the same building. 
Beyond these groups, there are individual key man 
and persons located in other plants, laboratories, 
etc., a t  various distances from thc main office. 
This is the situation in rhc case of the Sindair 
Refining Company. Its technical and gencral library 
operates as a research unit in conjunction with, 
and under the supervision of, the Patent and 
Development Department, to which the major 
portion of its activities are devoted. In  addition, 
however, i t  serves all other departments and in- 
dividuals located on the premises. Then, outside 
of New York City, i t  serves technical kcy men 2nd 
representatives including a number of refineries and 
laboratories. 
Under these circumstances the use of personal 
contact methods is limited, and the catalog becomes 
the main source of information on thc library's 
holdings. This catalog, for all-round satisfaction, 
should meet the following demands: 
r .  I t  should provide n quick and sufficiently 
complete means of informing the prospective li. 
brary user of the library holdings, cspecislly from 
the subject ;lpproach. 
2. I t  should not be overloaded with unnecessary 
information. 
3. I t  should be readily accessible to its users. 
4. I t  should he inexpcnsivr to preparc and 
maintain. 
5. I t  should bc readily kept up-to-date. 
l'urthermore, in planning for a suitable catalog 
a satisfactory balance must be reached between 
any work which may have alrendy been carried 
out, and whatever remains to be done, a balance 
which considers the wishes of rh; managcmcnr, 
the degree of efricicncy to he obtnined and the 
eventual cost involved. 
Colalquinx the Library 0/ the Sitichlr Oi/ Refiirrg 
Compo~y 
A careful consideration of thcsc factors in our 
case led to the decision tha ta  printed catalog would 
best answer all therequircments. The term "printed" 
as used here refers to the farm of the catalog, i.e., 
printcd as opposcd to card catalog, and not to its 
method of production which may be by m y  stan. 
dard duplicating proccss. In this particular in- 
stance, the mimeograph process was employed. 
The library of Sinclair Refining Company 
is operntcd as a closed shelf collection. With shelf 
space at  o picmium and because of the divergent 
character of the material covered by the printed 
catalog, i t  follows none of the recognized systems af 
clussificnrion. Rather, the b o k s  arc arranged on the 
shelvcs in a numerical and arbitrary order, separated 
into four groups by size and are merely given a 
current shelf number for purposes of identification, 
so that, e.g., C-+56 would represent the four hundred 
and fifty-sixth book receivcd in group C, represent- 
ing books wirhin n ccrwir sirc limit. 
Books on the shelvcs and itcms in thc vertical 
files (such as photostats, translations, reprints, etc) 
arc located with the aid of a finding index in card 
catalog form. These cards show main author, title, 
journal reference, if any, series number, if any, 
shclf numbcr and explanatory notes. Any one item 
may h w r  two, three or iou r  cuds,  i.e., author, 
titlc ;and journal reference card and series number 
card, if rrquircd. 
However, nonc of these aids covers the most im- 
partnnr subject approach and i t  is here that the 
printed carolog takes its plscr. 
'l'hc catalog is based on  n list of somc 150  sub- 
jects, arranged as headings in alphabeticnl order and 
including a gcncrous number of "see" and "see 
also" rcfcrences. I h e  trims used in the list are 
sclectcd from the fields of petroleum technology, 
organic chemistry and rclatcd suhjccts. Thc list 
is flexiblc and tcrms can bc eliminated or added 
whenever desired. This arrangement resembles a 
subject-heading list and is, of course, self-indexing. 
It permits any single book to be listed under several 
headings, the yame as in a dictionary card catalog. 
Under each individual heading are listed the 
entrics for the books, pamphlets, bulletins, etc. 
Each entry is made up of the following parts, in 
the order given: 
a. Title,in a abbreviated form,omitting initial 
article, alternative title, subtitle, ctc. 
b. Author, individualor corporate, but noinitials, 
dates or name added entrics. 
c. A statement of the edition, if other than first. 
d. Dstc of publication. 
c. Shelf numbcr. 
A n  entry of this type runs across a page and 
furnishes all the information required. This is a n  
example of part of a page of the catalog: 
Catalysts And Catalysir 
Catalysii in Organic 
Chemistry Sabafier 1922 C-101 
Industrial Catalysis Green 1928 C-102 
catalytic Proccasen in 
A~pl ied  Chemistry Hildilch 1929 B-75 
2nd 1937 B-75a 
Phenomena of Catalysis Bcrkman 1937 U.O.P. 
Booklet 
Individual titles listed under any one subject 
are arranged by date of publication as far as this 
can bc conveniently accomplished; editions of the 
same book, on the other hand, are usually kept 
together. This arrangement permits the reader to 
ascertain a t  a glance "what is the latest" infarma- 
tion on any given subject within the catalog, while 
the "see" and "see also" references direct him to 
related subj,jccts. 
The very low cost of preparing this type of cata- 
log is a n  important point in irs favor.The informa- 
tion required is taken directly from the books, as- 
sembled on cards and then typed on stencils. Then 
follow the usual opcrations of running off the sheets 
from the stencils, using borh sides of the paper, 
assembling into sets, adding necessary extra pages, 
providing covers and fastening the sets together 
with heavy staples or fasteners. The catalogs are 
then ready for mailing and distribution. 
All chis work can be readily and accurately per- 
formed by n non-professional staff, once thc direc- 
tions are clearly given and understood. If it is as- 
sumed that mimeograph service is available, the 
only additional cost would bc for the printcd covcrs 
which will not exceed a few dollars per hundred. 
Whencver thc pros and cons of card and printed 
catalogs are enumeratrd, i t  is rightly claimed that a 
printed c:~talog is out-oidate practically as soon 
as i t  comes off the press. However, in a library of 
the type under consideration here, this problem 
can be solved without too much difficulty. 
First, the library copy of the subject catalog 
which is available for reference, is kept in a loose- 
leaf binder and is constantly kept up-to-date by 
insertions of new entries. Thns, anyme consulting 
the library can refer to an up-to-date subject cata- 
log supplemented by the author and title card in- 
dex, just as if a complete dictionary card cst.~log 
were available. 
Second, by virtue of his knowledge of projects 
in progress and contemplated, and of the major 
interests of the catalog holders, the librarian ir in 
a position to call new books to the immediate at. 
tention of interested parties, either by personal dis. 
cussion or by mail. This, again, is a legitimate place 
for using the "personal contact method." 
Third, accession bulletins and supplements are 
prepared a t  suitable intervals, to be used together 
with the catalog. 
Fourth, the catalog is easily revised and retyped 
whenever the need arises. 
Thus, a catalog of the type described here offers 
a number of definite advantages within the limita- 
tions provided. Its wide distribution makes i t  
available to its users at  all times. I t  does not re- 
quire the space needed by a card catalog. I t  is in- 
expensive to prepare and to keep up-to-date. But, 
on the other hand, i t  fulfills these functions only 
in a small to medium-sized library. Here, as in 
other places, the law of diminishing returns eventu- 
ally asserts itself. Because of its increasing bulki- 
ness the catalog is not recammendcd for larger 
libraries. 
By HENRY GRIFF'ITH 
Cbmirf, H~~rtfordEmpirr Capmy, Hartford, Connmirrirrrt 
F RANKLY, I am somewhat a t  a disadvantage Dtjnition ofplorric~ in speaking to  you on this partkular subject, T~ begin with, we should start with a good under. as there are some amongst you I Per- 
standing of what is meant by "plastics."I hesitate 
sonally know, are better informed both from the to make any explicit definition, as the word has been 
point of view of theory and of practical application 
much and defined in so many ways, How- 
of these materials than1 am. Therefore, i t  isessential 
ever, i f  I must give definition, i t  would be 
ta make this a most informal talk and to spend a t  that a is a material which is solid at least a portion of our time in discussion of questions 
ordinary temperatures but which allows an ap- 
which may be uppermost in your minds in regard preciable and permanent change of farm when sub. 
to plastic However, there are some jected to strain. Therefore, a plastic material must 
amongst you who have a somewhat limited back- possess both elasticity and rigidity. Finally, a ground in regard to plastic materials, and we should, plastic material, as i t  is commercially known, is 
therefore, deal a t  least for a short period upon the 
an organic material. basic theory of these plastic materials, and a t  least Of equal importance to definition of plastics 
a short time in a discussion of the methods of manu. 
facture which are being commercially utilized before is a definition of the word "resin", or rather, syn- 
proceeding into a discussion of some of the func- thetic resin, for mast of our plastics are made up 
tiona~ and decorative uses of these materials. I from resinous material of one type or another. One 
want finally to mention quite briefly the ,,lace of the shortest definitions of synthetic resins that 
of plastics in our National Defense program. I have found, and therefore, probably us good as 
any, appeared in a book entitled Synlhetir Kerins 
Abridgment of sn addreas bcf0l.e the Science-Technology and Allied p/ailirs by Barry, Brirton, Lsngston & 
Group. Chemistry Section, at the Thirty-third Annual Con- 
vention of s w i a l  r.ibraries ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ i ~ ~ ,  ~ ~ t f ~ ~ d ,  Moore. This book has stated that a synthetic resin 
ticut, June 17, 1941. may be considered a complex amorphus organic 
solid or semi-solid material, usually a mixture of 
substances, built up by chemical reaction. In  re- 
spect to its lustre, fracture and comparative brittlc- 
ness at  ordinary temperatures, it closely simulates 
the natural resins in insolubility in wntcr, fuseability 
or plasticity when hcntrd m d  subjected to pressure, 
or othcr characreristics in which a synthetic rcsin 
resembles the natural resin. However, in chemical 
constitution there is a wide dircrgence between the 
natural and synthetic resins :and equally wide is 
their divergence in rcsponse to cheniical reagent. 
Now, having these two definitions in mind, let 
us proceed to n gmcral cndirstnnding of the field 
of plastics. First, we h:,rc two large and major 
divisions-those plastics which are thermosetting 
and thosc which orr themmopinstic. 
Thermosettings are, for practical purposes in the 
discussion, limitrd to two types of material com- 
mercially known :md used in large quantities, 
namely, the phenol formaldehyde and urea formal- 
dehyde materials. Thesc by very name constitute 
that group which goes through n chemical reaction 
during the forming stage, and thus under heat 
changes its constitution to that of a new material. 
In  this changed form the group assumes the rigidity 
and elasticity which is characteristic of all plastics, 
although the shape cannot be changed under fur- 
ther heat treatment. 
Thc second class of materials is the thermoplastic 
materials. These materials embrace a wide range 
of different chemically constituted plastics from the 
cellulasic materials to the vinyl materink. Under 
the cellulosics we have the esters and ethers of 
cellulose commonly known ns nirro-cellulose, cellu- 
lose acctate, ethyl cellulose, butyl cellulose, etc., 
and the modified esters such as cellulose acetobutyr- 
ate and cellulose nceto-propionate. Under the vinyls 
we have two main divisions again, the aliphatic 
and the aromatic vinyls. This latter group embraces 
styrene, vinyl naphthalene, its analogues and the 
divinyl benzene groups. Under the aliphatic vinyls 
we have the vinyl halides which in the plasticized 
state constitute the rubber substitutes, the vinyl 
~ the r s ,  the vinyl esters, those that are modified with 
chlorinc and those that are modified by condensation 
of aldehyde, and the methylenr ketones which are 
growing and will eventually develop large uses, and 
finally the ncrylic rypes which are made up of the 
acrylic esters, the methocrylic esters, acrolein, 
ucrylonitriles, itaconics and nconiticn acid. These 
cellulosics and vinyls make up the great majority 
of the thermoplasric materials. 
Thermoieliings 
Lct us now quite briefly review these materials 
in somewhat marc dcrail as to thcir uses. First, we 
have rhe thtrmosettings which, to recapitulate, 
are the phenol formaldehydes, the urea formalde- 
hydes and the thio urea formaldehydes. You are 
all familiar, with the phenol formaldehyde type 
commonly known as Bakelite. This material, origin- 
ally commercially developed by Dr. L. H. Baeke- 
land, has a considerable history behind it. It was 
developed in rgog and up to the present emergency 
had been uscd mainly in pieces of a decorative na- 
ture rather than functional, although a number of 
functional applications were in usc, such as the so- 
called plastic airplane, special electrical equipment 
and certain automotive parts. Now, under the stim- 
ulus of National Dcfense, this material is achieving 
importance as a substitute for metal and wood. 
At this timc, I should like to point out that there 
is a ccrtain misunderstanding in regard to plastic 
materials, namely, that plastic materials are cheap 
in price. The thermosetting materials are the cheap- 
est of the plastic group and even these range from 
1 1 6  to 121 a pound up to as high as  751  or 806 a 
pound. This quite naturally has startled the manu- 
facturers who are attempting to replace metals, 
as i t  had been generally throught that plastics were 
considerably cheaper. I n  addition to this fact, i t  
should be remembered that most of the plastic 
materials, while having much lower specific gravity 
than aluminum, orian and steel, do not have as 
high a modulus of elasticity. Generally, the plastic 
has a modulus approximately i/zoth of that of the 
metal for which i t  is to be substituted. So far, I 
have spoken of the phenol formaldehyde type purely 
from the point of view of the molding materials. 
There is, of course, the so-called cast resin which is, 
as its name implies, cast in lead alloy molds, and 
can be produced in beautiful colors and with lovely 
color effects. This material, however, unlike the 
molding compounds, is quite expensive in the 
finished form, because of the considerable amount 
of hand labor involved in the casting process. 
The second type of material of a thermosetting 
nature is the urea formaldehyde or beetle ware. 
with this material molding compounds of a far 
greater degree of color stability can be made, as for 
example plastic dishes, cups, tops to thermos bot- 
tles and similar articles where color has an  appeal. 
The urea formaldehydes are quite similar to the 
phenolformaldehydesinphysicalcharacteristics, i.e., 
they have the same tendency towards brittleness 
and the same dcgree of rigidity and thermnlstability, 
and are made by the so-called condensation reaction. 
Amongst the thermoplastic materials, we have 
first the cellulosics of which cellulose nitrate is 
possibly the most familiar. It  was originally known 
commercially as celluloid and with only a slight 
modification this same basic cellulose nitrate be- 
comes gun cotton. The celluloid material, until quite 
recent years has been relatively unstable, and, i t  is a 
wonder that many of the postmen who warestraight 
c.duloid collars and celluloid fronts did not sud- 
denly burst into flame by spontaneous combustion. 
However, i t  has certain characteristics of toughness 
which none of the other cellulosicu, and in many 
cases the vinyls, possess, since i t  has a toughness 
combined with rigidity, unusual even amongst the 
thermoplastics. This is mainly due to the use of a 
modifying agent which gives i t  this plasticity, 
namely, camphor. Camphor is a plasticizing agent 
quite remarkable in the thermoplastic and particu- 
larly the cellulosic field, as i t  is a single plasticizer 
which gives to the finished plastic all of the desired 
characteristics. Fortunately, there are other mate- 
rials to replace camphor, which used to beimparted 
from Japan and Germany. While made syntheti- 
cally by D u  Pont today, the capacity is considerably 
under that required for the total usage of the indus- 
try. F h e n  the manufacturers were faced with this 
shortage, they changed to the use of tricesyl phos- 
phate and diethyl phthalate used in proportions of 
approximately jo per cent with the camphor, mak- 
ing up the t ob l  loo per cent of plasticizer required. 
However, this combination docs not give as good 
a material as the camphor by itself. 
Now cellulose nitrate can be manufactured from 
woad pulp x.hich is purified and nitrated, whereas 
cellulose acetate, the second large producer in the 
cellulosic field, is acetylated cellulose and car, bc 
made only of acetylated, purified cotton linters. 
Further, cellulose acetate is not as good a plastic 
to begin with as the cellulose nitrate. 
I n  this particular field of plasticization of o:llu- 
lose acetate, there are a great many theore~:ical 
ideas as to just what is the action of the plasticizer 
upon the cellulose chain. At the present time the 
general accepted theory is as follows: 
The plasticizer either tends to solvate the crllu- 
lase, thus increasing the distance betwecn the &ins 
and reducing the forces holding the adjacent chains 
to its neighbor, or a network of membranes and 
filaments of solvated derivatives surrounds and 
penetrates areas of much higher concentration of 
plasticizers. The first action was proposed by three 
mcn, namely, Mark, Myers and Kuhn. The second 
system was, to the best of my knowledge, proposed 
by thcHerculesPowderCompany.lrrespectiveofthe 
system, the method used produced molecules u,ith 
long stretches of chains which were held apart and 
thus freed to move under the influence of thermal 
agitation while u few strong crasslinkages with firm 
bands prevent cold flow. 
Such systems show relatively high tensilestrength 
and toughness. Possibly a more readily understand- 
able theory is that a t  which I have arrived through 
my own work in the field, namely, that there are 
three types of plasticizers for the cellulosic mate- 
rials which I roughly classified as solvating plasti- 
cizers, enriching and Run type plasti- 
cizers. These plasticizers do exactly what is sug- 
gested by their name,-the solvating plasticizer 
absorbing the plasticizer into itself and thus pro- 
ducing the type of system suggcstcd by the first 
theory given above. The second type, the enriching 
plasticizer swells up the molecule and gives a some- 
what mare rubbery System, or jell type structure, 
while the third type plasticizer has a solvating 
action a t  high temperatures and probably comes out 
of the molecule a t  room temperatures and lies in 
the intracellulose spaces of the miccllular bundles, 
thereby giving a rigidity to the plastic a t  room 
temperatures. 
It is of course p i t e  logical to question a t  this 
point whether i t  is not somewhat easier to modify 
the molecule itself chemically by some grouping 
which would have an effect on the physical proper- 
ties similar to that of the plastici7,ers. This is done 
commercially by the use of bntyrit and propionic 
mixed esters of the cellulose acetate. I n  these cases 
a plasticized group is obtained and much less plasti- 
cker ir necessary to produce the same degrec of 
plasticity in the finished material. With ethyl cellu- 
lose and the other cellulose ethers the main effort in 
recent years has been dircctcd to the development 
of n film which can be used for wrapping and which 
in the trade produces a matcrial capable of what is 
termed a deep draw. l'he utilization in the molding 
powder field has to date been somewhat limited. 
Proceeding now to the vinyl copolymers, we have 
the vinylacetate chloride whirhis the most common 
type of copolymer known. Of course, i t  is generally 
conceded that the aromatic vinyls suffer from cer- 
tain disabilities which have retarded their wide. 
spread acceptmce due to the fact that the vinyl 
esters, such as vinyl xc ta te ,  propionate, butyrare, 
etc. arc too soft, wcnk and rasiiy solubic, and thus 
soften a t  temperatures too low to makc them suit- 
able for any commercid purpose. On t h c  other hand, 
the polymers of the vinyl chloriilc on othcr vinyl 
halids are too brittle, uns~able and h u d  2nd insuf- 
ficiently plastic to be cntiiely satisfactory. There. 
fore, thc joining of these two polymrrs in varying 
quantities produccs ?i plastic with chamcteristics 
varying between these two extremes. This, ofcourse, 
is the "happy hunting ground" of ail copolymer 
work today. Every copolymer that  is bcing de- 
veloped is being developed purcly to give a plastic 
which by copolymciizntion gives the two character. 
istics, the extrcmcs of which are unusable, but the 
combination of which would bc usablr. Unfortu- 
nately, most copolymrrs do not do that, and more 
often than not, you get d l  of onc and very little of 
the other in the finishrd mixture. 
The second group, rhc acrylates, more commonly 
known as "lucite" and "crystalite" are modified 
acrylic resin polymers. Thcsc hxve been modified 
in their basc molecular structure into an ethyl or 
butyl ester form so as to give plasticity and fluidity 
a t  the elevated tcmpcrntures which, of course, are 
essential to the molding of a uscnble plastic. How- 
ever, plasticization of this material has been found 
necessary in most cases, nnd additions of a lubricant 
have further helped in commercial utilization. We 
then havc left the Polystyrene group which is, of 
course, of vital importance, as the unusual electrical 
properties which this matcrial possesses are begin- 
ning to receive true recognition in the radio and 
electrical ficlds. In  addition the material has a 
rigidity which has now made possible industrial 
utilization of the thermoplastic materials. However, 
this material has a low shock strength which pre- 
vents its use in the wide field i t  should serve. The 
comment is often made that Polystyrene does not 
become embrittlcd a t  low temperature. Of course, 
while this is true, i t  should be remmbered that i t  is 
so poor a t  room temperature that even a t  low tem- 
peratures, i t  is not to m y  considerable degree better 
than some of the cellulosics. I t  possesses a great 
beauty in color and transparency in forms similar 
to the Methacrylates. 
Unfortunately, so far as we know today, Poly- 
styrene cannot be plasticized. This is in part due to 
its chemical formation, and the only method 01 
giving different degrees of fluidity and flow in mold- 
ing and even in utilization comes through the degree 
of polymerization. Possibly I have neglected to 
make clear that in these materials we start with a 
monomeric material, a resin which has only one unit 
of thc molecule in it. During the polymerization 
which forms the plastic, there is a continuous chain 
growthof these monomeric units into what is tcrmed 
a polymer or many monomers added end toend. The 
exact chemical method of obtaining these tremen- 
dous molecules is little known, but let me give those 
of you who do not know the field well an idea of the 
size of the chains. Polystyrene can be polymerized 
up to between joo,oao and i,ooo,aoa units of the 
monomer. 
Utilization of pladirr 
From the point of view of utilization, thermo- 
setting materials arc used where costs must be 
maintained a t  an absolute minimum. They are gen. 
erally molded by onc of rwo processes,-the com- 
pression molding method, or the transfer method. 
The thermoplastic materials, too, are molded by 
compression molding, but also by a process called 
injection, which is very much more rapid. The 
thermoplastic materials are obtained also in shcets, 
rods and tubes, and these are blanked, machined, 
etc. into the forms required. The thermosetting 
materials are used, as stated before, in plywood to 
give a plasticity to the wood in molding and in the 
finished form to give rigidity, decrease in warpnge 
and to prevent attack by fungus or algae. The ther- 
mosetting materials are used particularly for high 
temperatures such as may occur in such functional 
utilizations as automobiles, while the thermoplastic 
materials, being heat sensitive, cannot be used 
above 21% F. Each material varies in its resistance 
to different solvents, and therefore each material 
must be used with a thorough knowledge of the 
external effects to which i t  must be subjected, 
including moisture, actinic rays, solvents, physical 
loading, temperature, etc. 
Plastics in the present emergency are receiving 
two-fold interest: ( I )  in replacement of metals, as 
we have briefly discussed, and ( 2 )  in Government 
work. In  the first, we are making cons?derable head- 
way. There are several utilizations which have 
shown the plastic to be better than the metal pre- 
viously used, and a t  a cost generally comparable to 
the original metal. I n  some incidents lower costs 
have been achieved, but in the majority of cases an 
increased cost has produccd a material of somewhat 
inferior quality. Secondly, there is considerable 
plastic material being applied by the Army and 
Navy ordinance departments to war work. Poly- 
styrene and phenol formaldehyde resins makeup the 
majority of the utilization. However, a most unique 
situation has arisen. We are faced with definite 
shortages in most of the plastic materials. Produc- 
tion of phenol formaldehyde and urea formaldehyde 
has been reduced very considerably due to the fact 
that methanol production facilities have been taken 
over for munitions. This has been quite serious in 
many cases, and a number of the plants are now 
running a t  very much reduced speed even though 
their orders have been greatly increased. In  the 
cellulosic field the plasticizers are becoming a prior- 
ity material. 
This is but a thumb nail sketch of plastic mate- 
rial as we know it  today. I have made no attempt to 
show you what is expected from research for the 
plastic industry of tomorrow. 
Chemical Library Research And Your Car' 
By ELE.4NOR V. WRIGHT 
Engineering Librarian, Chrjrlrr Corpordtion, Dmoii,  Micbigax 
W HEN we think of the automobile, which has speeded up communication and revdu- tioniredsomany phasesof life, tributemust 
first of all be paid to the genius of the mechanical 
engineer for its invention and early evolution. The 
automobile, in fact, is almost always thought of as a 
mechanical device, and we forget the role of chem- 
istry, yet chemistry is also a very essential and 
important wheel in the automobile industry. I t  is 
to the chemical and metallurgical engineer that 
credit must be given for the development and re- 
finement of the automobile. It is he who has devel- 
oped the various alloys, surface finishes, safety 
glass, textiles, rubber, plastics and countless other 
products without which there would be no modern 
automobile. 
Since I am not a chemist, and the Engineering 
Library connected with the Testing and Research 
Laboratories of the Chrysler Corporation is not 
primarily a chemical one, perhaps 1 am not qualified 
to speak on this subject. Nevertheless 1 believe i t  
may interest you to know the procedure in our 
library to aid the chemical engineer. The automobile 
manufacturer works with the materials that your 
companies sell him, developing and testing them. 
In this respect i t  is well to remember that the auto- 
mobile industry is the largest purchaser of such 
commodities as gasoline, rubber, steel, mallcable 
iron, lubricating oil, plate glass, nickel and lead. 
ChryrLr Corporalion Library roNrcrion 
By way of background for the library, I might 
mention that the first Chrysler car was exhibited 
a t  the 1924 New York Automobile Show and was 
built in the old Maxwcll Automobile plant w h ~ h  
Walter P. Chrysler was helping to reorganize a t  the 
time. The immediate popularity of this car led to 
the purchase o f  the properties of Dodge Brothers in 
1928, and thus the immense Chrysler Corporation 
was formed. In  comparison, therefare, with otter  
larger corporations i t  is still quite new. T h e  Libmry, 
however, was not organized until about seven 
1 ~ddrlres~ b e h e  the science~crhnol-y Glow,  C h e r n i . ~  
Section, at  the Thirty-fhird Annual Convention oi the Special 
Libraries Amodafion, Hartford, Connecticut, June 17,  1941 
years ago. At chis time, i t  possessed some fifty odd 
textbooks and a couple of moldy setsaf the Iron Agr 
and AirromoCile which preccded the magazine now 
known as A,~lornoliar Indrcirriei. These cady vol- 
umes were inherited from Dodge. 'Today, however, 
its collection is some live to six thousand hooks and 
hound periodicals supplemented by u large trade 
catalog and pzmphlet iilc. In subject matter the 
literature covcrs, mechanical, chemical, rlcctiical 
and metallurgical rngineering, air conditioning, 
industrial hygienc, and some business :and economic 
material. 
In  a library of such broad scopc, the librarian 
cannot be a specialist in all fields, much as i t  might 
be desired. She con, honever, make her collection a 
va!uable one by providing the ncccssary and mast 
important handbooks, dictionaries, directories, 
refcrencc texts, periodicals and abstract scrvice 
guides in each of the various fields covcred by thc 
library. They  re the foundation and the main 
reference sourcc of the collection. If a library of this 
type aperatcs on a budget, as oursdocs, there is,of 
course, the added problem of how much shall be 
spenr for each item. Our chemical and metallurgical 
literature amounts to about onc third to one half of 
our entire cxpenditurr. Chemical Abiwacis form che 
backbone of this field as in all chemical libraries. 
I n  addition, there are complete scts of thc Engineer- 
inglnder and Induinial A m ;  the latter is especially 
useful for current references as most of the leading 
American and English chemical and metallurgical 
journals are indexed in it. The library subscribes 
to approximately m o  periodicals, of which 8 j  are 
chemical and metallurgical. Only about ro period- 
icals in foreign languages are received, nonc ofwhich 
are chemical. Threc-fourths of our periodicals are 
bound a t  the end of the year so we are, therefore, 
unable to keep an extensive clipping file. 
Library reruicer 
The Librazy does not issue an abstract bulletin 
of current articles, but the library st& and the 
chemists check cnrcfully thc abstracts appearing 
in the Journal of rhr hirtiluir of Meioli; .Metals and 
Alloyi; Jounzal and AbslrnN yfrhe American Ceramic 
Sociely; Chemical &i/li?rrs; U. S .  Governmml Pub- 
licorions, Monihly Ciilnlo,-; A'ickel Bulletin of the 
Mond Nickel Company and the Library Rniierin yf 
Abslrorti issued by the Universal Oil Products 
Company. In addition d l  currcrlr periodicals are 
scanned by rhr lihmrinn for book reviews ahd ndver. 
tisemmts d pamphlets and c;ltalogs from vsrious 
manufacturers that may be of value. 
I t  is notdcrmed advisable for the Library toissue 
an abstract bulletin of its own due to the wideness 
of its collection, but a monthly bulletin is circulated 
in which are listed new bonk accessions, fiftcm or 
twenty titles of outstanding periodical references, 
pamphlets and the like, nnd a short news column in 
which are given miscellaneous itcms of interest 
concerning the library. This bulletin is of special 
intercst to the users of thc library located in other 
plants who must necessarily make requests by mail 
or telephone. Our bullctin was started last October 
and now has a mailing list of two hundred and fifty. 
Fortunately for our Library, Detroit has an 
excellent public library from which we borrow con- 
stantly, and the University of Xichigun, located a t  
Ann Arbor, is a distance of only thirty miles. Other 
special libraries such as the ones a t  Dow Chemical 
Company, General hlotois Corporation, and the 
Ford Motur Company, have hem most generous 
and willing to loan us material whenever needed. 
If the pnrticular refcrencc cannot bc securcd in 
Detroit, every effort is made to obtain a photostatic 
copy from some agency outside the city. Photostatic 
reproductions of articles from our own periodicals 
are obtained through the compny Photographic 
Department and d l  legitimate q u e s t s  are filled. 
Periodicals are routed to enccutivc engineers and 
heads of various Laboratories. 'They are checked 
in and out on  a Carden file. Before a periodical is 
sent on its way,itisnlways scanncd in the library for 
articles of special interest which arc to be added to 
the Analytics card file. Then, if in our estimation, 
a particular mticlc should be sent to a member of 
our clientele who would not ordinarily see the 
periodical in question, ir is scnt directly to him, 
marked to his attention. 
Among our chemical and metallurgicnl reference 
books therc are the usual well known handbooks, 
encyclopedias, dictionaries, year books, and the 
like. I t  is very  difficult to classify them according 
to irnpoirancc, but for our  purposes, we list the fal- 
lowing fifteen as essential. 
I .  American Society for h!etals. National met- 
als handbook. 1939. 
2. Carpenter, Sir Henry C. H. Metals. zr .  1939. 
3. Chcmical Industries. Buyer's guidebook 
number. 16th annual. ~ y + o .  
4. Chemical Rubber Company. Handbook of 
chemistry and physics. 24th ed. '940. 
5. Davis, Carroll C. Chemistry and technology 
of rubber. 1937. 
6. Dustan,A. I?. Science ofpetroleum. 4". ,938. 
7. Ellis, Carleton. Chemistry of synthetic 
resins. 2". ,934. 
8. Gardncr, \Wliam. Chcmical synonyms and 
trade namcs. 1936. 
9. Heilbron, H. I. (Editor). Dictionary of 
organic compounds. 3". 1934-1937. 
lo. hlellor, Joseph William. Comprehensive 
treatise on inorganic and theoretical c h m -  
istry. 16". ~yv-1937. 
I r .  Nssh, Alfred J';. Principles of motor fuel 
prepration and ;ipplication. 2". 1934-1935. 
rz. National Research Council. International 
critical tables. p. ,936-1~30. 
13. Perry, John H. (Editor). Chemical engineers 
handbook. i g j q  
14. Thoipe, Sir Thomas Edward. Dictionary of 
applied chemistry. 7". supplements 3". 
1~27-19~6 .  (4th ed. v. 1-3). 
15. Woldman, N. E. Engineering alloys. 1936. 
The automobile manufacturer must also be 
interested in the developing and testing of metals, 
for the many metallurgical achievements of the past 
decade have made possible the present all steel body. 
Through metallurgical research domestic molyb- 
denum has been partially substituted for imported 
tungsten. Research with "on-ferrous metals h a  
also played its role. Die castings for body hardware 
and radiator grilles are now largely of high-purity 
zinc; sintered powder bearings have also advanced 
lubrication, and the electroplater has developed 
hard chromium and bright nickel platings for auto- 
motive parts which h a w  added much beauty to 
your car. 
Whenever requested, the Library compiles 
bibliographies for its clientele, and in addition 
maintains the analytics card file previously men- 
tioned. As in every library, this is our first-aid tool. 
Hcre, arranged according to subject matter, are 
listed references which have taken considerable time 
to unearth and may be needed later, and items which 
are used often and must be found a t  a minute's 
notice. Lnboratary reports and pstents are filed in 
departments outside the library but are accessible 
for the Library's use. 
The National Defense Program has, of course, 
increased the work of the library us i t  has no doubt 
in many libraries, and in its wake has brought many 
new problems. Much time and money have been 
spent developing our aeronautical literature section 
and gathering data relative to strategic materials. 
I n  addition, we have collected quite a complete file 
of Army, N a y ,  and Federal Stork Catalog  material.^ 
Speiifirnlioni, and the S.A.E. Amnaic!irnlMaterrri* 
Spaci$calionr. 
Methods Used in an Industrial Research Library1 
By THELMA R. REINBERG 
Librmim, Barallr M~marial Znrrirurr, Columber, Ohio 
M UCH has been written of technical libra- ries in the past two decades, but i t  is not yet generally recognized that special 
library warkis a specialized type ofrerearch. Arthur 
Connolly, in his paper on Library a i .  Loborntory Re- 
search, in a recent issue of the Hemi Edition of 
Induilrial and Engineering Chemistry, tells us that 
today science has another setting for research-the 
library. I n  order to conserve time and money, 
literature searches should be made on all projects 
before laboratory work is started. The primary duty 
of the librarian and her assistants is, therefore, to 
have all material easily accessible. Special library 
procedure, as a rule, varies from that used by public 
and university libraries since i t  serves a special 
clientele. 
Material in a special library includes boob, jour- 
nals, miscellaneous material such as reprints, photo- 
stats, microfilm, theses and special papers, tr:lde 
literature, patents and college and university pob- 
lications, but, unless this material is brought to the 
attention of the group served, its ultimate value 
will be worthless. The operation of such u library 
is very important. The librarian must be free for 
administrative work, an all important phase of 
which is contact with key men in the organization. 
In  addition to cataloging and classifying material 
to make i t  readily accessible there is the necessary 
reference work as well as that which may be con- 
sidered routine, circulation and binding. 
What is the expedient method of doing thesc 
various jobs? At Battelle Memorial Institutr, where 
the library with its staff of four serves r jo research 
engineers and members of the various auxiliary 
groups, i t  is our aim to use a minimum amount of 
time in the physical preparation of material so that 
more time may be allowed for reference and other 
inquiries. 
Books are classified according to the Library of 
Congress system and all are fully cataloged. \Te save 
timr in this process by using L.C. printed cards 
whenever possible. Jaurnnls are listed in the catalog 
by title and the inclusive volumes are given. Un. 
1 A d d r ~ i 3  beiare the Science-Technoiopy Croup a t  the 
Thirty-tbird Annual Convantian of Soecial Libraries A%socir~ 
tioo, Hartford, Connecticut, June 18. 1941. 
bound serials are also noted with a list of our hold. 
ings. To a great extent the efficiency of a technical 
library depcnds upon the selection and avnilabilitr 
of the unbound material. To make this easily acces- 
sible, catalog cards of the vertical file miscellaneous 
material are included in the book cntalog. This 
materid is classified and filed by subject and when 
sufficient material accumulates on one subject, i t  
is removed from the general file and by the addition 
of a number on the p~mphle t  and catalog card is 
filed with similar material. For example, material 
on rotary furnaces is accumulated and put in the F 
folder; when four or five such articles are received 
they are placed in their own folder, given the next 
number in the F file, i.e., F-7, and then a cross 
reference card for rotary furnaces is made. These 
changes are possible by adding the number 7 to the 
F already on the catalog card and pamphlets. Thus, 
books, periodicals and miscellaneous material are 
indexed and filed. 
Patents are the next most important phase of 
responsibility. Those of interest are ordered weekly 
from the U. S. Patenr Gazetie. So that they may be 
circulated as soon as they are received, a form is used 
listing the patents in numerical order, +ing the 
title and the name of the person to  whom they are 
to be sent. When they are returned to the library 
they arc fully indexed by number, patentee, assignee 
and subject and then filed numerically. At the end 
of the year they are bound in such a way that other 
patents may be added as the occasion arises. 
Trade literature is another important tool, for 
i t  is there that much of the new material appears 
beforc i t  is printed in books or journals. This we 
index under company and subject and file alpha. 
betically by name of company. 
University publications and bulletins of various 
engineering experiment stations are listed an a 
serial card and entered as analytics. This method of 
cataloging almost always suffices since these publica- 
tions are seldom requested cxccpt as a University 
Bulletin-practically never by author or title. 
Probably a unique service only n specid library 
can offer is the thorough indexing of current liters- 
cure. \Ve do this by use ofabstrncts pasted on cards 
with the subjects added. Three copies of all abstract 
journals are received, two of which are clipped. 
These cards m e  filed in z dictionary catrlog. 
The library is a service department and to pay 
dividends potential users must be made aware of 
what is available. To accomplish this we issue a 
semi-monthly literature review which lists the im- 
portant articles, pertinent to our work, appearing 
in the journals the library receives. This review 
brings these articles to the attention of the men and 
saves them time. In  i t  are listed new books and 
miscellaneous material as well as journals in which 
no articles of special interest are found. Thus the 
Institute staff is informed of all material that comes 
to the library. Upon receipt of the review the men 
check the items that they wish and return i t  to the 
library. T o  accommodate those wanting to look up  
information immediately, all material from the cur- 
rent review is kept in the library a week. After this 
period any material requested is lent out  for a three 
day period. T o  supplement this service we send out  
cards listing articles, news items and other informa- 
tion of individual interest. This serves as a more 
personalized library service. This reviewing and 
circulation of journals is time consuming, but i t  is 
negligible whcn compared to the time saved if each 
man had to do this work for himself. 
The mast difficult task we have to overcome is 
attempting to bridge the gap betwecn the research 
worker and the librarian. Too often the former fails 
to realize what the librarian can do for him. By the 
services we offer, literature surveys, preparing bibli- 
ographies an needed subjects and scnding out  per- 
tinent information as i t  comes across the librarian's 
desk we can do much to keep the men library 
minded. Wc try to imbue the staff wirh the idea 
that we are there to help-it matters little whether 
i t  is o d y  a question that can be answered imme- 
diately or 2 problem that will take m extensive 
literature search. 
Technique Of Meeting The Information Needs Of A Patent 
Department Of Any Industry1 
PATEVT and development department is A concerned with the technical and legal aspects of process development. I t  has 
numerous functions of a n  engineering and chemical 
nature, and in connection with its work along the 
lines of the actual development of processes, i t  
must also carry out prior art, patent and litcrature 
searches. I t  is wirh this phase of the work I shall 
deal, discussing a t  thc same time the information 
needs of a department such as ours. 
'The usual length? search procedure, used by the 
investigator entircly dependent on the public 
libraries and the Washington Patent Office, can 
of a case in court or the waste of thousands of 
dollars on research already carried out  elsewhere. 
Sor can searching be rushed. However, i t  is possible 
to plan ahead for search needs in such a way that 
not just hours, but literally weeks and months, can 
be saved on  practically every search made. The  
problem I shall discuss then is, how the searching 
done in a patent department and the material 
stored in a library can both be planned around a 
special industry for economy of time and effort 
spent in starching, without loss of efficiency, and 
how such s~ecialized search procedure difleers 
from the generally used search methods. 
generally be effectively shortcned, often entirely F(e\i&le ridjest iiride*. +em 
ciicumvcntcd, if library material is arranged pur- 
posefully to be ,f most help to the HC Search procedure in a specislizcd industry can 
cannot save t i m e  a t  the expense compieteness be simplified immeasurably by the d e v e b m c n t a n d  
searches, however, for might mean loss Use of a highly flexible subject index system, de- 
veloped for the specific industry in question. M a -  
~kbiidgmenf of m address before the Science-T~hnoio~y terial Stored in a library according to s"& a system 
Group, Petroleum Section, at  the Thirty-third Annual Con- 
"ention sprciai ~ i b r ~ ~ i ~ ~  ~ ~ s o c i r i i ~ ~ ,  t i o r a ,  connscti- will automatically feed into search needs. The 
cut, June 11, 1911. system must be suitable for both patents and 
periodical literature and must be planned ac- 
cordingly. Books also can be indexed in this w,ay, 
either as a whole under the more general classes, or 
broken up into chapters and the variouo chapters 
indexed under the more specific classes. 
The urgent need for a form af subject indexing 
peculiarly useful for searching resulted in developing 
our own system in the patent department. A careful 
study of the problem was made and the legal as 
well as the engineering and chemical viewpoints 
were considered in setting up this system, which we 
have found very satisfzctory. The object was two- 
fold: I) to  transform the files from n mere place 
where searches could be made into a n  effective 
research tool or library, where material would be 
so arranged that i t  presents what might be called 
a series of continuous searches in all important 
subjects of our field, and 2) to organize searching, 
abstracting, indexing, etc., so that every operation 
would serve, not one purpose but several. Thus, our 
technical library was actually an outgrowth of the 
files of the patent and development department, 
arranged to meet i ts  specific needs. Naturally i t  
was advisable to have current literature sheets 
made, that  is, abstracts of current scientific articles, 
to be sent out to our various refineries, laboratories 
and other departments. Such material is subject 
indexed, so that  these cards, together with the 
patents also indexed according to the same system, 
form a series of continuous searches on the class 
subjects, constantly kept up-to-date. We receive 
from the Patent Office in Washington, copies of all 
U. S. patents in our field of interest. These are 
analyzed and subject indexed like the current 
literature. Before the war we used to get files of 
foreign patents as well. 
Usually current literature abstracting and in- 
dexing serves two purposes: I )  keeping members of 
the company abreast of scientific developments, 
2) keeping references filed by subject so that they 
can be found when wanted. By using our specid 
indexing system, we achieve two additional services 
without added work: I )  we obtain extensive search 
material corralled in advance under quite detailed 
possible search subjects and 2 )  we are able to give 
to our research laboratory mcn (who are in East 
Chicago, while we are in New Yoik) instantly 
available collecrions of material, including both 
periodical literature and lists of patents. The ad- 
vantage of such material accumulated on special 
subjects is that i t  is ready and waiting, before i t  is 
requested. Also the research worker is afforded 
easy access to thc collection. 
The ordinary routine of abstracting and indexing 
keeps these collections constantly up-to-date with 
no additional steps or extra labor. The use of the 
hectographing machine makes i t  possible to ac- 
complish all this with one typing operation. The 
current literature sheets, the cards for the subject 
file for use of the p t e n t  department and the cards 
for the subject file for the research laboratory are 
all run off from a single typed copy. The current 
literature sheets are mailed to the various refineries, 
departments, etc.; one set of subject indcx cards 
is kept and one set is sent to the East Chicago 
laboratory. 
Now far the details of working out such a subject 
indexing system. The patent classification system 
of the Patent Office in Washington must of neces- 
sity be extremely broad, because i t  covers every 
conceivable subject. The same holds for the Dewey 
system. However, some such system could be 
devised to cover only one industry. To be useful 
the system must be detailed enough to be of real 
value, yet broad enough to make proper classifica- 
tion possible. It must present room for expansion 
through sub-classes to include, when necessary, 
new developments and discoveries, and it must 
completely cover the industry. 
In  working out such a system for a patent and 
development department i t  must constantly be 
kept in mind that its main purpose is ro simplify 
and aid prior art, patent and literature searching, 
and i t  must satisfy the research man. The chief 
objection to  a decimal system is that i t  is arbitrary, 
and consequently frequently irritates the research 
worker, the laboratory and plant man, who are by 
nature logical. Can we overcome this arbitrary 
and artificial character of a decimal system, so chat 
i t  will a t t ia r t  rather than annoy the scientific man? 
The obvious answer is, yes, if we can make i t  logical 
rather than arbitrary. 
Indrx bared on industry /?ow char1 
The most lagical way of working out such a 
flexible, specialized subject index system is to 
follow a generalized flow chart of the industry in 
question. This idea wins the approval of laboratory 
and plant specialists, because i t  represents their 
natural way of thinking. They note, for instance, 
that the number designations of the classes are not 
haphazard, but gradually increase as we approach 
nearer and nearer the end of the flow chart. That  
means the numbers are easy to remember, and 
users of the system soon find they no longer require 
the alphabetical guide. 
The patent attorney, on the other hand, wants 
searches. He likes this type of classification system, 
because finished searches reach his hands much 
more quickly. Searchers of course like it, because, 
besides being logical, i t  cuts down their work. 
A lengthy alphabetical guide to the decimal 
system must of course be available for visitors and 
for those not completely familiar with oil processing. 
Here every possible synonym is entered for various 
operations and products, and everybody's pet 
phrascs can also be put  in for good measure-ne 
impartanc advanrage of such a decimal subject 
indexing system is that i t  does not become anti- 
quated. The  system has proved workable, capable 
of easy expansion and extremely adaptable to the 
inclusion a f  new developments and discoveries as 
they arise. 
To illustrate how time in searching can be saved 
by keeping up  such a classification of literature and 
patents over a period of years, I will give an ex- 
ample. Suppose to-morrow we should begin a 
starch on solvent deasphaltizing of lubricating oils 
with alcohols. Normally a complete search on this 
subject through the patent and periodicalliterature 
a t  the public libraries would take months. However, 
in our decimal subject index system, class 12.0222 
is on solvent deasphaltizing with alcohols. Under 
this class we will find a list of all patents on  file in 
our library on rhe subject and chat means practically 
all patents that have been issued on the subject. 
We will also find here all articles (in magazines we 
abstracr) that have appeared on  the subject since 
1927, when our current literature abstracting and 
indexing were begun. Also material of older articles 
in our photostat file will appear here. Thus within 
an hour or so we C ; L ~  have on OUT desk several 
hundred pcrtincnt references. I n  fact, we will know 
fairly accurately what the outcome of our search 
will be. Actually ir is complete, except for cornpila- 
tion. 
Our subjccr index classes are very definite and 
detailed, and constitute, as  1 have pointcd out 
before, a series of continuous searches, not only on  
general subjects, hut on fine points of special prac- 
esses. As we have almost 400 subject classes 
(counting sub- and sub-sub-dasses), this means we 
have almost 403 running searches, kept continually 
up-m-date, on  all important phases of our industry 
and special problcms that are likely to arise, as 
well as fairly complete patent searches on almost 
anything you can mention in our line of work. 
I t  is only when w ~ e  must search in some related 
field, outside our own industry, and arc thrown back 
on the usual patent indices, abstract journals and 
journals thnc we do nor oursclvrs abstract and 
index, that wc run into thc rimc-consuming mechnn. 
ics of regular search methods. 
You may ask ''n-h;,r do you mean by using u 
generalized flow chart of a n  industry to work out*  
subject index system:" Let me illustrate with the 
oil industry. First, the oil is taken out of the ground. 
'Thus we start with a class on production. As sub- 
classes undcr this we will put various methods and 
points of intcrest in connection with prospecting, 
drilling, e x .  Then the ail must be taken from the 
wells to thc plant. We have a class on transporta- 
tion, with sub-dasses on pipe lines, tankers, rtc. 
'Then as other main classes, there will follow in 
succession, classes on preliminary treatment of 
oil preparatory to distillation, the general class on 
distillation with its numerous sub-headings on  
different types oi distillation, then cracking with 
sub-headings covering the many different kinds 
of cracking, etc., until we have followed petroleum 
from the crude to the finished products. When we 
have set up the process classes, we again start a t  
the beginning of the flow chart and continue by 
designating product classes, starting with gas, the 
lightest petroleum product, and ending with asphalt 
and coke. Then wc will crcilte classes on products 
made from petroleum and material used in con- 
nection with petroleum refining, as well as classes 
on various allied industries of interest to us, and 
certain classes for purely scientific articles on 
various subjects. The  classes for such an index will 
practically suggest themselves and the index can 
be expanded when necessary. 
Fiie of old niaierGzl inoalza6lr 
Perhaps one of the mast marked differences be- 
tween the technical library of a patent departmenr 
and an industrial technical library in general, or 
one operated in connection with a research labora- 
tory, is the value a patent department places on 
old material. The  reason for this is of course the 
problem of patent anticipation. U .  S. patents i re  
valid for seventeen years from the date of issue and 
the application date may be several years before 
the issue dare. T o  anticipate u patent we must ficd 
pertinent references two ycars or morc prior to the 
applic:ltion dare. Consequently we may frequently 
be looking for pertinent references printed twenty 
years or more ago. 
In  a patent department we need current litern- 
ture to kccp abrcast of the times, but current 
literature rcfeienccs must bc indexed and filed to 
meet search requirements of future ycars. Thus, the 
vaiuc of the current literature subject index file 
incrensrs ns i t  ceases to be current. 
Antiquated technical books are carefully pre- 
served. Our file of British patent specifications dates 
from ib9+  and we hove abridgments bnck to 1617. 
Our Gcrman parent file begins with 1877. Kursi:in 
with 1871 and French with 1803. Our photostat 
file o f  .irticles of interest to the oil industry goes 
bnck to rSo5. M.~ast of this material was collected 
by searching through the libraries of Europe a t  
considernble coat. These accumulated files of old 
material are consrantly in  use. Some of the old 
Russian literature has proved particularly valuable 
becausc these refrrenccs are nor found in the 

Patients' Libraries 
(Continued /*om pogc 237) 
looking upon reading as "nice" for the paticnt and 
are overlooking the therapeutic value of books. 
I realize that i t  is very dangerous to make claims 
for what books will do for a paticnt. We have no 
neat charts and graphs showing the etiect of this 
book or that one on certain psticnts. And a sadder 
truth is that w e  never will have. The benefits 
dcrived from reading are far too intangible to chart. 
But there are enough facts to support the theories 
of those who do believe there is a definite thcr- 
apeutic agent in the library. Every physical illness 
has its mental component which doctors ncw recog- 
nize as important to recovery as the knitting of a 
broken bonc and selected directed reading is be- 
coming thc medicine used to counteract unfavorable 
mental attitudes. The real research and develop- 
ment in hospital library work is in this therapeutic 
handling of books. I believe the day will came whzn 
the library and its bibliotherapg will be as definite 
n hospital unit as occupational therapy. 
A Library Is Born in Modern Times 
(Conli""cd/ro"' Bosc 2% 
described the army using these simple homely road Libmry mff 
maps for its troop maneuvers, and during the Span- 
ish Civil War the well-known, Michelin maps were 
used in actual large scale military maneuvers. 
They are excellent maps and the newspaper library 
having a collection of these, together with those of 
both the United States and foreign oil companies, 
~hou ld  consider itself very fortunate. The foreign 
oil road maps can be procured through the regular 
map distributors. 
Our map collection has been supplemented by 
the ~urchase  of most of the well-known eeneral . 
atlases. These include Rsnd-McNally, Hammond's, 
Philip's. Mercantile, etc. While not able to purchase 
. . 
a copy of the London Times Atlas, wc were able 
to provide a n  excellent substitute in the newly 
published Great Italian Atlas, which is undoubtedly 
the finest in print today. I t  compares in every 
respect in accuracy and thoroughness with the 
Times Atlni, which is older by sonic twenty years. 
\Ye also keep on permanent file about twenty of 
the most widely read magazines such as l i m e ,  
Fortune, N e w  Moirei, Nation, and Editor and 
Publisher, ,Yem Torker, Cumnt History, etc. W e  
subscribe to Readmi Guide to Periodical Literature. 
Approximately roo other magazines are cither 
routed to interested persons in the oiganirvtion 
or examined for important or useful stories which are 
clipped and filed in the clipping files. 
Needless m say a book collection, a picture 
collection ar a clipping file, however broad and 
complete, are not af themselves sufficient to provide 
the kind of reference service needed by a modern 
newspaper. The essential ingredient is a good library 
staff. P M  believes i t  has done this more rhan 
adequately by selecting a staff of young and erperi. 
enced men and women from various newspaper 
libraries in the New York area. Since we wer, 
beginning from scratch, we hired persons who were 
thoroughly experienced and who could immediately 
fit into the rhythm of newspaper library work, 
without a long training period. Our staff now num. 
bers ten persons. It began with five. Severd mcm. 
bcrs of the library stat i  have been called upon to 
review books for the book page, while two others 
have covered various national conventions in 
Washington, D.C. 
The head librarian has been made a member of 
the small Editorial Board which controls the policy 
of M, a arar event on any newspaper. Thcse 
incidents are, I believe, a r e d  sign of the growth in 
importance of a research library to a modem 
ncwspapcr trying to tell the news in a modern 
manner. 
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Announcements 
Appointments 
Gordon E. Randall has been appointed Chatt.3- 
nwga Branch Librarian of the TVA Technical 
Library to succeed Aubrey F. .4ndrews who resigned 
to accept a position in the Buffalo Public Library. 
Joseph B. Rounds has been appointed Acting- 
Librarian a t  the Grosvcnor Library, Buffalo, New 
York. He had recently been appointed Assistant to 
Dr. Augustus H. Shearer, who died on May 31. Mr. 
Rounds received his bachelor's degree in Library- 
Science from the University of Michigan in 1931; 
his master's degree from the same institution in 
1938. He has had experience in this country in the 
libraries of Earlham and Oberlin colleges and in the 
New York.;Public Library; in Europe he worked 
on the reorganization of the Library of the Inter- 
national Labor Office. He has also been Assistant 
Professor in Library Science for the past year, a t  
the University of Buffalo. 
Sir Angus FJercher T o  Retire As Director 
The forthcoming retirement is announced of Sir 
Angus Fletcher as Director of the British Librar).of 
Information. Sir Angus, who was a t  the time a mem- 
ber of the research staff of the National Industrial 
Conference Board in New York, joined the Library 
in 1922 a t  the request of the British Government, 
and in 1927 becamc its Director. He has thus been 
associated with the British Library of Information 
since its earlicst days, and has been largely rrspan- 
sible for building up its resources and services. Sir 
Angus was made a Commander of the Order of the 
British Empire in 1931, and was recently created 
Knight Commander of the Order of St. Michael and 
.
St. George. 
The conceotion of an official library of informa. 
tion on British affairs ro serve the interests of the 
public but without engaging in the advocacy of any 
particular British policy is generally credited to 
Lord Tyrrll, formerly Sir \Yilliam Tyrcll, Permn. 
nent Under Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, 
and well known in Washington and New York. 
'There was no experience on which to draw when the 
Library was started in 1920 and i t  was for several 
).cars regarded as orperimentnl. The fact that by 
the outbreak of the present war i t  had grown to be a 
large and important part of the British official 
establishment in the United Statrs, is a tribute to 
the soundness of Lord Tyrell's conception no less 
than to the success with which i t  was carried out. 
Sir Angus has taken an active part in thc interests 
of the library profession, and is widely known in 
library circles in the United States. 
In Active Service With The U. S. Army 
Richard (;ibson Hensley, Chief Librarian of the 
Reference Division, Boston Public Library, Boston, 
I\.lassachusetts, is on extcnded active duty with the 
First Engineer Battalion, First Division, U. S. 
Army, Fort Devens, Massachusetts. Captain 
Hensley is Adjutant of the Battalion. 
Marriages 
Paul Guy, President of the Special Libraries 
Council of Philadelphia and Vicinity, and Miss 
Katherine D. Patterson, Head of the Circulation 
Department of Swarthmore College Library, were 
married on August g, r94r. Mr. and Mrs. Gay will 
reside a t  410 Harvard Avenue, Swarthmore, 
Pennsylvania. 
They Made Good In "Man's World" 
The Rotogravure Section of the Los Angeles 
Timer of June I ,  1941 featured under the above 
caption the pictures of two Los .%ngeles special 
librarians: Miss Frances C. Richardson, Head of the 
Research Department of the 20th Century-Fox 
Studio and Miss Patsy Kelly, Librarian of the 
Douglas Aircraft Company. 
Appeal For Material On Benjamin Franklin 
The N a n o x r ~  COMMITTEE 70 SIONALIZE 
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN'S CDNT~NUINO C N T P I ~ U T ~ O N  
TO AMPRICAN CIVILIZATION has sent out an appeal 
to SLA members for copies of documents, historical 
papers and other material pertaining to the life 
of Benjamin Franklin. This Committee, organized 
by theFranklinInstitute,is endeavoring to assemble 
a t  the Institute concrete evidence that Franklin 
is today an inspiration to thousands of associations 
and learned societies. In addition to building up a 
permanent Franklin collection, Mr. William M. 
Vermilye, Chairman, writes that the Committee 
will also gladly furnish factual information on 
Benjamin Franklin to any one requesting it. 
Contributions may bc sent to Mr. Vermilye a t  the 
Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Special Collections 
Mrs. Robert Sonnenschein has presented to the 
John Crerar Library, Chicago, Illinois, the Roben 
Sonnenschein Collection of portraits of scientific 
and medical men. The sollection numbers more 
than moo portraits. This valuable and interesting 
collection includes early mezzotints, copperplates, 
and many early and late photographs. I t  will be 
kept separate, arranged in a special cabinet, m d  
known as the Robert Sonnenschein Portrait C b -  
lection. A catalogue is being prepared. 
Publications 
A page mimeographed booklet containing full 
and detailed reparts of the five Discussion Confer- 
cncr Units of the Thirty-third Annual Convention 
of Specid Libraries Association, June 16-19, 1941, 
a t  Hartford, Connecticut, is now available a t  the 
Executive Office, 31 East Tenth Street, New York. 
This may be purchased for twenty-five 
cents plus two cents postage. The Functions of 
Menogrment ai Applied to Librariw Adminiitro- 
tion-Operation of Library and Refcrcnrc and Infornro- 
tion Scrviic T x h n i p r  were the subjects discussed 
by more than 150 librarians who attended the 
conferences. The reports are full of useful informa- 
tion and should prove of inestimable value ta all 
special librarians. 
Library organization and management was the 
and published in a 25-page booklet. Copies may be 
secured a t  jo cents each by addressing the Graduate 
School of Library Science, University of Southern 
California, Los Angeles, California. 
(Codinucd on 9ogc 279) 
Necrology 
At the f i ~ s t  General Session of the Hartford 
Convention the Secretary read the names of the 
following SLA members who had passed away 
during ig,+o-rgq~: 
Borton Chapter- 
Mrs. Norman Cofren, Boston Filing and 
Indexing lnsti tute 
Miss Alice Wilde, Harvard College Library 
Connecticut Chapte? 
Miss Abby L. Bentleg, Reference Library, 
New Haven Public Library 
Mr. George Lillard, Hartford Colleges of Law 
and Insurance 
INinois Chapter-- 
Miss Betty Fisher, Lantern Slide Department, 
Art Institute of Chicago 
Michigan Chopttr- 
Miss Elva Clarke, Employers' Association, 
Detroit 
Mrs. Louise P.  Dorn, Detroit Edison Company 
New r0rk Chaptcr- 
hlr. S. Martin Login, B. Login and Sons 
Mr. Arthur S. iMcDaniel, Association of the 
Bar of the City of New York 
Phiiadriohio C o u n c i C  
topic of the lectures and discussions presented a t  Mr. Alfred Rigling, The Franklin Institute 
the Library Section of the 1941 Institute of Govern- Library 
ment of the University of Southern California held 
~ m o ~ / i i r e d -  
on the campus June gth to 13th under the leader- 
ship of Dr. E. \V. McDiarmid of the Library School, 
University of Illinois, and Dr. John hlcDiarmid of 
the School of Government, University of Southern 
California. A digested report of the twenty sessions 
which covered such topics as "What Librarians 
Might Learn from Business Administration," 
"The Elements of a Good Personnel Scheme," 
"Trends in Civil Service us They Affect Libraries," 
"Internal Organization of the Library," "Coordina- 
tion Devices," "Staff Associations and Unions" and 
"Methods of Budgetary Control" has been prepared 
J, 
Dr. Augustus Shearer, Grasvenor Library, 
Buffalo 
Editor's N o t e  
Convention papers received by the Editor and 
not appearing in the Prarcrdingr Irruts of SPECIAL 
L ~ s n n a ~ ~ s  will either be abstracted in the Absnnctr 
of Reports o f  Committeci, Groupr and Chapters, a 
copy of which is being mailed to each member, or 
they will be printed in special issues of the magazine. 
.A. c. M. 
The public good, the real weifare of the great body of the 
people, is the supreme object to be pursued, and no form of 
gouernment whatever has any other value than as it may be 
jittedfor the attainment ofthis object.-The Federalist 
UNITED STATES 
GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS 
The largest stock in the country under one roof. 
More than 75,000 titles. Specialities: natural and 
physical sciences, commerce, geology, ethnology. 
Will buy or trade your duplicates. 
The Luther M. Cornwall Company 
723 11th S t r e e t ,  N.W. W a s h i n g t o n ,  D. C. 
*NO SON INC. 
245 SEVENTH AVENUE 
N E W  ) . O R ! (  C I T Y  
RE:  B U S I N E S S  T H I N K I N G -  
Vital Speeches i s  The Mort Valuable 
Single Source of Such Material 
"I rhould like to takc this occasion to erpreri my very weat 
appreciation oi V i t d  Sficrchar magazine and the useful service 
that it is ~enderlng the ~merican public. 1 am perronall~ in- 
terested in fallowing the ~ a r i ~ t i ~ ~  and changes !n burinesn 
thinking and 1 find your payer themost valuablr rlnderource 
of such "LtCTia.l.~~ 
E. G. Navrse Director I?rri!ute of Econmics, 
~ r & k i n p s  ~bnurunon, wash.. D. C. 
Vital Speeches 38 W. 42nd St. N e w  Y o r k  
i""'--'--'--' ---------- 
I I I ; PICTORIAL ARCHIVES I 
I I 
I IUustrations from Old Book* I  
Old Prints and photographs-and illustrations I 
I fmm old books, magazines and newspapers. 
I 
I Research and Reading MxLLer 10.000 SubJerte 1 
I I 
1 228 East Forty-first Street 
I 
I NEW YORK I 
I I 
I Telephone: Murray Hill 2-5658 
I I 
,,,-,- - -- - -- ,- - --------- 1 
(Cofinudlrorn gogc 2451 
lnruronre program 
The National Chamber provides a most im- 
portant medium for cooperation between business 
men and those cngaged in insurance. I t  is in a posi- 
tion to survey the problems of insurance, not alone 
from the viewpoint of those engaged in the business, 
but also from the viewpoint of policyholders. The 
tnsurancc program of the Chamber, therefore, has 
been formulated with the view to bringing about a 
better public understanding of insurance. Last year 
Nniion's Buiinesi carried a special 32 page article 
entitlcd "The Case for Insurance", which attracted 
wide attention throughout thc business world and 
was given an extensive distribution in response to 
many thousands of requests. 
I n  recent months the Chamber has announced 
an enlarged program along insurance and loss pre- 
vention lines. The Chamber is sceking the coopera- 
tion of business men and policyholders to see that 
insurance is given fair p l q  in the exercise ofprivate 
initiative, unhampered by ill-advised special legisla- 
tion, hut still subject to sound regulation. 
Visits have been made to home offices of member 
companies and meetings with company executives, 
agents and othcrs have been arranged. I t  is the 
pu rpse  of these mcetings, not alone to create good 
will, but to secure the views of insurance members 
an problems in their field and to discuss with them 
the Chamber's program as i t  relates to their busi- 
ncss. Visits have bcen made to chambers of com- 
meicc and trade associations, many of which have 
shown interest in insurance problems of various 
types. 
The Insurance Department of the Chamber pro- 
vides a medium through which life, fire and casualty 
insurance, stock and mutual, agents and brokers 
and other business men may cooperate in solving 
their problems as they arise. Through its widespread 
membership, the National Chamber can serve as a 
functioning group to  appose any attacks that may 
be detrimental to the interest of policyholders, as 





RICHARD S. WORMSER 
22 WEST 48TH STREET 
NEW YORK 
Local Reridmlial Occupancy-Vacancy Surueyr- 
A iuggertedproredure. Federal Housing Administra- 
tion. Washington, D. C., 63 pages, forms. Mimeo- 
graph. "There is probably no single scrics of data 
so helpful in guiding decisions with respect to both 
private and public policy in the field of mortgage 
finance as  a comprehensive and thorough analysis 
of the occupancy-vacancy situation," writes Erncst 
41. Fisher, under whose direction staff members of 
the Federal Housing Administration prepared the 
above cited handbookdescribing haw to make thcsc 
local surveys readily and a t  small cost. 
The technique for making a vacancy survey 
described in this handbook should be of interest to 
local government officials responsible for housing 
conditions in yaur community and private individ- 
uals or organizations studying housing. There is a 
small quantity of these handbooks available for 
free distribution. Direct yaur request to the Federal 
Housing Administration, Attention: Research and 
Statistics Division, Washington, D. C. 
. . .  
The Cusrom Morcre Guide, 1941 editioil, is now 
being distributed by John F. Budd, Publisher. With 
domestic manufacturers searching the world for 
raw materials and looking for export outlets in a 
world disrumed by war. the issuance of the 1941 
- .  
edition of the Guide a t  this time is of vital impor- 
tance to our national defense and foreign trade. The 
new features outstanding this year have been the 
revision of the "No Consul List" and a substantially 
increased Marine Section showing in color the flags 
and funnels of Tow Boat and Lighterage Companies 
for thc first time, plus many additional steamship 
lines. I t  has been thumb indexed for speed and 
convenience in locating information as well as being 
completely revised and brought up-to-date. Supple- 
mentary service to this annual Guide is issued 
monthly under the name of the American Import 
and Export Bulletin, a publication of some 40 pages 
which not only keeps the Annual reviscd to date, 
~ ~ 
but contains a complete coverage of all the latest 
Laws, Regulations, Decisions, Rulings, Export 
Control Licensing Requirements, Rcciprocsl Trade 
Agreements, etc., affecting foreign trade. Cusrom 
IZorcse Gidide (7ph  year), ,941 edition. Published 
by Custom House Guide, Box 7, Sta. P., Custom 
House, Ncw York City. $~ i .oo ,  plus postage. 
BOUND 
Our bindings are bound to win 
your hearty approval. 
We rebuild shabby books into 
strong beautiful volumcs by using 
the finest materials and the most 
modern equipment. 
Our skilled craftsmenwill complete 
your binding order in every detail. 
We have convinced a distinctive 
clientele. Let us convince you! 
DESS &TALAN CO.,Inc. 
SPECIALISTS IN  
LIBRARY &SCHOOL BINDINGS 
217-21 E. 144th St. New York. N. Y. 
for PAMPHLETS, REPORTS, Etc. 
ALL SIZES . 
I Wrilo immediddy lo Dept. C 
POSITIONS 
WANTED 
For Librarians well 
qual ied  for all 
branches of library 
work. 




For positions of 
any type in any 
part of the country. 
This senice is free. 
Here i s  a b o o k  to  e n a b l e  t h e  p r a c t i -  
cal man to e m p l o y  s f s t i s t i en1  
m e t h o d s  in q u a l i f y  c o n t r o l  of  
m a n u f a c t u r e .  I t e x p i a i n s f h e m e t h -  
oda,  d e m o n s t r a t e s  t h e i r  m o d e  of 
o p e r a t i o n ,  a n d  i n d i c a t e s  t h e  ways 
I n  w h i c h  t h e y  can b e  of service. 
It m a k e s  posa lb ie  p r o m p t .  va l id  
a n d  c o n a l e t e n t  s o l v f i o n s  of per -  
p l e x i n g  p r o b l e m s  b y  means of 
figures a n d  c h a r t s ,  and w i t h o u t  t h e  
necess i ty  of c o m p l i c s t e d  m a t h e m a -  





B y  LESLIE E. SIMON 
Mqa,  or inm,  D,pn,m.nr, Uw'd *.mi A?!", 
240 pages; $2.75 
JOHN WlLEY &SONS, INC. 
NEW YORK 
A NEW PUBLICATION 
Special Library 
Resources 
A comprehensive survey of more 
than 700 libraries listing by state 
and city, name of organization, 
person in charge, size of staff, 
statistical data of resources avail- 
able, and with description of 
major fields of interest and spe- 
cial collections. 
September, 1941. App. 750p. Price: $6. 
Special Libraries Association 
3 1  East Tenth S t r e e t ,  New York 
BOOKLIST 
L I S T I N G S  
The Lollowing book8 h a w  brrn listed in 
cTh. Baoklial: 
Electric Welding: Potter S1.25 
Tool Making: Cole . . . . 3.50 
Forgin. Practice: Johnson. 1.50 
pattern ~ a l a i n g :  ~itchey-  on roe-~Cese- 
Hall  . . . . . 2.00 
Fovndrg Work: s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - G ~ ~ ~ - G ~ ? ~ ~ ~ ~  2.00 
Flight-First Principles: Wright-Srmley. Jr.- 
Martlin . . . . . 2.50 
Diesel ~ n & e y - ~ h & y  and  Design: 
Degler. 2.50 
Flight-Construction and  Maintenmce: 
WrighbDger-Martin . . . . 2.50 
Mechanism: Winston 3.50 
Haw Yrm Can Get  a Better Job: Lasher- 
Richards 1.50 
Practical ~ a t h e m ~ t i c ~ : '  i b b r - ~ a l z e l l -  
McKinney 2.40 
concrete ~~~i~~ id conshuction: ~ i b -  
son-Webb . . . . . .  . . 4.75 
arschine Design: winston 3.w 
M..hll. S h q  operations: Bairlit . . . 5.00 
Interior Electric Wiring a n d  Estimatiog: 
UhbNdson-Dunlap 2.50 
How to Design a n d  ~ n s t a l i  ~ l u i b i n g :  
Matthias, Jr.. . . 3.00 
Sfair Building: Townsend . . 2.00 
American Technical Society 
Drexel Avenue at 58th Street, 




Emma V. Baldwin 
William E. Marens 
study of cost accounting in 87 public 
raries for the practical use of librarians, 
stees, library schaols, and students of 
mieipal finance. 
~c results of this study should pmve of 
finite value, and may point the way to new 
momies, larger budgets whereneeded, more 
cient services; to a broader and more ef- 
tive use of books and printed material- 
d even to the need of more books. 
Price $3 




by CAROLYN F. ULRICH 
R. R. Bowker Company 
West 45th Street New York. N. Y. 
Are You Sure 
You arc nhlc to give new pamphlets 
the consideration they deserve? 
Many morc, valusble, current stltdics 
appear in this form each month 
than cnn possibly bo appraised by 
thc average library. 
Since 1932 Thc Vwlieal File Service 
Catalog has published n monthly 
descriptive list of between 500-600 
new p&mplrlets. The 1940 Curnuls- 
tion lists and describes 6.072 "am- 
phlets under 2,150 subject headhgs. 
Hundreds of t,housa;ds of do1l:~rs nerc 
spent on research, study, editing, 
ctc. in the preparation of these pam- 
p h l e t ~ ,  yet  35L7, of them aro delivered 
without charge and the prices of 
t,he remninine (see cataloe) are 
nominal 
In  addition to an  annotated l i s t i n ~  un- 
der subjects, each monthly iasue of 
the  cataloe includes a Title Index 
and Order t i s t .  
All service basis rates for thc I'erlicel 
Pile Service Catalog, including back 
service have been recently reduced. 
Write for your new rate and-to 
let i t  speak for i t se l f .  . . u sample 
of the Catalog. 
T H E  H. W. WILSON COMPANY 
950 University Avenue New York 
Directory of 
Microfilm Sources 
Including Photostat Service 
compiled by 
ROSS C. CIBELLA 
Tzchnicol Librarian 
Ha//Labornloricr, Inc., Piltrbwgh 
This directory is meant for YOU, 
compiled at your request, to save 
you time and trouble in locating 
available sources for Microfilms. 
There are 215 listings plus valuable 
data about ordering Microfilms and 
their cost. 
July, 1941 
64 pages. Price: s.75 plus postage. 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION 
31 East Tenth  Street, New York 
PERIODICAL 
BINDING -81.65 
$at rate includes 
volumes to 14 inches 
American Library Association 
specifications; best quality and 
appearance; expert handling. 
Free shipping cartons supplied. 
Three binderies to serve yon. 
Address nearest one for full 
particulars. 
EDWIN ALLEN COMPANY 
110% S. Wabash Ave. CHICAGO 
PO15 E. 85th. St. CLEVELAND 
Santa Fe Bldg. Unit t DALLAS 
C' C H E M I C A L  
J O U R N A L S  
a The Journal of Organic 
Chemistry 
Editor: LYNDON F. SMALL 
Bimonthly. One volume a year. $6.00 
8 Chemical Reviews 
Editor: W. AL~EET NOYES, JB. 
Bimonthly. Two volumes a year. 
$7.00 for both annual va~urnes. 
8 Journal of Physical 
Chemistry 
Editor: S. C. LIND 
One volume of nine numbers a year. 
$10.00 
For detoiled inlormotion write to 
The Williams & Wilkins Company 
BALTIMORE. MD. 
r E L E P H O N E  
R E C T O R  2-3447 
A. C .  P A N D I C K  
Manager 
22 T H A M E S  S T R E E T  
N E W  Y O R K ,  N .  Y. 
MAGAZINE 
SUBSCRIPTIONS 
A com lete, efficient Magazine 
service !' or all Libraries. 
Send us a copy of your list for 
quotation. 
Place your list with a recognized 
Library Agency. 
Our Librarians' Guide is now in 
press. Write for a free copy. In- 
valuable to librarians, a list of over 
zooo titles, American and Foreign, 
showing in what General Index in- 
cluded, and giving title page, index 
and volume records of each for 1941. 
Also odd numbers of magazines, 
volumes or complete sets sup,plied 
from our stock of over a m~llion 
magazines. 
F. W. FAXON COMPANY 
83-91 Francis Street 
Back Bay, Boston, Mass. 
LAW A N D  COMMERCIAL 
CORPORATION 
F I N A N C I A L  
P r i n t i n g  
' D  A Y A N D  N I G H T  S E R V I C E  
282 SPECIAL IBRARIES 
MIDDLETOWN,  C O N N . ,  U. S. A* 
T E L E P H O N E  M I D D L E T O W N  2 2 5 5  
C A B L E  A D O R E S 5  - - 8 L i 5 5 E R I A L "  
We buy and sell American and foreign serials, including periodicals or magazines, 
government documents; publications of the learned and scientific societies, associations 
and institutions, such as reports, transactions, monographs, bulletins, proceedings, and 
journals; also newspapers, almanacs, and trade journals. 
Our stock is carefully catalogued and covers all subjects. 
We maintain a serial reference library where histories and information pertaining to 
serials are available to libraries without cost. (See SPECIAL LIBRARY RESOURCES.) 
We keep a perpetual record of your serial needs. 
W e  never cease searching for material not available from stock. 
Our prices are reasonable. Send us your serial want list. 
We ourchase duolicates from vour list o r  bv bulk. 
LIBRARY BINDERS AND BOOKSELLERS 
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY 
74 Oraton Sveer 
Branch O5ce: 
580 Fifth Avenue, New York 
RADEMAEKERS LIBRARY AND SCHOOL BINDINGS have won universal 
recognition because of durability and attractive appearance. 
THE BINDERY IS OLD: the binding methods are NEW, uptodate, practical. 
Prompt service is a specialty. 
Prices, samples, trained representatives, await the summons of the librarians. 
SPECIAL SERVICE for Magazine Bindings 
We are prepared to supply our trade, at  cost, with almost any back numbered 
issue of Technical Magazines or Trade Journals. 
Send us your magazines for binding and let us worry about your missing 
issues. 
WILLIAM H. RADEM~EKERS. President 
F O R  SALE 
Biochemische Zeitschrift: Vols. 1-259 (1906- 
1933), bound 
Biochemisches Centralblatt: Vols. 1-23 (1905- 
1921), bound 
Chemical Society of London, Journal: set 
Chemical Abstracts: complete set 
Journal, American Chemical Society: Vols. 16- 
6 2  (1894-1940) 
Journal, Society of Chemical Industry (London): 
Vols. 1-58 (1882-1939) 
BOOKS 1 ::L 
PUBLISHERS 
WANTED: scientific JOURNALS in all languages, 
bought for CASH or taken in EX- 
CHANGE. 
Chemical books (in any language), if in 
coed second-hand condition. 
- 
WHOLE SCIENTIFIC LIBRARIES bought at 
-- 
any time. 
UNIVERSUM BOOK EXPORT CO., INC. 
45 East 17th Street, New York, N. Y. 
C. P. A. REVIEW 
QUESTIONS WITH ANSWERS 
By L. MARDER, LL.B., C.P.A. 
Author of C.P.A. LAW REVIEW 
CLEAR - CONCISE - AUTHORITATIVE 
YOU CAN'T KEEP THIS BOOK 
ON THE SHELF, BECAUSE: 
.This book begins where others leave off. 
'It  was written exclusively for the C.P.A. candi- 
date. 
.It is a necessary supplement to  the standard re- 
quired text. 
'It covers more than 1,300 questions and concise 
answers on 47 topics brought up to  date. 
.It will teach the C.P.A. candidate to  give essen- 
tials and state his answers clearly, concisely, 
and precisely to  the point. 
.Brevity on the examination is of utmost impor- 
tance. With the help of this book, the C.P.A. 
candidate will be able to  conform easily with 
the all-important requirement of conciseness 
that is preferred by the examiner. 
'Aided by the extensive index he can efficiently de- 
vote more time to  points of information he 
does not adequately know. 
'Designed with large, readable type this 448 page 
book is cloth bound in lasting buckram. 
Wi thout  obligation,  examine th i s  book.  Com are  it w i t h  
t h e  latest books on  your shelf, and if you c o n c h  e t h a t  your 
l ibrary can  be w i thou t  it, return i t .  
B 
Orders from colleges, libraries, students, teachers and  civil 
service commissions is proof t h a t  you t o o  wi l l  order th i s  book. 
C O N C I S E  T E X T  P R E S S  
136 LIBERTY STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. 
'Or Y OUR 
Library Supplies Library Furniture, Tables, 
Chairs, Magazine Racks,Card Catalog Cases, 
Book Trucks Filing Cabinets, Wood or 
Steel 0 Insulated Filing Equipment 0 Kardex 
Visible Records Folders 0 Guides Flexi 
Files * Steel Book Stacks Exhibit Cases 
8 The complete line of library equipment. 
Buffalo, New York 
Branches in all Principal Cities 
Announcing 
FEATURES OF THE 
NEW MICROFILM READER I 
Shows either perforated or non- 
perforated 35 mm. film. 
Magnifies Rlm twelve times onto 
a 12" x 12" translucent viewing 
screen for easy reading. 
100-watt lamp, polished and 
silvered reflector, and triple con- 
densing system assure maximum 
illumination. 
Films protected by heat-absorbing 
filter and adequate ventilation. 
Easily operated. 
. Accommodates films with text laid 
down in any direction. 
Can be used in normally lighted 
room. 
. Easily carried-no larger than 
a valise. 
Now for the first time a microfilm projector is offered at  a price every 
library or institution can afford to pay. This projector has been 
designed by the Society for Visual Education, the designers and manu- 
facturers of the famous S.V.E. I'rojectors for filmstrips and slides. 
The revolutionary advantages obtained through the use of microfilms 
are recognized the world over by librarians, educators, museum curators, 
and businessmen. On microfilms, occupying only a few cubic feet of 
storage space, the contents of huge libraries can be reproduced. For- 
merly inaccessible source material is now available to everyone with 
the aid of microfilms and the inexpensive and efficient S.V.E. Microfilm 
Reader. 
Further information on the S.V.E. Microfilm Reader furnished upon 
request. 
SOCIETY FOR VISUAL EDUCATION, INC. 
Dept. 9SL 100 East Ohio Street Chicago, Illinois 
i T H E  FOUR HIGH L I G H T S  OF 
' I STECHERT SERVICE 
1 ARE 
A C C U R A C Y  E C O N O M Y  
1 D E P E N D A B I L I T Y  S P E E D  
STECHERT SERVICE is not merely a slogan but a POLICY of 
FAIR DEALING AND PERFORMANCE 
1 We invite every librarian to take advantage of our facilities for supplying 
BOOKS 
New and Secondhand 
Out of Print 





In our newest department-LATIN AMERICAN BOOKS 
and PERIODICALS-we endeavor to assist in the growing 
success of Latin American co-operation. We maintain one or 
more agents in every Central and South American republic. 
A large stock of Spanish and Portuguese literature is carried in 
New York. 
STECHERT SERVICE is not restricted to Book Selling. We 
are continually interested in purchasing complete Libraries, 
large or small, as well as single Books-Periodicals, sets, runs or 
volumes. Domestic or Foreign. 
Estimates given upon request. Your want list is solicited. 
G .  E .  S T E C H E R T  & C O .  
31  E A S T  1 0 t h  S T R E E T  . N E W  Y O R K  
Branches: PARIS InlPZIG 
W N D O N  16 Rue do Condo Hospitalstrasse. No. 10 
2 Star Yard BERNB (swit.sdmd) G W O A  IA~snryI 
Carey St. W. C. 2 15 Distelweg Via. Sottoripa X 1 
and oorrespondents in all other foreim countries 
